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The Pmblem of Moral LU& and Its Significance 

Andrew Michael Latus 
Doctor of Philosophy, 1998 

Graduate Department of Philosophy 
University of Toronto 

1 have two aims in the thesis. First, to explore the notion of lu& and second, to 

apply the results of that exploration to the problem of moral lu& The problem 

of moral luck stems from a conflict between the intuition t h t  luck should not 

affect a pemn*s moral status and the fact that, in practice, lu& does seem to 

affect a personts moral status. The problem was brought to wide attention by 

Bernard Wïams and Thomas Nagel in 1976. Since then a number of 

pMosophes have offered solutions to it 1 argue that none of those solutions 

succeed. To see this, we must undertake an analysis of the notion of lu& From 

discussions of lu& by Aristotle, Daniel Demett and Nicholas Rescher, 1 develop 

an account of luck as a properw of pairs of events and people. The degree to 

which a pair possesses that property varies with chance and value, and so upon 

perspective. 1 use the account to show the problem of moral luck to be insoluble 

for any system of morality that involves the evaluation of individu&. Cases of 

moral luck will arise on any such moral system. 1 dose the thesis by arguing 

that the inescapability of moral lu& leads us to some one of two possib1e 

conclusions about morality: either the= is a sort of unfaimes built into morality 

or we must reject a very natural fom of moral evaluation, namely the 

assessrnent of a persods mord worth (Le, the amount of mord credit or 

diScredit that attaches to that peson). m e r  conclusion is surprisin& hence the 

problem of moral luck iç of considerable importance. 
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Introduction 

C h  the day 1 began thinking about writing this introductionf I took my 

usuai midday trip to the University of Toronto Athletic Centre. Just More going 

there, I had cancelled one of my aedit car& and removed it £rom my wallet. As I 

left the Athletic Centre, 1 noticed that the wdet, into which I had just put my 

University of Toronto Shident ID., was bady out of balance. This was less 

neurotic than it sounds. It's a old, cheap wdet. The various <redit car&, 

driver's licences, LD.'s and M-fillled coffee shop bonus cards it contains are held 

in pface by jamming enough cards into each of the wanet's pouches that nothing 

can fd out. Taking the now c â ~ d e d  credit card out of one of the pouches 

meant that all the other cards ih that pouch were threatening to tumble out Ten 

or twelve k t  outside the athletic centre, I stopped to reorganize the wallet As 1 

did, 1 heard a loud crash behind me. 1 tutneci and saw a six or seven foot long 

cardboard box mysteriously Hled with planks. It had been propped up against a 

wall just outside the AthIetic Centre and had fallen over, landing just inches 

behind me. A woman sitting about ten feet from m e  and the box said, "Were 

you ever lucky! I thought you were going to die." The 1st part of what she said 

was an exaggeratiom It was a big box and it feu with an almighty crash, but I'm 

pretty sure it woddn't have kiUed me. It would certainly have hurt, thou* 

Ço, whüe she was exaggeratuig, she was right about m e  being lu*. 1 was lucky 

not to get hurt and lu+ to have found a way to begin rny thesis. For, as it 

happensf this is a thesis about lu& and the extent to which it petrates out 

iives. 

1 donPt take myseIf to be any luckier than a lot of other peopIe, but Lu& has 

had a great deal to do with the shape of my Me- For instance, my choice of 

graduate schooI was detennined by my receipt of a schohhip I was only 



nominateci for because a fnend of mine declined the nomination and suggested I 

might be a good candidate. Of course, thereps nothhg remarkabie about t h .  

Whüe we might disagree about just how important a role ludc plays in our lives, 

who could deny that it is important? What this thesis is about is just how 

important lu& is. The main thread Nlining through it is a discussion of the 

problern of moral Iuck, that is, of whether lu& permeates d o m  to the level of 

the moral. Can luck affect a pason's moral status? 

W hat makes this question important is thai, in certain cases, it seems to 

matter to us whether a thing came about by luck or not Çometunes it dearly 

doesn't matter. rm glad that the falhg box missed me and 1 don't are whether 

it was just a matter of luck that it did so. In other ases, we care a great deal. I 

want to be hved as a professor of philoçophy becaw 1 will make a good 

professor, not because the hiring committee acddentally came to think that 

someone else's brilliant wriling sample or telephone interview was mine. 

Though there wodd obviously be certain advantages to me getting a job by 

mistaken identity, the fact that it was just Iudc that led to me getting the job 

wodd undermine that value to a signi£icant degree. The same seems to go for 

morality. It seems Uiat a person's mord stalus ought not to be affeded by luck. If 

we are praised or blamed for things we accomplish only by biind lu& or for 

character traits we possess only by luck, this seems to undermine the value of 

that praise or blame. 

There is thus some reason to Uunk it troubling if luck affects a peson's 

moral status. This thesis is about whether that trouble ever arises and, if it does, 

what that means We will ask first of all whether cases of moral hck wer anSe, 

that is, whether lu& ever does affect a pason's mord status. Investigating that 

question will Iead us to another question, one which is &O of independent 

interest what is luck aqway? I will devdop an account of lu& which leads me 



to condude that, if morality involves the evaluation of individuals, moral luck 

is unavoidable. I then consider what the existence of moral luck means, arguing 

that, when faced with the existence of moral luck, we must either give up an 

important moral notion or else recognize that morality has a sort of unfairness 

b d t  into it. 

The thesis is structured as follows. In chapter one, the problem of moral 

luck is introduced by focussing on seminal articles on the topic by Thomas Nagel 

and Bernard Williams. In chapter two, 1 examine attempts to solve the problem 

by arguing that cases of moral luck never do arise. T h e I  drawing upon a 

similarity between epistemology and ethics, I present a preliminary version of 

the argument that moral luck is inescapable. The final version must wait until 

after the consideration of the nature of luck that takes place in chapters three and 

four. In chapter three, I consider discussions of luck by Nicholas Rescher, 

Atistotle, Daniel Dennett and others. In chapter four, I develop my own account 

of luck. Finally, in chapter five, the argument that moral luck is unavoidable is 

completed and the consequences of this drawn out. 



[l] The Problem of Moral Luck 

The Iiterature on mord lu& began in eamest in the wake of papers by 

Thomas Nagel and Bernard Williams.~ Though Nagel's paper was written as a 

commentary on Williamst, they have quite difrent emphases.2 Süli, the same 

question lies at the heart of both papers and, indeed, at the heart of the literatw 

on mord luck: can Iuck ever make a moral difference? This idea of a moral 

difference is a wide one. Various sorts of difference have been considered. The 

most obvious is, perhaps, a difrence in what a person is moraily responsible 

for, but it has &O been suggested that lu& affects a person's mord stahis more 

generally, that is, Uiat it affects how mordy good or bad a person is. We shall 

pay more attention to this distinction in the ,  but the important point for now is 

that both Williams and Nage1 argue that lu& can make a moral difference. 

Well, so what? The problem is that the idea of luck making a moral difference is 

deeply counterinhiitive. We know that lu& enters into our lives in countless 

ways. It affects our success and our happiness. We might weIl think, however, 

that morality is the one arena in which luck has no power, that when it cornes to 

a person's moral standing (an expression 1 rvill use to stand for ail the sorts of 

moral difference lu& might be thought to make), her standing is exactly the one 

she deserves. Luck, we might thuik, cannot alter that standing one bit. This 

seems a reasonable position, but it is a position both Nage1 and Williams cast 

into doubt. We will begin by examining Williams' argument, prirnarily because 

it is the least successful. 1 wiU argue that Williams' aqjwnent fails and that what 

1 I say 'in eamest' because the problem of moral lu& had been discussed before Nagel's and 
Williams' articles (although not under the heading of 'moral lu&). See, for instance, Joel Feinberg 
(1%2). 
2The papers, both entitled NIoral Luck," were originaily pubLished in The Aristotelinn Society 
Suppiementary, Volume 1,1976. Rwised versions of both papers were pubLished as chapters of 
Williams (1981) and Nagel (1979). The revised versions of these papes are also induded in an 
excellent anthology edited by Daniel Statman (1993). 



is interesthg in his argument is captured much better by Nagel. 

1. Williams on Moral Luck 

Williams' aim in "Moral Luck" and much of his other work is to discredit 

the Kantian view of morality and to suggest that it would be best to abandon the 

notion of morality altogether (replacing it with the wider notion he cails the 

'ethical')2 (Williams, 1993a, 36-37) In doing so, Wiliiams takes himself to be 

diallenging not just Kantian thinking about morality, but &O commonplace 

ideas about it. He daims the idea that moraliv is immune to lu& is ''basic to our 

ideas of morality." (Williams, 1993af 36) Why should this be so? Because, 

WiIfiams suggests, if moral value does depend on lu& it m o t  be the sort of 

thing we think it is. I have akeady noted the extent to which luck permeates our 

lives. Some are bom healthy; others with various sorts of handicaps. Some 

stumble into great wealth; others work hard, but always remain poor. To those 

on the losing end of these rnatters, this often seems unfair. Success of whatever 

kind we might seek is not equally avaüable to a l .  Lu& gives some head starts 

and holds others back. Nonetheless, we might think there is at least one sort of 

value whidi is equally available to ak moral value. Conrad Bladc may be richer 

than me, but that does not mean he is a better person. Donovan Bdey may be 

faster than me, but that does not make him morally superior to me. Of course, 

both these men may be m y  moral superiors, but if they are, luck is supposeci to 

have nothing to do with it. Morality Uius provides us with a sort of cofnfort. In 

Wïiliamç' words, it offers "dace  to a sense of the world's unfaimess." 

(Williams, 1993a, 36) As WUiams points out, however, this will be cold comfort 

if morality doesn't matter much niuç, just as it is essential to the notion of 

3 See Williams (1985) for the disthdion. 



moral value that it is immune to luck, so, he daims, it is essential that moral 

value is the supreme sort of value. Williams daims that if moral value re* 

does possess these two characteristics, it can give us the d a c e  he describes. Luck 

may b ~ g  us a l l  sorts of hardship, but when it cornes to the single m a t  

important sort of value, we are immune to lu& It is against this picture of 

morality that Williams' mgunient must be understood. He presents us with a 

dilemma: either moral vdue is (çometimes) a matter of lu& or else it is not the 

suprerne sort of value. In either case, we have to give up something very 

important to the notion of moral vdue, hence Williams thinks we should give 

up morality in faveur of the ethical. 

Williams begins the drive towards this dilemma by focusing on ratiortai 

jusîification rather than moral justification. The cornerstone of his argument is 

the daim that rational justification is a matter of lu& to some extent. H e  uses a 

thought expriment to make this point Williams presents us with a story based 

loosely on the M e  of the painter Paul Gauguin. Williams' Gauguin feels some 

responsibility towards his family and is reasonably happy living with them, but 

nonetheless abandons them, leaving them in dire straits. He does so in an 

attempt to become a great painter. He goes to live on a South Sea Island, 

believing that Living in a more primitive environment will allow him to 

develop his gifts as a painter more M y .  How can we tell whether Gauguin's 

decision to do this is rationally justified? We should ask k t  of dl, what exactly 

Williams means by rationd justification. He never says, but 1 take it he is 

interested in the question of whether Gauguin was epistemically justified in 

thinking that acting as he did would increase his chances of becoming a great 

painter. That is, the question is whether it was rationai (given Gauguin's 

interests) for him to do as he did. 

Williams rïghtly observes that it is effectively impossible to foresee 



whether Gauguin WU succeed in his attempt to become a great painter. Even if, 

prioi to making his deasion, Gauguin had good reason to think he had 

considerable &tic talent, he codd not be sure what wodd corne of that talent, 

nor whether the decision to leave his famiiy wodd help or hinder the 

development of that talent. In the end, says Williams, "the only thing that will 

justify his choice will be success itself." (Wfiams, 1993a, 38) Similady, he daims 

the only thing that could show hirn to be rationally unjustifieci is failure. 'Suice 

success depends, to some extent anyway, on lu&, Williams' daim entails that 

rational justification depends, at least in some cases, on lu& Not every success, 

however, confers justification, nor does every fdure signal la& of justification. 

It depends on what sort of lu&, if any, was invoIved in the success or failue. 

WiUiams distuiguishes between extrinsic and intrinsic lu&, daiming that only 

the operation of intrinsic luck is compatible with the result of a decision 

determinhg the rational justification of that decision. Roughly, inPrinsic lu& is 

luck which arises hom the eIements of the pruject or action under consideration, 

while extrinsic lu& is luck arising from 'outsider the project. Ln the case of 

Gauguin, intrinsic ludc is luck afising from Gauguin hisnself, since he is the only 

one involved in hiç project.4 If Gauguin fails because it tums out that living on 

a South Sea Island distracts hirn to such an extent that he becornes a worse 

painter, this wül be a case of bad intrinsic lu& and so he will be unjustüied.5 On 

the other hand, if, at the start of his project, a freak acadent causes him to sustain 

an injury which prevents him kom ever painting again, he wilI be neither 

- justifieci nor unjustifiecl since his project is never reaily carried out. His project 

4 The xope of intrinsic lu& GUI be wider. See Wüliaw' dhussion of Anna Karenina for an 
exaxnple. (Wiiliarns, 1993a, 41-42) 
5 As Ronnie de Sousa has pointed out to me, this is a dubious daim Suppose the mdùiation to 
distraction that xuttles Gauguin's project was something that no one (indudixtg Gauguin) could 
have been expected to detect prbr to Gauguin making his d a o n  If 50, it is not at ai i  dear why 
the fad that such an unexpected element interfered with the project is at aU relevant to whettier 
Gauguin was epistemidly jusü£ied in making the decision he did. 



wi]l have failed but, as regards justification, a verdict will not be retumed due to 

the interference of extrinsic bad luck.6 What matters then with regard to rational 

justification is intrinçic lu& If Gauguin is lu* enough to posseçs M a e n t  

talent and to fïnd circumstances in which that talent can fiourish, his project will 

succeed. H e  wiU be justified and this will, in part, be due to (intrinsic) lu&. 

What, if anything, does this have to do with morality? Williams hopes to Iliflict 

fatal damage on the notion of the moral by setting up a collision between 

rational and moral justification. Rational justification, Williams has suggested, 

is, at leaçt partly, a matter of Lu& Moral justification, as we have noted, is not 

çupposed to be a matter of lu& at aJl. This dearly leaves room for clashes 

between the two sorts of justification, cases in which an action is morally 

unjustified, but rationally justifieci (or vice versa). Indeed, the example of 

Gauguin is supposed to provide US with just such a case. Suppose that 

Gauguin's decision to leave his family is mordy unjustifieci. Sice  lu& bas 

nothing to do with the mord value of this decision, we c m  say that Gauguin's 

decision is a morally bad one when he makes it and that it stays that way forever, 

regardless of how his projed huns out7 According to Williams, however, 

whether Gauguin's decision is rationdy justified is not settled when he makes 

it. We have to wait and see how the project tunis out. Suppose, as Williams 

clearly means us to, that his Gauguin, like the real one, becornes a great artist 

(and that this does not happen as the result of extrinsic Iuck). Once thk is the 

case, Gauguin's decision is rationally justified though s till morally unjustifieci. 

This might be thought enough to generate a problem for the type of 

morality Williams opposes. As Judith Andre puts it: 

6 Althou@ Williams never mentions it, presurnably if Gauguin were to succeed due to good extrinsic 
lu& he wodd aiso be neither justified nor unjustified. If an eccentric art critic were to find a way to 
maki Gauguin's mediocre work spe& it hght be impossible to tell whether Gauguin was justifi-ed 
or not. m e  example is Arthur Ripstein's.) 
7 This isn't to suggest that Gauguin c m  never make amends for his decision, merely that whatever 
he does won't change the fact that his decision was a morally bad one. 



Since rational justification is partly a matter of luck, ... our notion of rational 
justification is not synonymous with that of moral justification, and moraiity is not 
the unique source of value (Andre, 1993,123) 

This doesn't, however, quite get Williams' point right. His daim was not that 

morality is the only source of value, but that it is the supreme source of value. 

On this picture, the mere fact that morality and rationality collide does not 

neceswily pose a problem. The possibility that rationality and morality may be 

distinct sources of value is no more troubling than the fa& that moraiïty and 

pleasure are distinct sources of value. There c m  be more than one source of 

value so long as moral value trumps these other sorts of value.8 Problems only 

arise when we corne to consider "where we place our gratitude" that Gauguin 

lefi his family and became a painter. (Williamst 1993b. 255) Suppose that we are 

genuinely grateful that Gauguin did what he did and, as a result, becarne a great 

artist We might Say this shows that, on occasion, we have reason to be @ad that 

the moraily correct thing did not happen, but to say something like this is to call 

into question part of the point of morality (or so Williams says). Remember 

Williams daims that moraüty "has an ultimate form of justice at its heart, and 

that that is its dure. ... it offers ... d a c e  to a sense of the worid's unfairness." 

(Williams, 1993a, 36) He adds that it can offer that solace only if moral value 

possesses " m e  special, indeed supreme, kind of dignity or importance." 

(williams, 1993a,36) Thus, the problem posed by the Gauguin case is not simply, 

as Andre suggests, that there might be other çources of value than morality 

floating around. The problem is that the example of Gauguin suggests morality 

is not the supreme source of value after all. We are supposedly studc between 

8 For the Kantian the problem is worse since, for Kant, to a d  moraiiy is to a d  rationally. But 
remember that Williams takes as his enerny both Kantian and our everyday thinking about 
rnorality. It is not at idi dear that our everyday thinking about moaüty requins us to endorse such 
a tight Link between rationaiity and mordity. 



two unpaiatable options. If the pichire is as WiUiams describes it, we are in a 

situation in which moral value and another value (Le., rationality) dash and the 

other value is the winner. Ço much the worse for moraiity, it Ioses its position 

as the supreme sort of value to a sort of value which is affecteci by Iuck.9 In 

doing so, its ability to provide us with 'solace to a sense of the worlds 

unfairness' is destroyed. This problem can be avoided by daimhg that moraiity 

and rationality do not mKde in this case. That is, we could deciare that morality 

is dependent on lu& in the same way that rationality is. This sort of move wiIl 

eliminate the threat that rationiality poses to morality's supremacy, but this 

o c m  at the expense of one of our deep commitments about moralip, nameiy 

its invuInerability to lu& Either way, the notion of morality faüs to escape 

intact. 

This? T a y ,  is what Wrlliams would have us believe. Despite ail the 

attention that Williamsr articie has generated, his argument is actuaily 

remarkabIy unimpressive. It is not dear, for instance, that moral value has to be 

the supreme sort of value. Why can't it just be an important sort of value (and, 

accordhg to what value are the various sorts of value to be ranked myway)? 

Moreover? what is there to stop us h m  saying that out gratitude (if we have 

any) that Gauguin did what he did is just misguided and so that this is not a case 

in which it is better that the rational thing rather than the moral thing 

happened? It rnay be that our gratitude is no indicator of whether or not it is 

better that Gauguin did as he did. These large problems aside, there is an even 

more basic pmblem with Williams' argument. It rests on a daim about rational 

justification that can quite e d y  be made to look doubtfui. At the heak of 

9 It is, however, possible to concede that motality ïs not îhe supreme s o m  of value, but not give up 
the claim that our lives are, in some important resped, Eree of lu& Susan Mendus argues that, 
whik the case of Gauguin shows that rnorality is not the supreme source of value, the oniy values 
which mmpete with moality for supremacy are themselves fkee h m  lu& In Gauguin's case, she 
daim that the vaiue whidi competes with moaüty for nipremacy is that of art and that even if 
Gauguin fa&, "he has reason to îhïnk it worthwhile to have trieci," (Mendus, 198& 339) 



Williams' m e n t  is the daim that a rational justification for a particttlar 

decision c m  only be given after the fact. This is what allows lu& to enter into 

rational justification. If we do not accept this daim, Williams has given us no 

reason to think Uiat either rationd or moral justification is a matter of luck and 

so, we cease to have a reason to imagine a conflict between rationality and 

morality (on these grounds anyway). If so, Williams has given us no reason to 
- 

think that either rationd or moral justification is a matter of lu&. What's more, 

there is good reason to doubt the daim that rational justification must 

sometimes be retrospective. The usual intuition about justification is that if we 

want to know whether Gauguin's decision to leave his f d y  and become a 

painter was a rationai one, what we need to consider is the information Gauguin 

had availabIe to him when he made fhat decision. What did he have reason to 

believe would be the fate of his -y? What indication did he have that he had 

the potential to become a great painter? Did he have good reason to t h ,  his 

family wodd hinder his quest after greatness? Did he have reason to believe a 

move to the Çouth Seas wodd help him adiieve his goal? And so o n  Our 

standard picture of justification tells us that, regardless of how Uiings h m e d  out, 

the answer to the question about Gauguin's justification is to be found in the 

answers to the above questions. Lu& is thought to have nothing to do with his 

justification Indeed, if Gauguin is found to have been somehow relying on luck 

- if', for example, he had never painted anytling, but just somehow feit he had 

greatness in him - this would weigh substantially against the rationaüty of his 

decision. The same could be said of the moral status of his decision: what counts 



is the information he had at the üme, not how things tumeci outlo. 11 

Williams does have an argument against this picture of justification, 

albeit an ineffective one. He appeals to the notion of agent regret Agent regret is 

a speaes of regret a person can feel only towards his or her own actions. It 

involves a 'taking ont of the responsibility for some action and the desire to 

make amends for it. Williams' example is of a lorry driver who "through no 

fault of his" nuis over a small child. (Williams, 1993a, 43) He rightiy says that 

the driver will feel a sort of regret at the death of this duld that no one else will 

feel. The driver, after dl, caused the diüd's d e a k  Fuffhermore, we expect agent 

regret to be felt even in cases in which we do not think the agent was at fault If 

we are satisfied that the driver could have done nothhg else to prevent the 

child's death, we wiU try to console him by teilhg him this. But, as Williams 

observes, we wodd Uiink much kss of the driver if he showed no regret at a& 

saying only Tt's a tem'ble thing that has happened, but 1 did everything 1 could to 

avoid it.' Williams suggests that a conception of rationality that does not involve 

retrospective justification has no room for agent regret and so is "an insane 

concept of rationaü~." ( w ' k s ,  1993a, 44) Hiç worry is that if ratiodty is a i l  

a matter of what is the case when we make our decisions and Ieaves no room for 

the Iudc that fhds its way hto cornequemes, then the lorry driver ought not to 

eXpenence agent regret, but instead should simply remind himself that he did all 

he could. This, however, just does not follow. The problem is that, in any 
-- 

10 1 must admit that the 'standard pichue* of justification 1 have sketched above is an intenialist 
one. Sudi a fichire is somewhat unfashionable amongst phihophers these days, dthough 1 would 
argue it is stiU our intuitive pimire. Regardes, thoe favouring adding e x t e d  consideratio* to 
an acaount of justification are no more inciined tu factor in how thùigs hirn out than internalisk 
( S e f  for instanceI Goldman, 19û9) What matters to extemaiists is typicaily rot how things do hun 
out but how they are likely to turn out (See chapter two. secüon six for more on the distinction 
between epistemologicai internalists and exteniaiists) 
1 1 I should add that luck deariy oi n enter into rational justification in ways other than the one 
Wiïams has in mind. It cui be a matter of lu& that you are smart enough to see that the evidena 
you posseçs justifies you in holding a certain belief or a matter of lu& that you posa s  the evidence 
you do. PresumabIy luck c m  enter into moral justification in the same ways, but, with good reason, 
no one has ever suggested there is anything troubhg about thir 



plausiie case of this sort, it wiii not be rational for the driver to Mieve that he 

could not have dnven more safeiy. M g  just isn't Iüce that. hdeed, what it is 

rational for the driver to do is to suspect there was something else he could have 

done which might have saved the life of the chüd. If he had just been a little 

more alert or driving a little doser to the centre of the road. If he had been 

ciriving a little more slowly. If he had seen the M d  phying near the street If 
- 

bis brakes had been checked more reently and so on and so on. It will be 

rational for him to wonder whether he could have done more to avoid thiç 

tragedy and so rationd for him feel a s@al sort of regret at the death of the 

diild.12 Agent regret exists because we can almost never be sure we did 

'everything we could'. Thus it provides us with no reason to beüeve t h e  k a 

retrospective cmnponent to ra! mal justification (and SQ no reason to conclude 

that lu& plays the role in justification Williams suggests). 

None of thiç is to deny that the way t b g s  tuni out may figure in the 

justifications people gioe for their past actions. It is just that, despite this, the 

way thhgs tum out has nothing to do with whether or not those past adions 

reaily were justifid. Çometimes the way things tuni out may be a l l  we have to 

go on, but this tells us nothing about the actud justification or la& thereof of our 

actions, not unless we confuse the state of an action king juçtified with the 

activity of jusüfyhg that action alter the fact.13 

Why then have Wüliams' daims about moral lu& been taken so 

seriousIy? Because despite the shakiness of the argument he in fact gave, he 

pointed the way t o w m  a much more interesthg and troubling argument about 

moral lu& This argument, glimpses of which can be found in Williamç' paper, 

is explicitly made in Thomas Nagel's response to Williams. 

12 Brian Rosebury makes this point (Rosebury, 1995,514515) 
13 in his writings on epistemology, William Alston has made much of the distinction between 
giving a justification and k i n g  justifiecl. See, for instance, Alston (1989)- 



2 Nagel on Mord Luck 

Nagel identifies the problem of moral luck as arising from a cod i c t  

between our practice and an intuition most of us share about moraiity. H e  states 

the intuition as follows: 

Pnor to reflection it is inhiitively plausible that people canmt  be moraliy assessed 
for what is not theu fault, or for what is due to factors beyond their control. 
(Nagel, 2993,58) 

He then gives us a rough definition of the phenornenon of moral ludc 

about 

Where a significant aspect of what someone does depends on factors beyond his 
control, yet we continue to treat him in that respect as an objed of moral judgment, it 
can be called moral lu& (Nagel, 1993, 59) 

Qearly cases of moral Iudc fly in the face of the above stated intuition 

morality.14 Yet, Nagel daims that, despite our having this intuition, we . . . d 

kequentiy do make moral judgments about people basai on fadors that are not 

within their control. We might, for instance, judge a drunk driver who kills a 

diild (cd him the 'unfortunate driver') more harshly than one who does not 

(call him the 'fortunate driver'), even if the ody significant difference between 

the two cases is that a child happened to be playing on the road at the wrong 

point on the unfortunate driver's route home. This, for Nagel, is the probIem of 

moral Iudc the tension between the intuition that a person's moral standing 

carmot be affected by luck and the possibiüty that lu& plays an important 

(perhaps even essential) role in determining a perçon's moral standing. Nage1 

WVagel (and many others) seem to athibute to Kant the position that luck could rimer make a 
moral difference. This is not so. In "On A Supposed Right to Lie Erom Altnllstic Motives," Kant 
tek us that a person who Lies to a munierer about the location of the murderer's intended vicüm 
the* becornes responsible for whatever the murderer does (induding things the murderer might 
do which could not have been foreseen). Since what the mutderer achially does may be affected by 
luck, Kant dearly does allow the possibility that luck may affect what a person is resportsible for. 



suggests that the intuition is correct and lies at the heart of the notion of 

morality, but he dso endorses the view that luck will inevitably influence a 

person's moral standing. Thiç leads him to suspect there is a real paradox in the 

notion of moraüty . 
W e  might wonder whether the problem Nagel presents is kt thought of 

as a problem about luck or if it is redy about control. That is, is Nagel's worry 

that lu ck seems to play a role in determuiuig a person's mord standing or that 

fhings which are beyond thnt person's conbol seem to affect her morai standing? 

The answer is both. Nagel thinks that lu& should be understoad as operating 

where control is lacking, so for him the problem about control and the probIem 

about luck are one and the same. The important point, however, is that Nagel 

seems to think that, quite aside from how luck is analyzed, there is a real 

problem if luck ever makes a morai difference. This is important because there 

is reason to think the identification 

Even if this is so, we are left with a 

in terms of luck rather than lack of 

problem. 

of luck with la& of controf is mistakenJ5 

problem of moral lu& For this reason, it is 

controi that 1 shaU hereafter hame the 

The probtem of moral luck lies in the thought that lu& sometimes makes 

a moral Merence, but, as 1 have noted, there is more than one way in whidi 

lu& might make a moral difference. Two sorts of difference are discussed in the 

fiterature on mord luck, although these are not always clearly distinguished. 

These two sorts are represented, on one hand, by the thought that the 

unfortunate driver is no worse a person than the fortunate ciriver and, on the 

other, by the thought that since we cannot plausibly hold the fortunate driver 

responçitde for the death of a child (as no death occluzed in his case), neither can 

we hold the unfortunake Mver morally responsible for that death The second 

15 See chapter thme, section four and chapter four, section one for more on this. 



thought has to do with the ass- of individual events to a person The £irst 

involves a mom direct assessrnent of a person It involves an assessrnent of how 

mu& credit or discredit - 1 WU use the tenn 'moral worth' to capture both credit 

and dixredit - attaches directly to a person The spedics of how moral worth 

and responsibiüty operate may be left quite open It may be, for instance, that a 

person has an overall mord worth or that she has a certain worth in one respect 

and another in a different respect. 1 Ieave the accounts open, making only what I 

hope are uncontroversial assumptions about worth and responsibiiity, so that 

my argument WU not be tied to speQfic accounts of worth and responsibility. 

We have two sorts of question to consider. (1) can lu& make a difference 

in a person's moral worth and (2) can lu& make a diaerence in what a person is 

morally responsible for? Which of these questions is Nagel's? It's difficuit to 

tell. Nagel does briefly refer to the problem of moral lu& as a "fundamental 

problem about mord responsibiiity," but most of the t h e  his womes are about 

'blame', a notion with overtones of both sorts of moral difference. (Nagel, 1993, 

58) Is he concemed that the driver wilI be blamedfor the ment of the Md's  

death or that the unlucQ driver h irnsel f will be rated morally worse than the 

lucky driver, i.e, blamed more? Nagel seems to entertain both possiiilities, 

asking both whether the unfortunate driver is to blame for more and whether he 

is a worse person than the unfortunate driver. Indeed, it may be the case that 

Nagel thuiks the two questions are inseparable, that we cannot make sense of the 

idea of holding a perçon morally to blame for some event without this, at the 

same tirne, behg counted as a reason to lower that person's moral credit rating. 

Nothhg Nagel says deaily reveals his position on this point For now, it is 

enough simpIy to bear both sorts of moral difference in mind. The distinction 

will be useful when we try to assess the various solutions that have been 

pro+ for the prob1em of moral luck. The important point for now is that, in 



either case, there is something troubiing about the idea that lu& might make a 

moral difference. Yet, it seems we d o w  luck into our mord judgments all the 

time. W e  do think l e s  of the unfortunate driver. W e  do hold him responsible 

for the death of the child. On the face of it, this might not seem partidady 

troubhg. W e  might admit that, on occasion, we judge people for things that 

happen as a result of luck, but simply daim that in any such case a rnistake has 

been made. The mere fact that we do sometimes judge people for things that 

happen due to luck does not indicate that we should judge peopIe for things that 

happen due to lu& nor that we intend to. The probIem Nagel points out, 

however, is that when we consider the sorts of things that influence us 

'Utimately, nothing or almost nothing about what a person does seems to be 

under his control." (Nagel, 1993,59) That is, everyihing we do seems at some 

level to involve lu& Nagel makes a helpful cornparison to the problem of 

epistemological skepticism. Just as the problem of skepticism emerges from the 

clash of our intuition that knowledge should be certain and non-acadenkal with 

the fact that few, if any, of our tnie beliefs are entkely certain or free from 

accident, so: 

The erosion of moraI judgment e m q e s  not as the absurd consequence of an over- 
simple theory, but as a natural consetpence of the ordinary idea of moral 
assessment, when it is appiied in view of a more complete and pmcise account of the 
fa&. (Nagel, 1993,59) 

What are these fa&? Nagel identifies four ways m which lu& plays into our 

moral assessments. It enters througk 

1) Constitutive Ludc the Iuck involved in a persun's having the 

"inclinations, capacities and temperameni" that she does. 

2) Clrcumstantia.1 L u k  the lu& involved in "the kind of problemç and 



situations one faces" 

3) C a d  Lu& "lu& in how one is determined by antecedent 

circumstances," 

4) Redtant Luck: lu& in the way one's actions and projects turn out." 

(Nagel, 1993,60)16 

Nagel gives illustrations of each type of lu& They are worth considering 

so that we might be dear on the dif fmces  between the types of lu& We 

should bear in mind, however, that we rnay ulümately disagree about whether 

these constitute cases of moral lu& This is sornething I will have mudi more to 

say about in the next chapter. 

Resd tant Luck 

Nagel gives us several examples of redtant lu& One we have aIready 

seen: the case of the fortunate and unfortunate dnink drivers. Along similar 

Iines, he makes the following daims: 

there is a moralIy signifiant difference between resaiing someone h m  a buming 
building and dropping him Erom a twelth-storey window whüe ûying to rescue 
him. (Nagel 1993, 58) 

[f one negügently Ieaves the bath nimung with the baby in it, one will reake, as 
one bounds up the stairs toward the bathroom, that if the baby has drowned one 
has done sornething awfuL whereas if it has not one has mereIy been careiess. 
(Nagel, 1993,63) 

16 Nagel idenafies, but does not give names to aü four types of luck He does k t i  of 'constitutive 
luck,' an expression he probably gets frwi Wüliams. Williams, however, intends constitutive Iuck 
to have a wider rope than Nagel doer Will i i l l~t~ appeazs to want constitutive lu& to encompass 
what I have d e d  'circumstantiai' and 'causai' lu& (WiUiams, 1993a,36) 1 take the names 
'circumstantial' and 'causai' luck from Daniel Statmah (Statrxtan, 2993,ll) The teun 'resultant 
lu& cornes h m  M M  Zimmerman. (Zimmerman, 1993,219) Other names have been given to 
resuitant, circtmstantial and causai lu& R a t a n t  luck has been caiied 'coweguentiai lu&. 
(Mendus, 1988,334) Circumstantiai luck has been calleci 'situationai luck'. (Waiker, 1993,235) 
Causal luck has been d e d  'determining 1uck'- (Mendus, 1988,334) 



Nagel also makes much of decisions, partidarly political ones, made under 

uncertainty. He gives the example of someone who must decide whether to 

instigate a revolution against a brutal regime. She knows that the revolution 

will be bloody and that, if it fds, those involveci wili be slaughtered and the 

regime will become even more brutal. She &O knows that if no revolution 

occurs, the regime will become no less brutal than it currently is. If she succeeds 

she will be a hero, if she fails she wiU bear "some responsibility" for the temble 

consequences of that failure. (Nagel, 1993,61062) Thus, how the revolution hirns 

out, something which might be almost entirely a matter of resultant lu&, seems 

to have a great deal to do with the moral credit or blame she will receive.17 

Once we stnp away Williamsf dubious daim that rational justincation is 

dependent on what we might c d  'resultant epistemic luck', the Gauguin 

example &O fits in nicely under the heading of resultant lu&. It might be 

suggested that whether Gauguin's decision to leave his family is moraIly 

justified depends on how his attempt to become a great painter goes. 

Just as lu& may interfere in the course of our actions to produce results 

that have a profound influence on the way we are mordy judged, so our lu& in 

king in the right or wrong place at the right or wrong t h e  can have a profound 

effect on the way we are morally atsçessed. Nagel's example is of a person who 

lives in Gerrnany during the Second World ~ a r ' a n d  'khaves badly." (Nagel, 

1993, 65) We are sureIy inclineci to blame such a person, to hold him or her 

responsible for what he or she did. But Nagel asks us to contrast this person with 

17It is worth emphasizing again that Nagel means to suggest luck wiii affect not just what praise 
or blame she actually receives, but &O, regardles of how she is actuaiiy treated, what praise or 
btame she deserves 



a German who moves to Argentina shortly before the War for business reasons. 

Suppose that the expatriate would have behaved just as badly as the German if 

he had rernained in Gerrnany. Are we willing to say the expatriate should be 

judged as harshly as the German? If not, circumstantial lu& has made a moral 

ciifference. We can make this sort of case more troubling if we focus on the way 

in which the person has 'behaveci badly'. If the bad behaviour consists of being a 
- .  

concentration camp guard and gleefully shoothg hundreds of people, we may be 

inclined to think of the expatriate, who would have behaved the sarne way given 

hd£ a chance, as an undiscovered rnonster who rightly should be judged as 

harshly as the German.18 In such an extreme case, it is easy enough to daim that 

lu& does not make a moral difference even if it makes a difference in whether 

we discover that the expatriate is so morally repellent. But, if the bad behaviour 

consists of somelhing l e s  drastic, Say, in refusing to give refuge to a Jewish 

family being pursued by the Nazis, we c m  be much less codident that we would 

not have failed in the same way. Are we willing to Say that a l l  those of us who 

would have failed should be assesseci in the same way as the German who 

actudy failed? It ïs not at ail dear that we are. 

Causai Luck 

Nage1 says very little about thïs sort of luck and the same ïs true of those 

who have m e n  about mord luck after him. The wony about causal luck 

should be clear enough since it is precisely the sort of worry found in the debate 

on fke will and determinism. IIt also seems to be a redundant sort of lu&, 

induded by Nage1 only to indicate the comection between the problem of moral 

18 Obviously there wouid be huge epistemic obstacles to our ever discoverhg that the expatriate 
was such a monster, but that doesn't matter. W e  are not concemed hem with how to find out how 
g d  or bad a pecson is. 



lu& and the debate about free will and determlliism. It is redundant because 

amimstantid and constitutive lu& seem to cover the sarne territoiy. 

Constitutive luck covers what we are, while circumstantial lu& covers what 

happens to us. Nothing else seems to remah that can play a role in determining 

what we do. For this reason, I too will have no more to say about causal lu& 

Lt is worth considerhg whether what 1 have just said about the - - . - 

relationship between the fieewill versus determiniSm controversy and womes 

about causal Iuck might, as has sometunes k e n  suggested, be applied to the 

whole problem of mord ludc 1s the entire problem of moral lu& nothing but 

the keewiII and detenminisrn problem in different dothing? It certainly does 

cover çome of the same territory. Like worries about the compatibility of free 

WU and determiniçm, womes about moral luck get the2 SM when we notice 

how much of what is supposed to be morally signifïcant about us is simply thrust 

upon us whether we like it or not. But while they cover çome of the same 

temtory, the notions upon which the problems hun are quite different In 

partidar, we will see that neither of the notions Uiat get star billing in ta& of 

freewill and determiniSm is of central concern when we think about moral lu& 

Given that lu& may exist whether the wor1d is determiniçtic or not, we do not 

worry about whether determinkm is true or not when we consider the problem 

of mord luc.k.19 Nor, as we shall see, do we spend o u -  t h e  worrying about 

whether people possess freewill or not.20 This being so, it is bat to think of the 

19 For the remn that luck is compatible with detenninism, see the acmunt of lu& developed in 
chapter four. 
20Suppose we gant that people have free willr There seem ta be three possible ways in which 
decïsions are made by that wil18 all of which d o w  the possibüity of luck. Perhaps the wül 
chooses cornpleteiy freely, with no constraïntr on it at ali (not even internai ones). If ço, it chooses 
randody and so it is a matter of ludc what it chooses. Perhaps the will's choicw are somehow 
constraineâ by the person in question's temperament (or =me other feature of the individual 
extemai to the will). In this case, luck enters into the picture by means of the Iuck involved in 
havhg a parücular sort of ternperarnent (or whatever). perhaps the wiii has its own 
diaracter or nature and chooses in accordance with that. But then it c m  be a matter of lu& what 
that nature iç. Thus, even if we grant the existence of free will (whatever exady that is), there is 
stili room for Iuck. 



problem of moral luck as related to, but distinct hm, the problem of freewill 

and determinism. 

Constitutive Luck 

A naturd reaction to womes about resultant and circumstantid luck is to 

suggest that what matters is not how a person's actions hun out or what 

circumstances they chance to encounter, but what is in that person's 'heart'. We 

"pare each a d  d o m  to its mordy essentid are, an ber act of pue  will 

assessed by motive and intention." (Nagel, 1993,63) To do so, however, is to 

open oneself up to womes about constitutive moral lu& If we focus on a 

person's character then what of the lu& involved in determinhg what that 

person's character is? It may be that, in a given situation, you did not act with 

good intentions, but perhaps this was because you were unludcy enough to be 

born a bitter or spiteful person. Why then should your bad intentions figure in 

your blameworthiness? Nagel suggests they should not. He daims that we 

should not praise or condemn people for qualities that are not under the conho1 

of the will (and so not under their control). But as reasonabk as this rnay sound, 

Nagel also daims we cannot re£rain from making judgrnents about a person's 

moral status based upon just this sort of uncontrollable katute. Lf we did so 

refi.ain, it is not dear we wodd be able to make any judgments at all. In the end, 

people are assessed for what they are like, not for how they ended up Uiat way. 

The notion of constitutive Iuck illustrates the diffidty of the problem of 

mord lu&. Our temptation is to avoid the other sorts of lu& by focusing on 

what the person really is. In this way, we hy to discount worries about the Iuck 

that affecfs the way our actions tum out or the lu& that places us in situations in 

which we make unfortunate deàsions. We focus on the core of the person, on 



his or her character. But on reaching that core, we are disappointeci to h d  that 

. Iuck has been at work there too. The trouble is that there is nowhere further to 

retreat when we are at the Ievel of character. If we retreat further there is no 

person Ieft to mordy assess. Nagel concludes that "in a sense the problem has 

no solution." (Nagel, 1993,68) The cast of not adrnitting the existence of moral 

luck is giving up the idea of agency. We seem driven to the conclusion that no 

one is blameworthy for anything. But the alternative is to preseme our notions 

of agency and respomibility by conduding that moral value is subject to lu& 

We must now decide whether things are as bleak as Nage1 thinks. Two main 

questions need to be considered. First, is Nagei right that cases of moral luck 

cannot be avoided? Second, if he is right, is the existence of moral lu& as 

troubling as he says? In the next diapter, we shall consider a variety of proposed 

solutions to the problem of moral lu& Though we shall consider those 

responses that take up the second question, our focus, lüce the focus of m a t  of 

the literature on moral lu& will be on the h t  question I wilI suggest that it 

looks very much as though moral luck is unavoidable. 



[2] Why The Problem Won't Go Away 

What 1 will try to do in this chapter is provide a diagnosis. I will try to 

expiain why the most common way of attempting to solve the probIem of moral 

luck is hopeless. This most common approach is to argue that there are no cases 

of mord Iuck. I wiU give an argument that mggests this cannot be done. I say 

'suggests' not 'shows' because my argument rests upon a daim about luck of 

which we carmot be confident until we have given more consideration to the 

nature of lu& That consideration takes place in chapters three and four. 

My suggestion that moral luck is unavoidable will be Wtrated by a brief 

digression into epistemology. I wül show that the problem of keeping morality 

£me kom luck ïs parallelecf by a problem about lu& in epistemology, narnely the 

problem of comùig up with an amount of knowledge that does not count some 

lucky guesses as knowIedge. The cornparison is instructive. It brings home how 

hard lu& is to eliminate. We shoddn't exped a solution to either prob1e.cn to be 

forthcoming. 

1. Responses to the Problem 

The problem of moral luck traps us between an intuition and a fact:l 

1) the intuition that lu& must not make moral difierences (e-g., 

that lu& must not affect a persun's moral worth, that luck must 

1 The problem of mord lu& could equally weil be presented as a conaict between intuitions. The 
fact that luck does seem to make moral Merences would not be so troubhg if we did not have the 
intuition that it is sometiws right that lu& does this. 1 present the wnflid as one between 
intuition and fact pady because this is how Nagel presents it and partly b u s e  this seems the 
natural way to inhoduce it. We dixover the problem when we notice how practices that, at first 
glane, seem nght conflict with our intuition that lu& shodd not make mord differencer 



not affect what a person is morally responsible for). 

. 2) the fact that lu& does seem to make moral differences (e-g., we 

blame the unfortunate driver more than the fortunate driver). 

Responses to the problem have been of two broad sorts. Some daim that 

the intuition is mistaken, that there is nothing wrong with lu& making a moral 

difference. Others claim that we have our facts m n g ,  that luck never does 

make a moral ciifference. My concern in this chapter is with the second, more 

common, sort of response. 1 aim to show that it cannot be successfully made. If I 

am right, the only possrile way of getting the problem of moral luck to go away is 

by a response of the fïrst sort. This chapter thus constitutes the first step of an 

argument that the problem of moral luck is both real and deep. The second step 

will corne in chapter five when we consider the possibility of success for a 

resportse of the first sort Before we take the fïrst step, however, 1 want to give 

the reader a good faith gesture to the effed that this step is worth the effort. It 

might be thought much easier to simply make the first sort of response - to 

daim that there is nothing wrong with luck making a moral difference. This has 

not ken a particulatly pop& response in the fiterature, but it has been made. 1 

will consider the best of those responses. Their flaws indicate that the task of 

showing mord lu& is not troubhg is not a simple one. 

2 Attempts to Show There 1s No Problem 

Changïng - Our Attitude 

Brynmor Browne (1992) has argued that, while the notion of moral luck is 

troubling on our usual picture of responsibility, that picture springs from an 



attihtde which is itselC morally wrong. H e  suggests we shodd therefore reject 

this picture of responsibility and that the picture with which we should replace it 

is one for which the existence of moral luck poses no problem. 

Browne concedes the force of the worries about moral luck.2 H e  d e s a n i  

the intuition that lu& must not make moral clifferences as equivalent to the 

demand that we be 'complete instigators' of our actions if we are to be praised or 

blamed for them. (Brome, 1992,348) By complete instigator, he means "an 

agent who is entirely of his own making and who acts from options or 

possïbilities entirely of his own making." (Browne, 1992,348) He reasonably 

çuggesb that we never are complete instigators and yet claims the demand that 

we must be if we are to be praised or blarned is a "deep rooted" one. (Browne, 

1992,348) This nicely captures the force of the problem of moral lu&. 

Surprisingly, he then suggests we have equally strong intuitions that resultant 

luck ca n make a moral difference: 

it is dear that we think we shouid react to a person who kilts differently from the 
way we should react to one who merely attempts to kili. (Browne, 1992,349) 

and, more generally: 

Even after we go through the arguments showing that chance was responsible for 
the attempt becorning a succesfui act, we resist the temptation to regard the action 
and attempt as m o d y  equal. (Browne, 1992,349) 

2 Browne misundestands Nagel's condition of confrol in a way that is worth noting. He rea~nably 
mggests that. if a dangerous patch of ice melts just More a driver reaches it, the &ver will have 
been lu* even though he wiiI not have lost contml of his car (in fact, he will have retained it). 
Bmwne takes this to show that loss of control is an inadquate criteria for picking out cases of luck 
(Brome, 1992,345-6) He's right about this, but mistaken in thinking that this shows a problem 
with Nagei's condition of conml Notice the difference between losing kntrol of something you 
previously had control of and simply lncking control of something (regardles of whether you ever 
did have antrol of it). n e  patch of ice rnelting was an event that was out of the driver's control. 
On Nagel's pidure, since this is what prevents the driver h m  crashing his car, he can be said to be 
lucky not to aash his car. Nagel's condition of m n h l  says that, where we blame a person for 
something which happens due to factors beyond her control, we have a case of moral luck on our 
hands, noc as Browne seems to thh.k, that cases of moral lu& ann when we hold a person 
respowible for the outcome of her actions even though wmething has taken her control over the 
outcome of those actions a w a y. 



H e  seems entirely too blithe in making these daims. Indeed, I would suggest 

these daims are simply faIse. My, admittedly non-saentifi~~ canvassing has 

revealed that people are indineci to mordy blarne attempted and actuai 

murderers to exactly the same extent, if il  is stipulated that the only difference 

between the two cases is a rnatter of resultant luck (say, that one vidim was 

wearing a bullet proof v a t  while the other was not). Most people are inclined to 

mordiy blarne equally 'sincere' attempts at wrongdoing to exadly the same 

degree regardles of how the attempts hrrn out3 

This weakens the case Browne wants to make, since the inclination to 

react differently to attempts than successes foms part of his case for dissolvuig 

the ptoblem of moral luck Browne wank to suggest that we must accommodate 

our need to react to what a person does even in those cases in whïch iuck plays a 

substantial role in detemunuig what he does. It seems, however, that Browne 

has overstated that need. Nonetheiess, his attempt to make this accommodation 

is worth examinhg even if the need for accommodation is not as great as he 

suggests. Even if we do not agree with Browne that there are cases of resultant 

moral luck, it i s  diiECUIt, as we have seen, to argue that other sorts of moral luck 

do not occur, so Brome's solution may sal l  be of çome use to us. His strategy is 

to defuse the worry that it is unfair to let Iuck make a moral difference by 

changing out attitude towards wrongdoing. Browne holds that moral luck is 

only troubling because our attitude towards wrongdoing involves the notion of 

punishing the wrongdoer. We do not want to punish people merely because 

they are ducky, so this attitude leaves us with a probiem of moral ludc 

Browne argues, however, that this attitude is ihI f  mordy wrong. W e  are 

3% sehg aside here dïffidt questions about what exactly counts an attempt The intuitions I 
am speaking of appiy to dear cases of attempts (eg., 1 deliberately shot you in the diest. You 
surviveci because, unbeknownst to me, you were wearing a b d e t  prmf vest). 



"hostilen to the wrongdoer and we shodd not be. (Browne, 1992,350) Instead, 

the attitude we shouid take is üke the attitude a loving parent takes towards a 

M d  who has done wrong. Our aim should be to help the wrongdoer, says 

Browne, and once Uùs is our attitude there is no longer a worry about treating 

attempts and suc cesse^ differently, regatdless of the lu& involved. Browne 

c m m d s  us to give up on the idea of punishing aiminais and instead focus on 

getting the wrongdoers to feel remorse for their actions.4 

Browne's position is odd in that he takes it to provide a justification for 

treating attempted and successful murderers diffetently, but it is v e q  hard to see 

how this is possib1e on the reformeci account of responsibility he recommends. If 

we are to act out of concem for wrongdoers and so punish the would-be and 

actual murderers ody in such a way as to make them fed remorse and change 

their ways, then it is very hard to see why we ought to treat the attempted and 

actud murderer differently. They both tried to do the same thing, so why don't 

they require the same 'amount' of correction?s An even more worrying 

problem with Browne's argument that our present ideas about responsibility are 

m o d y  unçavoury is that it seems to be based on a confusion Browne suggests 

that the idea of punishment is part of the idea of being morally reçpomMe for 

things, but this seerns to confuse moral luck with what we might c d  legal lu&. 

1 say this because Browne's focus on punishment seems far more relevant to 

how wrongdoers shouid be treated by the law than b what their mord status is. 

When we consider worries about moral luck, we have said that we are either 

woqing about ludc affecthg a person's mord status or about its affecting what a 

person is morally responsibIe for. But the notion of what we should d o with the 

4 To be more amrrate, he suggesh that gettmg wmngdoers to leel remorse is a sort of punishrnenf but 
that it is the only just sort of punishment. 
5 This ûn't to suggest that d mdere!s tequire the same amount of oomction, merely that the luck 
invo1ved in whether a person s u d s  at murder has nothing to do with the amount of correction 
that is required. 



wrongdoer is a separate issue3 It is not just because we fear the wrqdoer  win 

be punished as a result of bad lu& that we find the notion of mord lu& 

troubhg, nor is it because we fear peopIe will txeat him badly. The core of the 

problem is that, regardes of what actudy ha- to you, the idea that your 

moral status or what you are mordy responsible for might be affected by luck is 

a tmubling one. Regardles of how you are treated, your moral stahis is 

supposed to matter. You are supposed to deserve your moral status. You are 

supposed to deserve to be responsibie for the things you are responsii1e for. Luck 

threatens to get in the way of this. Thus, even if we adopt the kinder, gentler sort 

of responsibility Browne recomrnends, we are stin left with the problem of moral 

lu& 

Becorne an Aristotelian 

Judith Andre (1993) takes a somewhat different route to the same 

destination as Browne. She suggests hrst, that, £rom an Aristotelian perspedive, 

there is no problem with sa- that a p e d s  moral status is a matter of Lu& 

and second, that the dash of intuitions Nagel noted arises £rom the fact that our 

moral intuitions are ini3uenced both by Kant and Aristotle. In her view, the 

pmblem of moral luck arises from a clash between our Aristotle-infiuenced 

intuitions and our Kant-iduenced 0nes.7 

Like Browne, Andre begins by considering cases of rdtant  moral Iuck 

6 Se& Fein- 1%2,345 for thk point. 
7 Andre is careful to note that she is concerneci only with constitutive and resultant luck. She daims 
that the womes raised by circumstantiai and causai moral lu& are the same as those involved in 
the freed/determinism debate, then says she win not say anything about these types of Iuck out 
of deference to the great deal that has aiready b e n  said on that topic Aithough, as 1 indicated in 
the previous chapter, 1 Uiink she is right in taking this position with regard to causal lu& 1 have 
already given r e w n  to suggest she is wrong mth regard to other sorts of lu& I wili not belabOur 
this point, however, since even with these restrictions her solution to the p b l e m  of moral lu& 
faiis. 



Her reaction to sudi cases is a version of what 1 c d  The Epistemic Argument', 

çomething we shd  consider in detail a few pages from now. Essentidy, she 

suggests Uiat some apparent cases of resdtant moral Iuck are not reidiy cases in 

which lu& makes a Merence in a person's moral status at ail, but cases in 

which lu& reveals the mord status of the person - a status whkh might 

othenvise have gone undetected. So, for instance, a dnink driver's bad luck in 

hitting a child may caÜse his morally defective status to be reveded, but it tviU 

not make him mordy worse than he already was. Andre does not seem to 

think this move will hancile al1 cases of moral lu&, however, so she proceeds to 

investigate the result of conceding that resultant and constitutive Iuck do rnake a 

dîfference to our moral evaluatiors sometimes. çhe agrees that this is 

unacceptable kom a Kantian perspective, but adds that this does not mean that 

our intuitive conception of morality is inconsistent She daims that, from the 

Aristotelian perspective she endorses, the problem vanishes and that it is the 

Aristotelian perspective that lies at the heart of our thinking about moraiity. She 

tells us that at the heart of our conception of moraüty is the idea of excellence of 

character and that, whüe both the Kantian and Anstotelian hold a person's 

character to be the key to her moral status, the Kantian apptoach is alço ciosely 

tied to "Christian ideas of reward and punishment" ( M e ,  1993,126) On her 

view, it is ody morality as it concems itself with reward and punishrnent for 

which the idea of moral luck is a problem, but she adds Uiat instances of moral 

lu& do not Kise within that 'part' of moraiity (presumably apparent cases of 

moral lu& with regard to reward and punishment will be handled by moves like 

the Epistemic Argument). Andre suggests that an Aristotelian appmach is at the 

core of our thinking about morality, while the Kantian approach is les centrd to 

our thinking. By this she means that any talle of a person as moral or immoral 

involves an assessrnent of that person's character, but that only some of the time 



does this ta& have anything to do with what the person demes.  

Thus, there are two prongs to Andre's attack on the problem of morai 

du& The first is the daim that the Aristotelian fbcus on exdence of chatacter 

Lies at the centre of our ideas about morality (withaut the 1Kantia.n addition of 

daims about deserving reward or punishment for that character). This d o w s  

the problem of mord luck to be minimized by king assigned to the periphery of 

our conception of moraiity. The second prong is Andre's suggestion that when 

we enter that Kant-influenced perïphery where we encounter notions of 

punishrnent, reward and desert and where cases of morai lu& would be 

troubling, cases of moral Iuck sirnply do not occur. What 1 want to challenge first 

is her daim that ideas of desert and respom12dity do not lie at the core of our 

thinking about morality. When it cornes to morality, she seems to think that the 

peson in the street is concemed only with what sort of character a person has, 

not with notions like desert and bIame. 1 am not at all convinced thîs is correct, 

but there is probably no sense in arguing over whether excellence of charader or 

the notion of desert is more central to our thinking about rnorality. What 1 am 

prepared to steadfastly maintain is that the notions of responsicbility and desert 

are, if not central, at least important to our thinking about morality. Surely, it 

cannot be denied that we are concemed with responsiiility. To see this one need 

ody consider aU the recent talk in the media bemoaning the deged fact that 

people no longer do take responsibility for their actions and iives. But ou. very 

real interest in responsibility poses a real problem for Ancire in that she goes no 

great distance towards showing that notions Mce r e s p o m i t y  and desert are free 

from mord lu& The best she offers is a sketch of the Epistemic Argument, but, 

as we will see, it is by no means dear that the Epistemic Argument succeeds. The 

most she shows then is that the Aristotelian core of our conception of morality is 

not threatened by moral lu& Even if she were right that responsibility and 



desert are only peripheral parts of our thinking about morality, she would still be 

faced with the possibility that that part of our moral thinking is inconsistent. But 

if I am right that responsibility and desert are not merely peripheral moral 

concepts, she is left facing the possibility that an important aspect of our 

conception of moraliq is shown to be incoherent by the existence of mord ludc 

That is, she is left with the problem of moral luck. 

It might be thought that Andre's point could be salvaged by altering her 

position slightly. Perhaps what she should say is not that our thinking about 

morality is significantly Aristotelian, but that it ought to be. If we gave up our 

Kantian intuitions, the problem of moral luck would go away (or so she says), so 

that is what we ought to do. This does indeed represent a solution to the 

problem of moral luck. Andre d a b s  that moral luck is not troubling from an 

Aristotelian point of view, so, assuming her daim is correct, it is true that if we 

adopted an Aristotelian viewpoint, we would no longer be faced with a problem 

of moral luck.8 Unfortunately, while this is a solution to the problem it seems 

far from an acceptable one. After all, it is not as though we all read Kant one day 

and so decided to adopt his moral theory. Our womes about moral Iuck are not 

rooted in some theory that we can easily reject, but in a deep seated intuition that 

there can be no such thing as moral luck. Perhaps this is due to Kant's influence, 

perhaps not. The point is that simply telling us that if we thought differently 

than we do we would have no problem of moral Iuck is not terribly useful. If, as 

Nagel and Williams suggest, it is key to our notion of morality that moral value 

is not a£fected by luck and if it turns out that luck inevitably does a£fect moral 

value, why should telling us that there is something else we could decide to call 

'morality' which would not run into this problem make us feel better? It may, of 

'see ~ G b a u r n  (1986) for a discussion of the problem of moral iack (or something quite like it) in 
Plato and Aristoue. One of Nussbaum's points is that Aristotle sees no problem with cases of m o d  
luck however, her position is controve&al See, for instance, Fawell i1994) and Woodruff (1989). 



course, be that if the problem of moral luck hrrns out to be insoluble, we will try 

to adopt something like the moraiity Andre recommends (on the grounds that 

such an approach is better than nothing). But before we take such radical steps it 

w d d  be better to continue investigating whether there are solutions to the 

problem of luck that do not requVe such wholesale reforrn to our conception of 

moraiity. 

Impure Agencv 

Margaret Urban Waker (1993) suggests dong lines similar to Williams 

that cases of mord Iud< really do occur. Unlike Williams, she does not attribute 

our tendencg to think the existence of moral lu& is troubling to a mistaken view 

of moraüty, instead she athibutes it to a mistaken view of agency. Walker 

suggests that what the existence of moral lu& reveals is that "responsibil ities 

outrun conf rd." (Wdker, 1993,241, iMcs hem) This is ody troubiing, she 

suggests, according to a view of ourselves as pure agents. From the viewpoint of 

pure agency, what we ultimately are and do depends in no way on "causality 

external to the will." (Walker, 1993, 244) This sounds very much like the picture 

of agency that Zies behind Nagei's condition of control, Le., Browne's complete 

uistigators. But while Nagel maintains that this is something like our intuitive 

pi- of agency and hence that the existence of moral luck seems incoherent, 

Walker denies this is our intuitive pidure of agency. She daims that our 

intuitive picture of agency is an impure one, one in whidi respo@dities really 

do outrun control. Rather than aigue over intuitions, however, what Walker 

wants to do is convince us that it wodd be better if our pidure of agency was an 



impure one9 (Walker, 1993,245) Her strategy is to argue that living in a world of 

pure agents would be unbearable and so that, wen if our intuitive picture of 

agency is a pure one, it is a picture that ought to be rejected. Wallcer tells us that 

a world of pure agents would be a world of very Iimited responsibility. It would 

be one in which a truck driver, if he were confident he had driven as safely as 

possible, could fed no need to make amends for the death of the child that ran in 

ftont of his truck; one in which a person could turn his back on a needy friend 

whose wife has died simply because it is not his fault that his friend's wife has 

died. This sounds like an unpleasant world, but this argument sounds 

suspiciously like W-s' speculation about agent regret and it is no more 

convincing this time around. First of all, her point about a person being able to 

desert his fiend due to his lack of responsibility for the death of his friend's wife 

is absurd. If the person has a responsibility to aid his friend it has nothing to do 

with the cause of death and everything to do with their being friends. To be 

someone's hiend surely carries the obligation to 'be there' for that person in a 

time of need, regardless (within some Iimits) of what causes that need. As for 

the truck driver, the reply here is identical to the one made against Williams. 

Pure agency poses no more problem in this respect than an account of 

justi£ication that does not allow for the operation of resultant luck does. It may 

be the case that, iE the truck driver codd be absolutely sure there was nothing 

else he could have done to have driven more safely, he would be right to view 

his role in what happened as not morally different from that of an onlooker. 

9 A last word about these intuitions. Walker is correct that we do have intuitions that suggest that 
we think of people as impure agents. We do, after all, tend to think worse of the careless driver 
who kills someone than we do of the merely careless driver. But to condude from this that our 
intuitive notion of agency is an impure one is to ignore other, conflicting intuitions that we have. On 
refiection, it is tempting to condude that the two drivers are re* m o w  equivalent That is, it 
is kmpting to condude that their m o d  status does not depend on how things beyond their control 
turn out A pichue of ourselves as pure agents m y  Lie behind that intuition. The point is not that it 
is obviously the case that our intuitive picture of agency is a pure one, it is that we have strong 
intuitions in favour of both positions. This is why we end up with a pmblem of moral luck 



The point, however, is that no one could or should ever be that sure. There is 

always something more one codd have done. For this reason, in ptadice, a 

world of pure agents shouldn't look diçsimilar from a world of impure ones or, 

more importantly, ftom our own (not in the respects that Walker identifiesf 

anyway). Rue agents, at least virtuous ones, will saU take responsibility for 

events whose occurrence may not be their fault just because they m o t  be sure 

that the event's occurrence is not their fault. Thus, we lack a compelluig reason 

to adopt the notion of impure agency and the problern of moral lu& stands. 

3. Why The Problem of Mord Luck Wodt Go Away 

It should now be dear that it is not so easy to just accept that there are cases 

of moral lu& 1 turn next to attempts to show that a s e s  of moral Iudc never 

0ccu.r.~ 0 1 wiU argue that these attempts must fail. Cases of moral Iuck are 

inescapableJi My argument is a simple one. In f a d g  an deged case of mord 

luck, the person who would deny that there are any cases of moral iuck must 

claim that lu& despite appearances, makes no moral Merence. To do so, the 

opponent of moral luck must appeal to some feahw of the person whose moral 

standing is in question in virtue of which that person has the moral standing he 

does - a standing lu& does not alter. But, even if we agree that the p n  in 

question's moral standing does depend on that featuref we can always imagine 

10 Before leaving this topiç 1 should mention one more instance of the position that we should 
accept the existence of moral lu&. In a tecent book, Jonathan Bennett shpiy  states that we cannot 
maintain the "attractive Kantian view" that "a person's moral standing carmot depend in any way 
on lu&" (Bennett, 1995.57) h fact, he is so pessimistic as to concede thst we c a ~ o t  stop k e e  of 
Nagel's four sorts of lu& h m  affecthg a person's moral standing. In his view, ody d t a n t  Iuck 
can be containeci (by a version of the Epistemic Argument). What is punling about his position is 
the way he simply states that we are s h i d c  with the three kinds of moral lu& as though this poses 
no threat to the notion of morality. This is a very unsatisfying position given his daim about the 
attractiveness of the Kantian position. 
11 At lest, they are on any vi&v of motality that indudes the notions of mord responsibüity and 
moral worth 1 say more about this shortly. 



another ase in whidi it is ody a matter of luck that the person possesses that 

feature. If so, luck makes a diffaence to our imagined person's moral standing 

and we have a case of moral luck on our hands. The charge thai is that attempts 

to avoid the existence of moral lu& always open up new channefs for lu& 

h e m  attempts to show that cases of mord lu& do not occur are doomed. A 

parallel charge can be used to explain the current-state of aff- with regard to 

the attempt to come up with an account of knowledge. The attempt to come up 

with an account of knowIedge - something that not so long ago was a very hot 

topic - became cold as the fiterature on knowledge devolved into a seemingiy 

endes string of proposed accounts of knowledge. Each of these accounts was 

met by counter-examples in which all the conditions of the account were 

fuLfilled for a given belief held by a partidar person, but it was still a matter of 

lu& that the person's belief was hue. These examples were taken to falsify the 

account since, just as we are inclined to believe that luck c a ~ o t  play a role in 

determining a person's moral standing, so epistemologiçts have been inclined to 

think that luck c m o t  play a d e  in instances of knowiedge. But no rnatter what 

condition of the account is alterd or added in the face of these counterexaxnples, 

we are still left with the objection that there could be a case in which the 

modifiecl set of conditions held, but it was still a matter of luck that the belief in 

question was m e e  So, the account is again defeated, a condition has to be added 

or m M e d  and so on and so on This cyde has caused many tu give up the 

hope of ever fuiding an account of knowledge. My suggestion is that, as with 

morality, we must recognize that instances of knowledge mevitably involve lu& 

and then consider whether the notion of knowledge survives. 

Before we see the argument for the inescapability of moral luck in detail, I 

should add a qualification My argument only works on a parti&, important 

conception of morality, one which involves the evaluation of individu& 



through ascriptions of resportsl'biIity and worth If we give up on evaiuating 

people, perhaps adopting a pichw of morality as p w l y  prescriptive, my 

argument has nowhere to get a pip. This is not surprising, since, on such a 

picture, there is no problem of moral Iuck. Luck cannot affect a pefson's mord 

standing if she does not have one. In what fo110ws 1 WU occasionally write of 

'evaluative' morality to r e b d  the reader that our target is a morality ihat 

involves the evduation of individuals. 

4. The Epistemic Argument 

I want now to flesh out my clalln that cases of moral lu& cannot be 

eliminated. T o w d  this end, 1 t u n  to several recent attempts to show that this 

is not so. By far the most popular approach to doing this is by rneans of what 1 

cal1 the 'Epistemic Argument'. The strategy here is to suggest t h t  all those cases 

in which it might be thought that Iudc makes a moral ciifference are in fact 

simply cases in which luck makes an epistemic Merence. That is, in whkh luck 

gives us a better or worse grasp of the moral situation at hand - perhaps 

revealing that someone's character is very dLfferent than we had previously 

thought. 

Consider the case of the fortunate and unfortunate dnvers. According to 

the Epistemic Argument, there is no moral diffaence between them, it is just 

that in the case of the unfortunate driver we have a dear indication of his 

ddcient moral standing. The fortunate driver is lucky in the sense that his 

mord failings rnay escape detedion, but not in actually having a moral standing 

any different from that of the unforhinate driver. There is widespread 

agreement among a number of authors that the sort of luck we h d  in the case of 



the two drivers, i.e., resultmt lu&, cannot really make a moral difference.12 This 

resultant luck is not resultant moral lu& 

This is a very plausible position, but it does raise the question of what it is 

that makes the two &vers rnoraily equivalent. Qearly, it is not the fact that 

both killed a child, since one of them did not do any such thing. The most 

obvious answer is that theyare-mody equivalent-beau both made the 

decision to drive while dnuik or alternately to get themsdves into a state in 

which they wodd choose to drive while d n d c . 1 3  This will not, however, defeat 

the problem of m d  lu& entireiy. W e  corne now to womes about 

circumstantial mord Iudci4 Perhaps the two drivers made the same decision 

and so are held to be equally blameworthy based upon that decision, but what of 

their friend who would have made exadly the same dedsion if had he been in 

the same Qrcumstances they found themsdves in? He surely will not be held to 

blame in the same way they are, yet it could easily be just a matter of lu& that 

th& aiend did not find himself in those circumstances (perhaps he got a flat tire 

on his way to meet them). If this is so, we appear to have a case of circumstantial 
4 

12 See, for instance: 

the lu& involved relates not to our mord condition but oniy to our image: it relates 
not to what we are but to how people (ourseIves induded) will regard us. (Rescher, 
1993,154-5) 

A culprit may thus be ludcy or d u d r y  in how dear his deserts are. (Richards, 
1993,169) 

if achial hann oaw, the agent and othea considering his ad wiiI  have a painfui 
awarenes of this harm. (Jensen, 1993,136) 

the amial hann serves only to make vivid how wicked the behaviour was because 
of the danger it created. (Bennett, 1995,59a0) 

13 See, for instance, Zimmerman, 1993,227. Another response wodd be to daim that the two are 
equaJiy blameworthy for subjectjng others to the same risk of harm This response is taken up in the 
next section, 
14 It is not m m m o n  for those wïiting about morai lu& to =Ive problems with one sort of moral luck 
whüe completely ignoring other sorts. Brian Rosebury (1995), for gives a weiI developed 
version of the Epistemic A r p e n t  against the possibility of resdtant moral lu& with regard to 
responsibüity, but completely ignores the other sorb of ludc 



moral luck on our hands. The driverd fnend (cd him the 'potential dnuik 

driver') was Lucky enough to avoid Qrcumstances that would have led him to 

make this discrediting decision, so if we do not blame the potentid dtunk driver 

the same way we blame the fortunate and unfortunate cirivers, lu& appears to 

have made a moral difference. We must either recognize a case of moral lu& or 

else declare that the three drivers are mordy quivalent Here, the Epistemic 

Argument can again be pressed into service to help us avoid admithg the 

existence of moral luck It dows us to argue pIausibIy for the second of those 

options. We can maintain that it is not the case that circumstantid lu& causes 

the potential drunk driver to be any l e s  blameworthy than the b t  two. Rather, 

circumstantial lu& may hide how blameworthy the potential drunk driver 

reaily is. This is a very appealing response, but again, the question arises as to 

what it is that rnakes the three drivers equally blameworthy. The decisions they 

made wiU dearly not do since the potential dnuùr driver did not decide to drive 

drunk. The obvious response is that what makes them blameworthy is the kind 

of people they are, Le., they are moraUy quivalent because their characters are 

equivdent in this respect.ls 

Things don't come to an end here. Just as the decisions we make can be a 

result of the cVcumstances lu& thrusts upon us, so the charader traits that make 

us praiseworthy or blameworthy can be possessed as a matter of constitutive 

lu& Surprisingly, few of the philosophers who make the Epistemic Argument 

follow it down to this level. Most never consider the notion of constitutive 

luck.16 The trouble is that whüe the Epistemic Argument works well in cases of 

resdtant and cirmmstantial lu& it fails down when we corne to constitutive 

lu& The strategy in confronthg resultant and circumstantid ludi îs tu back up 

15 For examples of this resportse, see Rescher, 1993,156-7 or Richards, 1993,173-4. 
16 Norvin Richards dirusses it just long enough to note that it is a serious problea (Richards, 1993, 
172-173) Others s h g  it off as simply the fnmd/determinimi confroveny in different dothing. 
Thiç, as we saw in chapter one, is not correct. 



fiom assessing blame accmding to some standard in which luck phys a role to 

some more basic standard in which it does not W e  go kom d t s  to decisions 

to character, but each üme we fïnd that lu& worms its way back into the picture. 

Where the Epistemic Agument runs aground is at the level of character. The 

trouble is that we seem to have nowhere eise to go. There is no more basic level 

of moral evaluatim than character, not, that is, if we want to keep a person 

around to be mmdy wduated.17 

Consider, for instance, the attempt by Michde Moody-Adams (1990) to 

avoid womes about constitutive iuck by appeaüng to our ability to act out of 

character. Moody-Adams' suggestion is that we do not mordy evduate people 

based simply upon their charaders (the nature of which may be a matter of Iuck), 

but also upon th& attempts to improve or confrol th& charaders. She corredly 

notes, for instancef that if a person is ducky enough to have a bad temper, we 

expect her to try to modify her character to b ~ g  that temper under control. The 

problem with this response iç that Moody-Adams is taking too wrow a view of 

character. The ability or desire to diange one's present diçpositions is itself a part 

of one's character. RoughLy, the notion of ckiaracter we are concemed with here 

is the set of fa& about what a given person wodd do, w- try or tend to do in 

various situations. But a person's desire to improve himseIf is just as much a 

part of his charader as, say, hiç tendency to get angry 4.- Worse stiU, such a 

desire or disposition seems just as much something that might be possessed by 

luck. For that matter, it is not even important whether we clasç the desire or 

disposition as part of the person's ckiaracter (although I see no reaçon n e  to). 
However we dasw it, it is still a feature that may be possessed by lu& and thiç is 

a.Il we need to make the case for the dtence of moral 1uck If the feature makes 

a moal clifference and is possessed as a matter of lu& we have a case of mord 

17 It might k t e m e  tu a p p d  to wme other aspect of the person's chamder, but this ody  puts 
off the p m b l w  What if the trait we appeal to is posessed as a matla of Iuck? 



luck on out hands. 

The Epistemic Argument seems to have M aground. On my picture of 

character, any feature of a pemn we might plausiify appeal to to ground mord 

evaluation is itself part of charader. So, we cannot say that a person's character 

does not redy affect the result of that evaluation and the key move of the 

Epistemic Argument fails. What's more, even if my pi- of charader is 

rejected, we are no doser to a sdution to the pmblem of mord iuck It seems 

that whatever feahire we appeal to to pund moral evaluation may itself be 

possessed as a matter of luck This is not to say that there is no hope of showing 

that cases of moral luck do not aTiSe- It is just that a change in tactics is d e d  for. 

Several of those who have faced up to the pmblem of constitutive lu& have 

adopted the tactic of denying that there is any su& thing as constitutive luck.18 

At first blush, Uus does not seem a very promising move. It is, for instance, 

perfedly naturd to say things like, You're so lucky you don't have a temper like 

minett 'You're so lucky that you can leam languages so easily' and so forth. 

These perfectly normal sounding attniutions of luck are dearly attributions of 

constitutive lu&. The first involves luck in the temperament one has, the 

second involves lu& in the abfities one has. On the face of it, the daim that 

there is no such t h g  as constitutive luck does not look very plausible, but 

perhaps this appearance is misleading. Nicholas R&er has advanaxi an 

argument that suggests the idea of constitutive luck is incoherent Rescher 

suggests that in order for us to make sense of & idea of you beuig 1- to have 

some partidar trait, it must be possible for you to wt without that trait H e  

bases this daim on the thought that for an event to be lucky or unludy, there 

must have been a diance of the event not occurring. What's more, he daims 

18 See Nichoias Reschr ,  1995,155-158; Susan L H d v O  1993,197-198 and Daniel Statman, 1993, 
1 2  1 focus on Rescher's argument hem Statman offers no argument for his position, he mer* cites 
(an eariier version) of Resdiefs argument appmvingiy. Hurfey's argument is dixritsed m diapter 
fwr, section four. 



that, in order for you to be lucky to passess a particular trait, the= must have 

been a chance that you could have existeci without possessing that trait. But 

Rescher daims that at the lwd of constitutive lu& W is just absurd. (Rescher, 

1995,155-158) To imagine you without one of the traits that make up your 

character is to imagine someone other than you and to suggest that there was a 

chance you could have existed, but not been you is absurd. ClearIy, this 

argument only has a hope of showing that the notion of constitutive lu&-is 

incoherent if each of the traits that make up a person's charader is essential to 

that person. Otherwise, it is quite possible to imagine that person both with and 

without one of the~e traits. But it is not particdar1y plausiille that al1 a person's 

inclinations, capaaties and every feature of his temperament is essential to that 

p o n  Since these are the feabes that are picked out by constitutive lu&, 

Rescher's argument seems to be a nonstarter as far as showing that ali cases of 

constitutive luck are incoherent Still, perhaps Rescher could mount an 

argument that aU those aspects of a person's châracter which are relevant to a 

mord evaluation of that charader are essential to that person and, in this way, 

keep alive his daim that constitutive moral lu& is incoherent. The problem 

with this position is that saying a partidar aspect of a person's chaader is 

essential to that person and that this aspect of his character will influence hiç 

moral standing heightens rather than dweases the feeling that lu& is at work 

If it is just a brute tact about this persun that he is this way, it is hard not to feel 

that this person is just ducky (or lucky, as the case may be) that he is this way. 

This leads m e  to suggest h t  R+er has misunderstood the nature of lu& and 

so that constitutive lu& is not an incoherent notion. My suggestion, however, 

clearly needs a good deal of support Both it and Rescher's position rest on 

substantive daims about the nature of lu& To adjudicate between them, we 

need to carry out an investigation of the nature of luck That investigation is the 



topic of the next two chapters. 

It is worth taking a moment to emphasize the importance of the sort of 

argument Rescher is making. We have seen how the Epistemic Argument fails 

because it seems that whatever kature we appeal to to show that a certain sort of 

luck does not affect a person's moral standing is a feahire that itself may be 

possessed by a different sort of lu& This seems to make it impossible to prevent 

cases of moral lu& kom omurrhg. There is, however, a way to avoid this 

conclusion What we need is an argument to show that not every kature we 

might apped to can be possessed by lu& That is, we need a way of suggesting 

that certain sorts of lud< cannot occur. This is just what Rescher's argument 

offers. What's more, constitutive luck is the only sort of Iudc for which such an 

argument seems plausible. Arguments that resultant and ckcumstantid lu& 

may not occur seem entirdy imp1ausibIe, but when we corne to constitutive luck 

- lu& in the sort of person one is - there is at least a case to be made that the 

idea of constitutive Iuck is incoherent. Thus, the sort of argument Rescher has 

made is the 1st  h e  of defence against the existence of moral lu& If 

constitutive Iuck is a coherent notion, we seem driven to the conclusion that 

moral lu& is unavoidable. It is for this reason that the next two chapters are 

devoted to an investigation of the notion of lu&. More we come to that 

investigation, however, it is worth considering a variation on the Epistemic 

Argument. Doing so both darifies the problem and illustrates the diff idty of 

solving it. 

5. The Separdon Stntegy 

In considering the Epistemic Argument 1 did not 

responsibüity version of the problem of moral lu& and 

distinguish between the 

the worth version. It 



has, however, been suggested that considering the two problems separately 

would aiiow us to solve one or both of them. Several authors - in partidar 

John Greco (1995) and, to some extent, Midiael Zimmerman (1993) and Judith 

Jarvis Thomson (1993) - combine this strategy with the Epistemic A r p e n t  in 

an attempt to get the problem of moral luck to go away. This is a very ~ b d  

combination, for the Epistemic Argument provides us with a wedge that c m  be 

used to separate the question of whether moral responsibiiity can be a matter of 

luck h m  the question of whether moral worth c m  be a matter of lu& The 

point at which this occurs is in the retreat h m  consequences to degçions. As we 

have seen, in using the Epistemic Argument to try to avoid admitting the 

existence of cases of resdtant moral lu& we are required to say what it is that 

makeç the fortunate and unfortunate drivers equally blameworthy. In the 

previouç section we focused on the decisions the cirivers made, but it has also 

been çuggested that what rnakes them morally equivalent is the fact that they 

both exposed people to the risks that accompany drunk driving. (Jensen, 1993, 

135-136) This thought provides us with a way of saying that there is actually 

nothing troubling about allowing ludc a role in determinhg what people are 

responsible for. Foc~ing on risk ~ O W S  US to hold the fortunate driver and 

unfortunate driver responsible for very different events, whüe still maintaining 

that, in another sense, we are holding them responsible for exactly the same 

thing. Suppose that we hold the two responsible for those actual consequences of 

the* actions that fall within the risk of h m  that makes their actions faulty.19 

W e  are, in this sense, holding the two responsible for exactly the same m g .  In 

this sense, lu& makes no difference at al l  to what they are responsible for. Yet, 

in the case of the unfortunate driver, the a c h d  consequences that lie within the 

19 'Inink of the N k  of harm that makes an action faulîy as the set of possible consequences of the 
action that make us think the action is wrong. mat set might, for instance, indude ali the harmful 
corwquences the action is Iücely to have (although in certain cases, an unlikely comequence which 
is suffiaently hannfd may be included in the rkk of harm). 



risk of harm created by his action indude the death of a child, while in the case of 

the fortunate driver they do not. Thus, we m a y  conclude that the unfortunate 

driver is responsible for the death of a M d  even though the fortunate driver is 

responsible for nothkg of that sort.20 This does require us to recognize a sort of 

resultant moral luck. The luck involved in the consequences an action has 

makes a difference to what actual evenb the actor is responsible for. AU lu& 

does, however, is determine which of a number of possible consequences of that 

action the actor is actually responsible for. That set of possible consequences is 

independent of lu& so there is an important sense in which what he is 

responsible for is independent of luck.21 

This way of so1ving womes about resultant lu& with regard to 

responsibility is partidarly appealing since it does not require us to resort to the 

position that responsibility is affected by charader. (As we saw in the previous 

section, we must do this if we try to completely d e  out any sort of moral luck.) 

This is appeaiing because, aside from the fact that appeals to character st i l l  leave 

us open to womes about constitutive lu& character seems far l e s  relevant to 

resporisibility than action. Suppose two schoolboys, one of good character and 

one of very bad character, each throw a snowbd and break a window. There 

seems no reason to think that the quality of their characters has anything to do 

with whether they are responsible or not. But, though appealing, the Separation 

20This is esentially the position taken by Greco and Zimmerman. Joel Feinberg (1995) also 
appears to take this position in a recent artide, although he does not give much of an argument for 
i t  He merety points out that lu& does enter into judgments of-le@ responsibüity (e-g., lu& can 
determine whether one is responsible for murder or attempted murder). He then writes: 'But this 
doeçn't show that al1 moral judgments are rnatters of lu& ... Only %lamefor' judgments assigning 
respodbüity for h a d  r d t s  have been shown thus far to fit the lu& modeln (Feinbe* 1995, 
162) We might weU doubt it even shows that much Feinberg goes on to endorse the Epistemic 
kgunent as  a way of keeping lu& out of these other sorts of judgment. He deliberately du& 
discussing constitutive mord lu& (for the familia reason ihat it is just the fieewill/deterrninim 
debate in different dothing, see pp. 162-3), so his version of the Epistemic Argument is no more 
successful that what we have dready seen. 
21 At least, the set of possible mnseqÜences is arguably independent of lu& Whether this daim 
could be sustained would depend on the nature of responsibility. 



Strategy offers only a partial solution to the p b k m  of moral lu& It handes 

womes about resultant Iuck well, but doesnt do anything to deal with the 

troubhg idea that other sorts of lu& afkct what we do and so what we are 

responsible for. Worse, the fa& that what one is mmally responsible for properly 

seems to depend a how one acts, rnakes it seem impoçs~1e to prevent the lu& 

that affects what we do h m  making a diffaence to what we are responsibIe for. 

There is a way to stop the remaining sorts of ludc from king troubling and ço to 

finish off the solution to the responsibility version of the problem, but it rquires 

a solution to the worth version of the problem. If we couid show that mord 

worth is free of lu&, we codd make a response to worries about the rems-g 
sorts of moral lu& with regard to responsibility that parallek our respome in the 

case of resultant luck. We could respond to the remaining problem by daimuig 

that, although luck does affect what people are rqomible for, it does not tell us 

anything about the moral worth of those people. That is, we d d  respond that, 

though there is a sense in whidi hdc makes moral diffaences, it doesn't make 

deep moral differences. The strategy then is to recognize the existence of moral 

luck with regard to responsibility, but hope Uiat a solution to the worth version 

of the problem wiu prevent this fiom king troubling. Worries about resultant 

luck with regard to respomcbrlity are set aside by reveaüng a sense in w u  

responsibility is immune to luck Worries about drcumstantial and constitutive 

lu& with regard to responscbility are set aside by revPaIing another sense in 

which a person's moral status is immune to lu& The success of the Separation 

Strategy thus depends on the result of our investigation into the 'worth version 

of the problem. That is, it depends on the notion of moral worth SUTViving the 

challenge posed by molal lu&. But, at present, we havent corne up with an 

argument that wiU preserve the notion of moral worth. Greco recognizes the 

threat posed by constitutive Iuck and tries to gîve his own argument that 



constitutive lu& poses no threat to moral worth, but it quickly falls to the same 

sort of womes that faced Rescher. 

Greco distinguishes between a person's actual moral worth and his 

essential moral worth Actud mord worth is a matter of what a person would 

"voluntarily choose and do in a variety of situations, given fhat person's acfual 

history." (Greco, 1995,94, italics his) Essential moral worth, on the other hand, 

involves what the person would do under a variety of p&ib~e histories.22 Greco 

somewhat mysteriously wants to d a .  that essential maal worth is "isoiated 

h m  lu&" in the way required to solve the worth version of the problem of 

moral lu& (Greco, 199595) Surprisingiy, he never says exadly why he thinks 

this. Perhaps he has in mind the sort of objection posed by Rescher but, if so, he 

never says it. What's more, Greco does recognize a way in whidi even essential 

moral worth is a matter of moral luck. For Greco, what determines a person's 

essential moral worth are the truth values of the various counterfactual 

statements about what that person wodd do in various situations with various 

histories. Greco notes that depending upon the person we are considering, some 

counteerfactuals wiIl d e  sense while 0th- will not. For instance, he notes 

that it may make no sense to ask what he would do if he were a woman. It is, he 

concedes, a matter of lu& which counterfactuds will make sense when asked 

about a given person, so a person's essenthl worth is a matter of lu& in this 

sense. But, he mysteriously concludes that this smt of mord lu& is not 

problematic at all, not as long as it makes sense to ask what a person would do in 

a wide variety of situations. He writes that this king so ''seems SuffiCient to - 

make sense out of moral worth" (Greco, 1995,95) Two points are worth noting 

about this. First, there seems no good reason to think that having a wide vanety 

220ne  sigdicant wony f won't press about thk way of putthg things conarns what this thmg is 
that is suppsed to go through a variety of histories. I doubt we can make mu& sense of the idea of 
essential moral worth, but this point rieedn't be argued since, even if we gant it to Grem, his 
argument d o s  not succeed. 



of counterfactuais to asses3 solves our worries about lu& Why should it? 

Second, and more importantly, why is it that different counterfactuais are true of 

different people? On Greco's pichire it seems it is because our essences somehow 

differ. If so, Greco is stuck (just as Rescher was) with the question of why it isn't 

a matter of lu& what a person's essence is. Greco's solution to w h e s  about 

constitutive luck does not get nd of mord luck so much as misphce it. 

What is important here is why Greco's attempt to resohre our womes 

about constitutive Iuck fails. He appeals îo the idea of essential moral worth, but 

fails to realize that it is, at least, arguable that lu& can play a role in determuiing 

what a person's essence is. This is a perfect ïflusttation of why the problem of 

moral luck won't go away. Attempts to evade the existence of moral ludc fail 

because the conditions they appeal to that will supposedly (non-hkily) 

determine the moral worth of the person in question tuni out to be able to be 

satisfied themselves by luck. This is why we shoddn't expect a solution to the 

problem of moral luck to be forthcoming, not if 1 am rïght in thinking 1 can show 

that there is such a thing as constitutive luck Trying to completely eliminate 

ludc is a mug's game. Interestingiy though, it is a game that is also king played 

in epistemology. 

The project of hying to give an account of necessary and suffiaent 

conditions for the possession of propositional knowledge y a s  once a major 

philosophical heavy industry. Production has, however, been greatiy reduced in 

reœnt years. The industry's boom years began after Edmund Gettier's famous- 

1963 paper showed that what look& like a perfectly plausible account of 

knowledge wasn't that plausible after dl. Gettier's paper is so wd known that 



his argument shouldn't need repeating, but we do need to focus on the structure 

of his argument. Gettier b t  trots out what has become known as the 

'traditional' picture of knowledge, namely that knowledge is justified true belief. 

Whethet it reaily is traditional or not, it certainly sounds lilce a reasonable 

account of knowledge. But Gettier proceeds to show that a person may have a 

belief that is true and justified, yet that belief c m  stiU be one we are not willing to 

count as an item of knowledge. Why not? Because the person in question may, 

despite his justification, be t~ lu* that his belief huns out to be tme- Ço, in 

one of Gettier's examples, Smith is justifieci in believing that the person who 

will get a parfidar job will have ten coins in his @et (because he has good 

evidence that Jones wili get the job and Jones always has exactiy ten coins in his 

pocket). Smith's belief tums out to be true, but only by a fluke. Jones doesn't get 

the job. As it happem though, the person who does has ten coins in his podcet 

Smith's beiief is bue and justified, but not knowledge. 

Gettier's paper inspired a wave of revised accounts of knowledge. They 

were invdably met with new, Gettier-style counterexamples. The intent of 

these examples was to do to these revised accounts what Gettier did to the 

justifid true belief account That is, to describe a case in which ail the conditions 

set out in the account of knowledge under consideration were met, yet the belief 

in qyestion was somehow hue by lu& This was taken to show that the acmunt 

of kinwIedge would count certain casg as knowledge that were not really cases 

of knowIedge and so that the account was fiawed. The amount was then either 

zbandoned or revised. If it was revised, -meone would corne up with a Gettier- 

style counterexample to the revised account and the cycle would go aruund 

again23 

What seems to drive this cycle is the idea that luck is incompatible with 

23 For a glimpse of how heavy the philosophical industry got, see Robert Shope (1983). 



knowIedge, a position that Mylan Engel Jr. (1992) has called the 'incompahidity 

thesis'. Plenty of examples can be found in which this thesis appearç to be - 

endorsed. So, for instance, Scott Sturgeon once wrote: Tu& does not conb i t e  

to our possession of knowledge." (Sturgeon, 1993,161) Similarly, Fred Dretske 

and Berent Enç once wrote of "the intuition that a belief, to quaüfy as knowledge, 

must have no admixture of accidentality in its correspondence with the facts." 

@retske and E ~ c  1984,517) The problem is that if we accept this thesis, the 

project of attempüng to find an account of knowledge is doomed. For any set of 

conditions we might tare to propose, it is always possible to conceive of a case in 

which those conditions hold as a matter of luck.24 But if lu& redy is 

incompatible with knowledge, this is enough to show that the account fails. 

Adherence to the incompatibility thesis thus threatens to make the task of 

finding an account of knowledge impossible, Fortunately, as we wiU won see, 

the incompatibility thesis is false. Before I corne to that, however, I want to make 

the case that it is the incompatibility thesis that drives the philosophical 

antagonism between epistemological intenialists and extemalists (and so that 

tun.iing our b a h  on that thesis may help us resolve the dispute between 

intemalists and externasts). 

The distinction between epistemological internaltism and extenialism has 

been formulateci in a variety of ways. For my purposes, an account of knowledge 

is internalist to the degree that the conditions it daims must be added to truth 

and belief to yield knowledge are phrased only in terms of beliefs and sensations 

24There is an exception to thîs daim. One might propose an account of knowledge that induded as 
one of its conditions that the truth of the beiief in question not be a natter of luck relative to the 
other conditions in the account William Harper Gd Peter Unger have both proposeci accounts of 
knowledge of thir sort. (çee Harpet, 1996 and Unger, 1968) The trouble is that such accounts are too 
namw. Suppose 1 have a well jusSeci tme Mef, but that, just before 1 accpked my justification 
and formed the beüef, an evii genius was ready to put into motion a fiendish plan that wouici have 
ensured 1 had the same justification but that my beiief was f a k .  Just in the nick of the,  however, 
the evil genius undenvent a reiigious conversion and so decided e t  to put the plan in motion Here, 
1 am lu* that my belief turneci out be m e ,  but it is by no means dear that 1 don't have knowledge. 
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Uiat are 'fair1y readily arcesib.e1 (to use Wliliarn &ton's phrase) to the believer. 

An account is externalist to the degree that the conditions it daims m u t  be 

added to Lnith and beiief to field knowledge are phrased in terms of 'the way the 

world is,' regardes of whether the believei in question is aware that the world 

is that way (e-g., conditions that require the belief be brought about by a 

psychological process that tends to produce bue beliefs). It is true Uiat by these 

standards most accounts of knowkdge presently in circulation could neither be 

calleci purely intemal nor extemal. The accountcounterexample-revised 

account cyde has seen to it that even those epistemologists who are cded  

'htemalists' normally include in their accounts some reference to extemaList 

conditions and vice verça.25 What determines whether an account of knowledge 

is calleci 'intemal' or 'extemal' is the degree to which it relies on interna1 or 

extemal considerations. If art account is focused for the most part on, Say, the 

reliability of the psychologid processes that cause beliefs, it is an exterrialist 

account If an account is focused for the most part on, Say, the coherence of 

beliefs, it is an internakt account What is important for my purposes is that the 

driving force behïnd both internaliçm and extenialism is the conviction that a 

c- sort of luck is incompatible with knowledge. Extemalists note that no 

matter how good an internd justification we might have for a belief, we can 

always tell a story in whïch a person has exactly that justification, yet his belief is 

somehow 'destined' to be false and only tums out to be tme by a rematkable 

coincidence. (Gettier's 'ten coins' example has exactly this structure.) Internai 

accounts of knowledge do not requin that a knower be appropriatdy com&ed 

25 Even Keith Lehrer, who is usuaUy thought of as an internaiist, makes some use of external 
considerations in his account of knowledge, since his strengthened account of justification ties 
justification to the truth of the beiiefs that confer justification (See Lehrer, 1990) The tnith of a 
Mef, by most accountr anyway, depends on the way the world k Thus, it is an external 
consideration Similariy, Alvin Goldman, a philosopher who is uçually thought of as an 
externalist, requires that, for a person to know a particula. proposition, he must not have the belief 
that he is not justifieci in beüevuig the proposition. (Goldman, 1989,68) This is a restriction as to 
what the knower may believe, so it is an internd consideration. 



to that which his belief is about, so the extemalist maintains they always d o w  

too mu& room for the operation of resuitant lu&- The internalist is fmsed on 

another sort of lu& His concem with extemalkm is that, even if he concedes 

that a person should be appropriately connected to that whkh his belief is about 

in order to have knowledge, this is not SlLffiaent for h a h g  knowledge. A 

person should not, says the internalist, form a belief unless he has in his 

possession gmd reasons for that belief- Otherwise, the person is simply lu* 

that his belief tums out to be true. So, for example, Laurence Bonjour considers 

a variety of cases in which a person fomis a beiief through a perfedy diable 

clairvoyant ability that she possesses, but has no good reason to believe she 

possesses (in some of the cases, she actudy bas good reason to believe she does 

not possess such an abüity). Such a person foms beIiefs in a very reliable way, 

but Bonjour daims she lach knowledge. (Bonjour, 1980,5%2) Why? Becauçe 

she has no good reason lo Lhink she possesses such an abiüty and so no good 

reason to think her belief is bue. That is, the fact that she tums out to have this 

ability is just too ludcy for the beliefs she forms as a reçuit of that abüity to be 

considered knowledge.26 

The debate between internalists and externalists has essentialiy consisied 

of one side accusutg the other of proposing accounts of knowledge that dow too 

much room for lu& It is here that adherence to the incornpatibility thesis 

becornes dangernus. For, if we accept the thesis, to come up with a sakfactory 

account of knowledge we need to eliminate bath the sort of lu& the internalist is 

womed about and the sort of luck the e x t e d s t  is womed about. After di, if 

the incompatibiüty thesis is correct, all we need do to show an account of 

knowledge to be flawed is come up with a case in which ail the conditions set out 

in the account are satisfied, yet there is somehow lu& involveci in the fa& that 

26 It is an interesthg question what sort of lu& this is, constitutive perhaps? 1 hope to pume this 
question elsewhere. 



the belief tums out to be m e .  The probiem is this: attempts to elimuiate the 

sort of luck the externat is w&ed about open up new avenues for the sort of 

luck the intenialist iç worried about, while attempts to eliminate the sort of lu& 

the internaiist is womed about open up new avenues for the sort of luck the 

externalist is womed about. This is why the accountiounterexampIe-mWsed 

account game doesn't get us anywhere. Our atternpts to solve the problem 

reintroduce the problem. Suppose we begin with the justified true belief account 

of knowledge. In the face of Gettier's womes, we might propose the following 

revised accounk 

A person, S, knows P iff 

1. S believes that P 

2. It is bue that P 

3. S is (uiternally) justified in believing that P 

4. S's belief that P is caused by a reliable psychological process 

Such an account is open to the objection that it is just a matter of lu& Uiat 

both conditions 3 and 4 hold. Perhaps the belief was formed by a reliable 

psychologid process and the person has good reaçon to think the belief is bue, 

but it is just a matter of luck that these conditions coinade.27 If knowledge and 

lu& are incompatible this is enough to show the account of knowledge to be 

false. So, we might propose the following account of knowledge. 

27 Suppose, to modify one of Laurence Bonjour's cases, Joe has a perfdy reüable ciairvoyant 
abiliw (although he has no reason to think this is so) that auses him to beiïeve the Resident of 
the United ~ t a k  is in Idaho. Moreover, suppose Joe has plenty of endence for this beiïef. The 
evidenœ, however, was intended to be misleading. The Rendent was supposed to be in New 
Mexico, but a series of mix ups csused him to end up in Idaho. h this case, foe has a belief ihat is 
justiûed, true and reiiably caused, but it could sa1 be said he was lu* his belief was hue. After 
&, he's Lu* that what was designed to be misleading evidence hirned out to point in the right 
direction and that he possesses his amazing ability. 



A person, S, knows P iE 

1. S believes that P 

2. It is true that P 

3. S is (internaUy) justified in believing that P 

4. S's belief that P is caused by a diable psychological proces 

5. S is ( i n t d y )  justified in thinking that his belief that P was caused by 

the psychologid process that did in fact cause it and that this is a reiiable 

procesS. 

But even here, it might be a matter of luck that the person has the interna1 

justincation he does and that this justification coimides with the fact that the 

belief was caused by a reliable psych01Ogical proçess.28 

We could attempt revisions of this sort forever, but it is doubtfui that we 

would ever succeed in creating a Iuck-proof account of knowledge. In general, 

the problem is as folIows. If we introduce a condition that says the world must 

be a certain way (e-g, that some reliable psych01ogical process must be ai work), 

this creates m m  for the objedion that, unless the person in question has good 

reason to think the world is that way, he is too lu* that it actuaily is that way to 

have knowledge. But if we then spedfy that the person must have good reason 

to think the world is that way, we open o d v e s  to the worry that there might 

be a case in which a person has good reason to Uiink the world is that way, but 

those reasons are not appropriately connected to the fact that the world is that 

way (e.g, the person's belief that the world is that way is desfined to be false, but 

28 Imagine that the case is as in note 27, but that someone, as a joke, sen& joe a pamphlet 
explaining his d g  daVvoyant powers. The pamphlet is convincing (perhaps backed up with 
€aise documentation - make the conspiracy as elaborate as yoa Like), but intended ta be falçe, in 
fa&, it is, by ahcidence, an accurate description of Joe's power. Here, Joe is l u e  to stumble upon 
what justifies him and lucky that the justification tums out to be accu~âte, Should we deny he has 
knowiedge? My intuitions ay out for mercy at this point, but the incompatibility thesis aitswers a 
6rm 'yes'. 



miradously hinis out to be true). If we then introduce a condition saying the 

world must be such that there is an appropriate conneetion between the iieasons 

the person has for thinking the world is that way and the fact that the world is 

that way, we are right back where we starteci. Udess the F n  haç reason to 

think the world is thk new way, he is too Iucky that it actually is that way to 

have knowledge and we are off around the M e  again Put more simpIy, the 

problem is the same one we encountered in considering mord lu& Each 

modification we make opens up new avenues for lu& 

7. Conclusions 

So long as we adhere to the incompahity thesis there is no hope of 

coming up with an account of knowledge. Happilyr the incompatibility thesis is 

false. Luck and knowledge are not incompatiMe at aU Mylan Engei Jr. provides 

a dear ülustration of this- (Engel 1992,69) Imagine a person who usually works 

in a windowless mary md, but one day, on a whim, decides to work at a table 

near a Large window. It begins to raui outside. She notices this and so cornes to 

believe that it is raining. S d y ,  she knows it is raining, but it is just a matter of 

(circumstantial) lu& that she is in a position to know this- Yet, we do not take 

this lu& to interfere with her knowledge. Similarlyr it may be that a person is 

(constitutively) lu* to have the mathematid talent to understand a particular 

theorem, but we don't take this to interfere with the person gaining knowkdge 

through the use of that Ment Indeed, all cases of knowledge might be thought 

to involve this sort of lu& W e  can thus give up the incompatibiIity thesis quite 

easily and this has welcome consequences for epistemoiogy. Clearly, not al l  sork 

of lu& are incompatible with knowledge. This means an account of knowledge 

cannot be shown to be flawed merely by findixtg a case in which the conditions of 



the account are satisfied, but it is somehow a matter of luck that the pefson has 

the true belief she dœs. In particuIar, this means that those Gettier-style 

exampIes which are suffiaently fat fetched that we have no strong intuitions as 

to whether they descrï'be counterexamples or not are insufficient to show an 

account of knowledge to be fIawed. Letting go of the incompatibility thesis 

requires us to engage in more honest work. This can only be of help in the 

attempt to come up with an account of knowledge. What we need are reasons 

for counting parti& cases as cases of knowledge or not, not cute munter- 

exampIes. Accepkg the existence of epistemic lu& with regard to knowledge 

thus may restore both c h  and interest to the attempt to come up with an 

account of knowledge.29 

The fact that it is impossible lo keep knowledge hee h m  lu& thus tums 

out not to be troubhg at dl. In fad, it is good news for epistemology. These 

thoughts should lead us badc to moral ludc Perhaps, just as there tums out to be 

no problem with admi- that certain sorts of luck play a part in knowledge, we 

can admit certain sorts of moral luck with no womes. If so, we may 6n&y be 

able to solve the pr0bIe.m of moral luck The Epistemic Argument makes a 

plausible case that instances of resultant and circumstantial moral lu& never do 

occur, but nins aground at the level of constitutive lu&, for 1 have suggested that 

we m o t  show that cases of constitutive morai luck never occur. Perhaps 

Uiough, w e  don't need to show that such cases never occu.. Perhaps we can 

draw the same sort of condusion we did with regard to knowledge and daim 

that, although luck does affect morai responsibility and worth, there is nothing 

wrong with this. Unfortunatdy, there is an important disanalogy between 

knowkdge and morality on this point. Moral lu& is more worrhme than 

epistemic lu& When it cornes to deciding whether a pglson has knowledge or 

29Aithough, of course, it is s a  an open question whether a successfril aocount of knowledge can be 
foiistructed. Nothing I have said here p u a n t e s  one cm. 



not, we don't conceni ourselves with faitness. %me people are lucky enough to 

be smart. Some people are lu* enough to stumbie ont0 hard to obtain 

information In a sense, they may not deseme the knowledge this luck brings 

them, but so what? This has nothing to do with whether or not they have 

knowledge. We cannot be so when we corne to morality. If moraiity tums 

out to be an unfair notion, the very idea of rnorality is in jeopardy. But this is 
* *  - - - - - - . - -  - 

the possiWty that the hescipa6ility of mord lu& presents us witk If luck 

determines the mord status that a person has then how can it be fait for that 

person to have that status? This is the question that confronts us if we cannot 

show that cases of motal lu& never occur. It is a question we shall have to take 

up if my argument that moral luck is inescapable succeeds. 1 hun then, fïrst of 

all, to completing the argument that moral lu& is inescapabIe. mer the next 

two chapters, 1 wiIl develop an account of lu& that shows constitutive lu& to be 

a coherent notion Having done so, i will tum to the co~l~equences of the 

inescapability of moral lu& 



[3] What 1s Lu&? 

1. What is Lu&? 

In this chapter, 1 will take some preliminary steps towards an analysis of 

what luck is. I will do so by hoking at discussions of luck by Aristotle, Daniel 

Demett and Nidiolas Rescher. 1 w u  also discuss the account of luck which, 

foiiowing Thomas Nagel, seems to underlie much of the Merature on moral 

lu& What 1 wiU argue is that none of these views of lu& are quite adequate. 

Nonethe1ess, they do point the way towards what I hope wiu be a successful 

account of lu& That account will be developed in the next chapter. 

&fore I tum to these discussions, I want to briefiy consider some of the 

issues any account of lu& must confront Getting these issues on the table 

makes it easier to consider what the various authors have to say about lu& The 

best way io do this is to consider some examples of luck: 

(a) you win this week's Lotto 649 

(b) you M y  get that promotion you have b e n  hoping for 

(c) you are robbed on the street at gunpoint, but left completely unharmed 

- dl that is taken is your wdet. 

(ci) your unde, who you have always believed hated you, gives you 

$ 1 P O O J ~  

(e) you have a great gift for playing the piano 

These, anyway, are cases in response to which it is perfectly acceptable in normal 

conversation to say 'you werel are lu-' so they have a lot to tell us about what 

hick is. But how do we get from caçes like these to a full blown account of Iuck? 



Here, some of Susan Haack's cornments regardhg the andysis of epistemic 

notions are heiphil. (Haack, 1993) Haack tells us we should consider out task to 

be not so much andysis, as explication We shodd realize, for instance, that the 

mere fact that we wodd normaily refer to the above as cases of luck does not 

entail that they will be counied as such by a M y  deveIoped account of lu& W e  

are not involved in a purely desmiptive project. Our job also involves 'tidying 

up' the notion under investigation. We have a stock of intuitions and practices 

that tell us when we should des& events as lucky, but we shddn't exped al1 

those intuitions to be presmed in our analysis. Ço, how shodd we proceed? 

Accordhg to a process roughiy like RawIs' notion of reflective equilibrium. We 

have intuitions about which particular events are ludcy and which are not. W e  

also have intuitions about whnt it is to be lucky. We think, for instance, that for 

an event to be UlZludcy for a partidar person, it m u t  somehow be bad for that 

person. There are many other features of lu& that we are a l l  somewhat 

committed to, but these can be left to emerge as we go dong. The point iç Uiat we 

have intuitions not just about which partidar events are lu* or unlucky, but 

about what ludc is. These two sorts of intuitions must be played off one another 

to develop the vague account of lu& we are ahady committed to. We must 

examine cases like the above and try to isolate the featwç that rnake them cases 

of lu&. We must then try to square those features with our exïsting 

commitrnents about what Iuck is. Çomeümes, we wiil find a genuine dash 

between our account of what luck is and a particular case. When this happas, 

we must decide whether to alter the account or reject the case as a real case of 

lu& In the end, this remains a proces of going on our intuitions. In those cases 

in which there is a dash we must eventually decide either that our intuition 

about th% particular case or our account ne& to be modifieci, but there doesntt, 

in the end, seem to be any way of doing this other than by appealing to a higher- 



level intuition about which one of these is more important or central to our 

conception of lu& This is the sense in whidi what we are reaUy engaged in is 

tidying up our notion of lu& W e  want to keep the are of the notion. This may 

require cutting off some rough edges, but ço be it. 

With the above points in mind, we a n  begin considering what lu& is. 

Let's r e m  to the list of cases with which 1 began this chapter. 

(a) The Cottery Winner 

Perhaps the dearest case of lu& is winning a lottery. Aside fiom the fact 

that a person must have a ticket to have a çhot at winning, it is pure lu& (or 

ought to be) when she does so. Why? The most obvious answer is that a person 

who wins a fair Iottexy does so against incrediile odds. Still, exad$ how we are 

to cash out this idea of an event's king 'against the odds' is a wide open 

question, one we will shortly see a variety of answers to. Perhaps we should 

focus on the fad that winning the lottery is completely out of the winner's (or, 

for that matter, the loser's) control; perhaps we should focus on the fa& that the 

lottery is not designed so that anyone in particular will win or perhaps we 

should focus on the brute improbability of that particular person winning. 

Whichever interpretation we select, it is natural to think that an event must be 

against the odds if it is to be considered lucky, but, as a consideration of some 

further cases wiU reveal, even this is not obvious. 

The lottery case raises another question about lu& If the person who 

wins the lottery is extraordinarily lu*, are the people who lose the lottery 

unludcy? That is, is lu& symmetrical? While it doesn't seem plausible to 

suggest that everyone who doesn't win is ex traordinnrily Uniudcy, there is some 

plausiiility to the suggestion that a quantity of bad lu& roughly equivalent to the 



quantity of good Iuck belonging to the winner k divided amongst all the losers of 

the lottery. We must keep an eye on what our account of lu& commiis us to on 

this issue. 

(b) The Promotion 

The most striking UUng about this sort of case iç that often the event in 

question is not ai al1 against the odds. Perhaps you deariy were the best 

candidate for the promotion. This case thus represents the sort of clash of 

practice and account 1 mentioned above. In considering the case of the lottery 

winner, we see that the event is against the odds and this intuitively seems to be 

an important part of what makes the event lucky. Cases like The Promotion, 

however, cast some doubt on whether an event's occurrence must be against the 

odds in order for that ocmence  to be considered a matter of Iuck How are we 

to resolve this clash? In this case, it is not hard. While it is quite normal to say 

to someone that she is Iucky to have received her promotion, it wodd also be 

quite natural for her to respond by saying that it was not a matter of luck at di, 

that she dearly dese~ed the promotion Furthemore, if you accept that she did 

dearly deserve the promotion, you should then withdraw your daim that she 

was lu*. This sort of case, in fa&, supports, rather than casts doubt, on the 

requkement that lu* events occur against the odds. Perhaps, it is only in cases 

in which it redy  is something of a mystery why the person received the 

promotion that it is Iegitimate to Say that she was lucky to receive the 

promotion. Still, this suggestion runs into troubIe when we consider a case in 

which the promotion is received through nepotisn We are inclineci in such 

cases to say the person who receives the promotion is lu* even if the influence 

of, say, her unde was quite d e l k a t e  and so, in some sense, her bang promoted 



was not agallist the odds at alLi Perhaps what we have in rnind by calling su& 

events lu* is that something which is usually absent from the sort of pmcess 

that leads to the occurrence of the event in question has somehow fond its way 

into that process (and has been important in bMging about that event). 

(c) Surviving a Holdup 

This is a moted case. You are, presumably, d u +  to be robbed, but, 

given that you were robbed, you are lucky to have got through the experience 

unharmed. i t  wodd be perfecfly naturai to say to you, for instance: 'yourre lu* 

to be aiive.' This again appears to cast doubt on the notion of lu* events beuig 

against the odds. We might say  this even if a majoriv of people who are robbed 

d o survive. What's gohg on here? What's going on seems to have something 

to do with the role of value in ascriptions of Iuck. It is no secret that the value of 

an event is what determines whether the event is an instance of good luck or bad 

Iuck (although even here, questions c m  be raised about where this value is 

supposed to be found: in the person's eyes? in an imagined normal person's 

eyes? etc.), but perhaps value also enters into luck in another way. Suppose that 

the odds of being kîlled in a holdup are 11 ui 100. Despite the fact that the odds 

very strongly indicate that you will survive a holdup, it would still be perfecüy 

natural to say you were lucky not to be killed. Mer all, though the chance is not 

partidarly great, it is far from negligiile- But suppose we are aware that the 

odds of king kicked in the shin during a burglary are also 11 in 100. We are sti l I  

not very IikeIy to say that you are lu* you were not kicked in the s h h  1 

suspect that two facts about luck's relation to the value of an event exp1ai.n this. 

First, we simp1y are not W y  to describe events whidi are neither oi great 

1 Perhaps in a case of nepoüsm, we shodd say Chat she im't reaily lu* to be promoted. Perhaps 
she's simply lucky that her unde helped her out 



signiEicance nor particulaxly likely as king either iucky or not ludry. This 

explains why w e  wouldn't Say you were ludcy to escape king kicked in the s b  

Second, it may be that, as the value of an event increases, so too does the lu& 

involved in the event. Moreover, if an event is sufficiently highiy valued, it 

may be descr i i  as lucky even if it is not partidarIy unlikely to ocnu. This 

would explain what's going on when we say you were lu* to escape being 

ki.üed. Let me, however, add a note of caution. We shodd be arefui about what 

sort of conclusion we draw h m  the fact (if 1 am right that it is a fact) that we 

wodd not d d b e  you as lu* to have avoided king kicked in the shin 

Remember that we are engageci in an a pwect of explication hem. It does not 

necessarily follow from the fact that, in prabice, w e  would not think to describe 

you as lu* that you were not lucky. i t  is possible, for instance, that the account 

of luck we wiU eventually formulate will commit us to describing certain 

situations as lu+ which we would not normally thurk to d e s m i  in that way. 

Explication can Iead to q r i s i n g  condusions (although al1 the condusions it 

leads us to shoddn't be surprising). 

(d) The Surprise Gi€t 

Imagine that your rich d e ,  who you always thought couldn't stand the 

sight of you, gives you $l,Wû,ûûO for your twenty-kt birthday. It tums out that 

you have always been his favourite. He has mereiy been testïng you by being 

hostile and you have passed the test with flying colours. You have that ethereal 

quality known as 'gumption'. Your uncle has in fact been planning on giving 

you this money for years, although you had no uikling of this. This case raises 

another important question about the sense in which lu* events must be 

agaùiçt the odds. Çorneümes what's against the odds is a matter of perspective. 



WMe it seems highly unlikely fmm your perspective that your unde wiU give 

you any money at a& nothing could be more Ueiy hom his perspective.- After - -  

ail, he has been planning this for years and, at least for someone who is rich, 

giving money away is pretty easy. This idea of perspective is again something we 

wüi have to take hto  account in developing an account of luck. Shouid luck be 

perspectivai in this way? 

(e) Talent 

Thus far, the cases discussed have been cases of Iucky consequences. You 

were ludcy that things turneci out so that you got the job, you were lucky that the 

r d t  of the lottery was that you were the winner and so on. But lu& is not 

always so instantaneous. Being lu* in having a partidar talent provides us 

with an example of this Mder' sort of lu& A talent for the piano is not 

something you acquire alI at once. Cenetics presumably play a role, but so too do 

such things as upb~g ing ,  environment and effort. Furthemore, as we saw in 

brief in chapter two and will see in detail in this and the foUowing chapter, this 

sort of case is somewhat controversial as an example of lu& It might be thought 

ütat traits such as our temperaments and talents c m o t  coherently be said to be 

things with regard to which we may be lu+. It hm been suggested that these 

traits are what constitute us, so that no sense can be made of us king ludcy or 

unlucky to have them. If we didn't possess them we wouldn't be us. This raises 

another question about luck: to what sorts of thhg can luck be said to apply? 1 

have been speaking ail dong of events (and sometimes pairs of events and 

individuals) being Iudcy, but it is not obvious what the proper domain of 

application realiy is. Does it apply to any event, to any event h m  a given 

perspective, to some more restncted class, or to something e k  entirely? 



Another issue a .  if we suggest that we c m  be Iucicy in the character traits we 

poses. Does the lu& hvolved in possessing such a trait infect the results of 

this trait? For instance, if 1 possess a great gift for music then should we say that 

ail the benefits and accolades 1 might reap as a r d t  of that gift are just aatters 

of Iuck? This is a very important question because, if lu& is highly infectiousI it 

Uireatens to get qyickly out of hand. Admitting such infectious lu& at the leveI 

of character could quidy render everything that happais a matter of lu& 

While the issues these cases bring forward are by no means all  the issues 

we wiU encounter in studying lu& they provide a good starting point for that 

study. To summafize, we must consider: 

(1) in what sense, if any, ludcy events rnust be against the odds? 

(2) whether luck is symmetrical? 

(3) how value enters into whether sornething is a matter of lu&? 

(4) whether and how perspective makes a difference to the lu& involveci 

in the occurrence of a given event? 

(5) to what sort of thing lu& applies? 

(6) whether luck is infectious? 

1 tum now to attempts to answer these (and other) questions, beginning 

with Aristotle's account of lu& 

AristotIe's discussion of luck occurs in book two of the Physics in chapters 

four through six. There, he diçcusses whether ludc and diance evist and, if sot 

what they amount to. As is typically the case, the exad nature of Aristotle's 

2 Thads to Ken Cheung for helping me with my numemus questions about Aristode 



position is confmversial. AU agree that he thuiks luck and chance exist, but 

th- are disagreements about the details of his positive account of lu& and 

chance. Our aim here will be to resolve those disagreements as much as possible 

and to assess the iesulting picture of Iuck3 

The discussion of luck and chance accus hediately after Aristotle's 

account of the four sorts of cause (fomal, materid, elfiaent and final) and must 

be understood in that context His interest in the topic is spurred by the fact that 

ludc and chance are sometimes &O said to be causes. This sets the agenda for 

chaptes four through six. He proposes to uivestigate whether lu& and chance 

represent a fifth (or nfth and sixth) sort of cause. That is, he proposes to 

investigaie whether an exphnation of why some event ocrnvred that appeds to 

luck or chance represents a sort of explanation distinct h m  the four types of 

explanation represented by the four sorts of cause. A subsidiary question is 

whether an explanation in te= of lu& cons titutes a different sort of 

explanation than one in terms of chance. More tuming to these questions, 

Aristotle takes up the question of whether luck and chance ex& at aK 

Aristotie notes first that some thinkers Say there is no such thing as k k . 4  

3 They say that in every case in which we say that something happens by lu& 

we can adually find a "deamite cause" of that thing.6 (l%a3) To flesh this out, he 

3 1 have made use of translations of the Physics by a number of authos For the most part, direct 
quotations will be taken from Hippocrates Apode's translation (Aristotle, 1980), but in hying io 
understand Aristotle's position 1 have also used trawlations by William Charlton (Aristotle, 
1983). Ridiard Hope (Aristotie, 1961) and joe Sachs (Sachs, 1995). References to the Physics are 
given in the text by h e  nnmber and, unless otherwise noted, are to Apostle's translation 
4 Apostie sugges& that these thinkers probably indude Demaaitus and Leuappus. (Aristode, 
1-980, 212. note 3) 
5 A word about the expressions 'lu& and 'chance': What Apode translates as "diance" is 
translateci by Charlton as "the automatic" and by W.D. Ross as "the fortuitousu (Ross, 1955,75) or 
"randorn." (Ross, 1956,38) What ApostIe, Chadton and Rods translate as ..Iuck," Sachs translates 
as "fortune." I will use Apostie's terms, but we should be aware that there is by no meam even a 
consensus that what Mtotle is discussing is the notion of lu& Ab, we shouid be aware tha. 
although Aristotle does eventu* distinguish between Iuck and chance, at first he seenrs to ose 
the temis interchangeably. For now. 1 will do the same. 
6 As is the case with Apode's ûïmsïation, 1 will use the word 'thùig' very bmadly. It appües (at 
least) to events, actions, fa& and O- 



introduc~ an example that will prove very helpful. Suppose there L a man you 

want to meet up with because he owes you money. Next, suppose Uiat, aithough 

you have no good reason to believe that UUs man is at the market, you go t h e  

for some other purpose, perhaps to buy food. Whüe there, you run into the man 

and so get the money you are owed. This is as clear a case of luck as we are iike1y 

to encounter. It seems that you are lucky to get the money you are owed or, 

altemately, that you are lucky to ntn into this man. The non-believers in lu& 

that Aristotle has in mind, however, would point out that we need not say lu& 

is the cause of you getting the money. We can completely explain what 

happened without making any reference to lu& You got the money because 

you went to the market to buy food at a thne when the man who owed you 

money was at the market We might think then. that there is no need to beiieve 

there is any such thhg as lu& We would, however, be mistaken Aristotle tells 

us that it is obvious that "Many things corne to be and exist by lu& or by 

chance.'" (196a12, italics Apostle's) In saying thisr he does not mean to deny that 

everything that happens happens as the result of some dennite cause, indeed, he 

sayç it iç dear that this is the case. (l96a13) But while this is so, we still say that 

some of those things occur by lu& wMe others do not. Intuitivdy, Aristotle is 

on h n  ground here. The mere fact that we might be able to cornpletely explain 

some event without reference to iuck does not show that there is no such thing 

as luck. It may count against luck king a fZth sort of cause, but thiç is a far cry 

£rom saying that there is no such thuig. After all, even though we do think that 

a complete explanaticm of what happens in Aristotlets example of the market can 

be given without speaking of lu& this does nothing to change our intuition that 

you were lu* to get your money. We recognize that you got the money back 
-- - - -  - 

7 Apostle presse+ the word 'diance' into two sorts of service. When written without italics, 
'chance' refers to the genus of which 'lu& and the itaücized 'chance' fom species. Except when 
ditectly quoüng Arne, 1 wu ignore this amvention since it is of no use to us As we wu see, 
Aristotie's view is that every case of lu& is a case of chance but not vice versa. 



because you and your debtor happened to go to the market at the same the .  

Thus, there is no problem with explainhg what happened without appeaüng to 

some mysterious notion calleci luck', but that does not mean you were not lucky 

to get your money badc, far Lrom i t  The sort of coincidence that results in you 

gening your money back is just the sort of thing we mean by lu& 

While he argues that there is such a thing as lu&, Aristotie takes issue 

with those who give lu& too great a role in things. He notes that some M e r s  

believe that both the vortex and the motion which resulted in the present order 

of the universe carne about by chance.8 (196a25-28) He descriiibes this position as 

absurd because these same thinkers maintain that ani'tmals and plants neither 

exist nor are generated by lu& since they r e d t  hom either "nature or intellect 

or some other such th@." (196a30-31). This seems highly counterintuitive to 

Aristotle since it is the opposite of what we in fact observe. He daims that 

though we see nothing 0c-g by chance in the heavens, we see aU sorts of 

things happening by chance around us. Perhaps there iç also a worry at work 

here about what 1 have d e d  'infectiont. If the universe came to be by chance, 

we rnight wonder how the events that take place in that universe could be other 

than ma tters of chance. 

Aristotle completes his survey of opinions about luck by briefly 

mentioning that there are those who think that chance is "a cause but is not 

reveaied to human though t," but something divine and godlüce. (l96b6-7, italics 

Apostle's) Like the insight that every occurrence has a definite ause, the 

mysteriousness of luck is something that will be accounted for in his account of 

lu& 

He hirnç next to a discussion of what exady luck and diance are, 

begiming by noting that some things always corne to be in the same way while 

8 Apode again suggests these indude Dernoaitus. (Aristotle, 1980.212, note 6) 



others corne to be for the most part in the same way. He then notes that none of 

these things are said to be caused by Iuck. (196blO-13) While this rings tnie ai first 

glance, on doser examination, it is a fittle puzzling what this could mean. 

Consider, for instance, a case in which a newspaper cornes to be on my doorstep 

for the mmt part in the same way (Le, it is delivered to my doorstep each day by 

the paperboy). This does not seem b predude it being an instance of lu& when, 

on the one day the paperboy forgeb to corne to m y  house, a newspaper tums up 

on my doorstep anyway because someone hurrying to catch a bus dropped it as 

he ran pst .  The mere fa& that some type of event h a p p a  for the most part in 

the same way doesnrt mean that an ocmence of that sort of event carmot be a 

matter of lu& Clearly then Aristotie must mean something other than that 

events which occur dways or for the most part in the same way do not 

sometimes occur as a resdt of Iuck. What else couid he mean7 To see this, we 

must realize that Aristotle means us to focus not just on the end result, but also 

on the way in whïch that result was brought about. We have to take a longer 

view of the event in question What matters is not just that the paper ended up 

on my doorstep, but h O w it ended up on my doorstep. W.D. Ross explains this in 

the following way. Suppose an event of type B occurs and that its occurrence was 

preceded by an event of type k To decide whether the event occurs dways or for 

the most part, what we need to consider is whether events of type B either 

usudy or dways follow events of type A. If they do, then the event occurs 

always or for the most part If they do not, it does notg (ROSS, 1955,39) Ross' 

analysis reveals that Ançtotle does not means us to focus only on the resdt 

when we consider whether lu& is a cause of that result W e  must consider 

9 Lindsay Judson (1981) carries out a very thomugh investigation of the meaning of 'always or for 
the most part'. Judson condudes that Aristotle must have had in aiind something Like conditional 
pdabiiïties. For example, 'A aruff for the m a t  part' is to be analyzed relative to some other 
event B. 'A occurs for the most part relative to 8' means that the probability of A occurring given 
that B has ocnirred is hi& (Judson, 1981,84-86) This is ewenüaliy the same position as Ross'. 
Ross wouid a d y z e  this fase as 'B is Osuayr followed by A'. 



whether that resuIt would usudy arise in the way that it did d e .  Ço, for 

example, what rnatters is not just that the newspaper regularly hirns up on my 

doorstep, what rnatters is whether cases in which the paperboy forgets to deliver 

my papa would usudy be followed by the papa being on my doorçtep or 

whether someone Nnning by my house holding a newspaper wiU usudy result 

in a newspaper appearing on my doorstep. . Sinceneifier sort of case wiU usudy 

have this result, the case in which the pape gets dropped on my doorstep by the 

man hurrying past is not diqualifieci as a case of Iuck 

This does, however, leave us with another difficuit problem. W e  cases 

in whkh someone nuis past my house holding a newspaper neither always nor 

for the most part result in me getting a paper, cases in which someone ninç by 

my house and accidentally drops a newspaper on my doorstep do, for the most 

part, resdt in me getting a paper. In general, the problem is that a s m c  

enough description of how an event came about will provide us with a way in 

which that event came about that for the most part will lead to that resuIt.10 

There is at lest a partial solution to this problem in what Aristotle tells us, but to 

see it we have to delve a little deeper into what he has to Say about lu& 

We can condude from the above considerations that, if a thing is to come 

about by lu&, it is necessary that it not come about in the way that it dways or for 

the most part cornes about. We shodd not, however, draw the stronger 

condusion that coming about in such a way is suffiCient for ludL Aristotle adds 

another requirement, He tells us that of those things that come to be neither 

always nor for the most part, some are for the sake of something while others are 

not. It is only those thuigs in the h t  group that come about by lu& That is, 

only those things which both are for the sake of something and come to be 

neither always nor for the m a t  part come to be by lu& (196b16-25) What exadly 

10 For example, going to the market when the peson who owes you money is there may for the most 
part d t  in you getting the money you are owed. 



Aristotle means by 'for the sake of something' is not dear. Apostle sometimes 

tanslates this as "to which nnal cause may beIcm~" but this is ambiguous. 

(l%b21) It is not clear what the force of the 'may' is. Does he mean that, 

although the thing which came about was not the final cause of the process that 

brought it about, the process that brought it about must nonetheles have had 

some final cause? Or does he mean that the thing which came about migh t have 

been the nnai cause of the proass that brought it about? The ambiguity points to 

a v q  old controversy. Porphyry maintained that the h t  interpretation was the 

correct one: though a lucky event might not haw been the final cause of what 

brought it about, the= must nonetheless have been a final cause of what brought 

it aboutil Sor in Aristotle's example of the market, it is claimed that, whüe you 

did not go to the market for the sake of getting the money you were owed, you 

did stilI go to the market for the sake of something (i.e, to buy food). Against 

this position, Simplicius argued that what AristotIe in fad memt was that what 

causes a lucky event could haûe happened for the sake of causing that event On 

this position, 'for the sake of something' receives a wider meaning than normal 

in AristotIe's discussion of luck.12 1 carmot hope to settle the dispute about what 

the corred translation of Aristotle is, but 0th considerations lead me to 

condude that on this point, the most reasonable position is that Porphyry is 

wrong and Simplicius is right. What we need to do is focus on a different 

11 Poqhyry's position is reporteci by Simplicius who it in favour of the position I wüi 
shortiy defend. We mi@ think that Apostle agrees with Porphyry since at 1%b22-2î, he drops 
the 'may' and instead writes of Thhg to whi& nnal cause belongs-" A note on pp. 212-213, 
however, indiates that this may not be what Apostfe-had in muid, There, he gives a wide 
meanhg to the notion of 'nnal &use' which mi& aHow him to endorse the s&nd interpretation 
12 James Lennox takes a passage at 197a34-35 to provide condusive pmof that Porphyryrs position 
cannot be c~rreft  b o x  îhere translates Aristotle as saying that an event is caused by hick onIy 
when that event "might have a>me to be for the sake of somethinggm (Lennox, 1% 56 presumably, 
'for the sake of something' has its u s d ,  wrower meaning here) He is joined in this interpretation 
by Chadton, Judson and Roa (se Aristotie, 1983; Judsog 1981,7743 and Ross, 1956,761. But, of 
course, this will not haUy setüe the issue Apostle and Hope tramlate this same üw as saying 
Uiat an event is causeci by lu& o d y  if it did amie to be for the sake of something. (Aristotie, 1980 
and Aristotie, 2%1) 



example. One of the chief problem in trying to resolve this ccmtroversy is that 

Aristotte's central example of luck is neutral between the two positions. His 

example of the marketplace can be read equdy weil dong either üne. You could 

have gone to the market for the sake of getting your money (say, if you had 

known or had good reason to believe the debtor was ai the market), but it is also 

true that you did go there for the sake of something (i.e., for the sake of getting 

some food). It is not hard though to thuik of a case which is less ambiguous. We 

can sirnply rig the case so that you ended up at the market, but did not go there 

for the sake of something. If in such a case we might still Say you were lu+ to 

get the money, Porphyry's interpretation appears to be wrong (at least, it does so 

long as we assume that Aristotlels account of luck is supposed to count cases like 

this as cases of luck). Ço, imagine that you were wandering in a daze and, when 

your head deared, found yourself in the market, then ran into the person who 

owed you money and so on. CIearly, you would still be lucky to get the money 

you were owed, but it is hard to see how you can be said to have gone to the 

market for the sake of something (in the usual sense of that expression). This 

king so, it appears that Simplicius' interpretation must be corred. 'For the çake 

of here means 'could have been done for the sake of. 

We have seen thai, according to Aristotle, for something to occur by lu& 

that thing must neither always nor for the most part be brought about by what 

does bring it about We have also seen that for that Uiing to o c m  by lu& it must 

be the case that what brought it might have happened for the sake of b ~ g i n g  

that thing about. But satisfying these two requirements is not enough it seems 

that one more condition must be fdfilled. At 196b24, Aristotle tells us that for a 

thing to be caused by luck it must "corne to be by acadent." This at first appears 

to be a new condition, but it also seems to be doing much of the work that we 

might have thought was behg done by the 'neither always nor for the most part' 



condition In fa& this 'new' requirement is redy just a refùiement of that 

condition. That whkh cornes about by acadent is such that it would neither 

dways nor for the most part corne about in that way. Ço, something occurs by 

luck or by chance when what brought that thing about could have happened for 

the sake of bringing that thing about, but when, in fact, it was brought about 

accidentaliy. 

This aU sounds very masonable, but  a little vague. What exady is an 

accidental cause anyway? W.D. Ross explains that there are two forms of 

acadental causation: (1) If B causes C and A happens to accompany B then A is 

an accidental cause of C; (2) If A causes B and C happens to accompany B, then A 

is an accidental cause of C. (Ross, 1956,75, see also Judson, 1981,79) Aristotle 

distinguishes between essential and accidental causes using the example of a 

house. The art of building is an essential (efficient) cause of it, but the fact that 

the builder is a musician is merely an accidental causei3 Further, it is only a 

cause in a qualifed sense. We can speak in generd of the art of building as the 

cause of a house, but to speak of the fact that the builder îs a musician as a cause 

w e  have to qualify the daim by referring to a speQfic case. Not every building of 

a house requires a musician, this is merely a coincidence. Essential causes are 

definite. We c m  speafy them: such and such a cause for such and such an effect. 

But an accidental cause is indehite since any thing may have a variety of 

acadental causes (eg, the builder rnay have a wide variety of attributes). This 

then is the sort of cause that luck and chance are, they are indehite effiaent 

cauçes. This allov~s Aristotle to explain the mysteriousness of luck whkh he 

spoke of in sweying opinions about lu& Suice they are indefinite, there are 

no laws which govem them. Thus, since lu& and chance are of no use in 

13 Clearly, this is an example of the first sort of accidental causatio~ For an example of the second 
sort, Uunk again of Aristotle's market example. Hunger may cause the man who is owed rnoney to 
go to the market, but it happens that his king at the market is acxompaNed by hirn getting the 
money he is owed. Hir hunger is thus an accidental cause of him gettuig the money. 



expiaining why things happen, they are ody causes in a qualified sense. 

Learning what an accidental cause is duesn't, however, solve a l l  our 

problems. The mere fact that some event has an acadental cause and could have 

(but did not actudy) happen for the sake of something is not enough to establish 

that the event's occurrence is a matter of lu& Evqthing that happens has 

accidental causes. For instance, since 1 play the tnunpet, the art of trumpet 

playing (or my poor version of it) is an accidental efficient cause of this chapter of 

my thesis, so too is the art of the bad squash player, the art of the bad French 

speaker and so on. Similarly, in Aristotle's market example, the fact that the 

man who owes you money is, let's say, pale is an acadental cause of his being in 

the market, but this is not at a l l  relevant to whether or not lu& causes you to 

coued your money. We need a way of çaying which accidental causes are 

relevant to luck. 

In addition to womes about an explosion of accidental causes (and ço of 

luck), there is a worry at the opposite end of the s p e d m n .  Thiç is the worry we 

encountered some pages ago in considering the meaning of 'always or for the 

most part'. If we consider the cause of you getting the money to be the 

conjunction of you going to the market to buy food and your debtor going to the 

market to, let's say, see a show, there seems to be nothing accidental about thk 

cause resulting in you getting the money. If that is the case, we are driveri to the 

lûghly dubious conclusion that you are not lucky to get the money you are owed. 

Judson provides us with a solution to this problem by pointing out that 

"scïentific understanding as Atistotle conceives it is restricted to the nahw of 

speaes taken individually, and so excludes the conjunctive operations of more 

than one subject" (Judson, 1981,91) Thus, the causes that are relevant to 

determinhg whether an event was caused by luck or not must be confineci to 

one subject (and so not to the combination of what you and your debtor do). 



This heads off the worry of there being tcm Iiffle luck if we are speafic enough in 

our desaiptions of causes. Descriptions which make reference to more than one 

subject are Uegitimate so, for instance, we cannot appeal both to your desire for 

food and the debtor's desire to see a show. Judson's daim also provides us with 

a way of heading off the multitude of accidental causes we have noted. What 

matters with respect to whether an event is ludcy is not whether there are any 

accidental causes of the event. There are sure to be many. What matters is 

whether there is a non-accidental cause of the event that arises £rom the 

particular subject in quesfionl't 5 (See Judson, 1981,92) If thete is, the event is 

not a matter of luck. If there is not, it may be. Thus, what deteRnines whetha 

the market example is a case of accidental carnation of the sort we are interested 

in is whether there is any non-acadental cause of you getting the money that 

arises from you. Of course there is not, that is why the market example is a case 

of lu&. 

Aristotie makes a few more additions to his account. He notes that some 

accidental causes are doser to their effects than others. Though health red t s  

neither always nor for the most part from the rays of the sun or the b10wing of 

the wind, it may on occasion (hckily) do so. But there are other things which, 

while they may also occasiondy luckily produce health, are much 'further' kom 

health than the suri or wind. What thing Aristotle actualIy has in mind here is 

in dispute. Sachs, Charlton and Hope translate it as a Meut while Apostle 

translates it as a purge* (197a24-î5) (The Greeks must have taken great care when 

asking for a haircut.) Either way, the point seems clear. We can imagine a 

continuum of 'accidentahess'. Aristotle alço tells us that when a lu* thing is 

14 F d e r  support for this s i &  is pronded by Aristotle's daim at 197b19-20 that the causes of 
lu* events lie "outside" of then This idea is reminiscent of Williams' distinction between 
in& and exkhsic lu& Here, only what W i  would caIi 'extrimie lu& is relevant to 
whether an event W lu* or not 
1s This idea of a subject of lu& makes less sense when applied lo the notion of chance. In cases of 
chance, we should focus on the thing which is viewed as benefited or h m e d  by diance. 



g d  we shodd speak of 'good lu&' and when the thing is bad we should speak 

of 'bad lu&. This glosses over same of the issues pointed out in the 

introduction to this chapter concerning how that goodness or badness shodd be 

d, but those womes aside seems an uncontroversial point. 

He next tums to disanguishing lu& from chance, beguinllig by telling us 

that chance has a wider range of application than luck. Everything Uiat happens 

by lu& happens by chance but not vice versa. Aristotle te& us that iudc is a 

cause only "of what may result by action." (197b3) Since action, as Aristotle 

conceives of it, only takes place as a result of a choice made through 

understanding and deliberation, it follows that "inanimate things and brutes and 

children" cannot do anything by ludcls (197b7-8) Chance, on the other hand, 

"exists also in the other animals and in many inanimate things." (197b14-15) 

This requires some clarification. What would it take for d w c e  to be at work in 

something that happens to an inanimate thing? One example he gives is of a - 

tripod which falls onto its feet in such a way that it can be sat upon (197b16-18) 

For this event to occur by chance it must occur by acadent and be for the sake of 

something. The h t  requirement is simply met, we can easily imagine 

circumstances in which it o c m  by accident.17 What proves more puzzling is 

this idea that the tripod fa& on its feet for the sake of something. We cannot 

speak of choices that were not made but could have been (as we do when 

considering ludcy events) since tripods m o t  dioose. Apostle suggests that 

when dealing with things which la& the power to choose, we should 

understand 'for the sake of as 'tends tof. (Aristotle, 1980,212-213, note 6) 

Though the tri@ was not caused to fall on its feet for the purpose of bang sat 

16 Although they may be said to be lu* by a sort of analogid extension of the t e m  In this 
extended sense, Aristotle says we can daim that the stones which make up an altar are ludry since 
they, W e  the stones whi& led up to the a h ,  are not tmdden upon. (197b9-12) 
17 Perhaps a gust of wind makes it land on its feet Clearly this would be a cause which did not 
arise h m  the subject of the chance (Le., the tri@). 



upon, tnpods which are on th& feet tend to be good for sitting upon This is the 

sense in whidi chance evaits may, as required, occur for the sake of something. 

The tripod could have been caused to fall as it did for the purpose of being sat o n  

Chance thus has to do with the accidental occurrence of things which are 

naturdy suitable for some end or other. Notice that chance therefore inchdes 

the more restricted dass of those UUngs which occur accidentally as a resuit of 

thought. Thwr lu& is 'containeci' in chance. 

This more or las compIetes the pichue AristotIe presents of luck: a thing 

is causai by lu& if it o c m  by acadent as a remit of some choice, but might have 

been brought about for the sake of something. 1s this an adequate account of 

lu&? 

One promisuig aspect of Aristotie's account is that it seems able to 

accommodate the hct that whether we want to say an event is lucky or not often 

depends on the peqecüve h m  which we are considering the event. Recd the 

case of the rich uncle. We want to be able to say it is a matter of Iuck kom the 

nephew's perspective that he receives the money, even though it is not a matter 

of Iudc fkom the unclers perspective. For that matter, if we alter the market case 

so that the debtor (URbeknownst to you) goes to the market for the purpose of 

paying you back, we still, arguably, want to say you are lu*. Aristotle's account 

gives us the resources to do so. Recall that what determines whether an event is 

accidentally caused in a way that is devant to lu& is whether any non- 

accidental cause of the event arises h m  its subject This means that whether an 

event is lu* or not depends on who the subject is. Suppose that the-debtor 

went to the market for the purpose of meeting you and had good reason to 

believe you would be there. If we take you as the subject, it is so11 the case that 

there is no non-accidental effiaent cause of you getting the money that arises 

from that subjectr but if w e  shi€t the subject to the debtor, there now is a non- 



actidental cause of you getLing the money that arises h m  the subject (i.e, the 

debtor's desire to repay you). Aristotle's account appears equipped to handle the 

difference perspective rnakes to lu& 

One worry about Aristotle's account is that it may present too narrow a 

conception of lu& Consider Aristotle's focus on cornhg to be always or for the 

most part. This may rule out cases whkh are, at least arguabIyf cases of lu& 

Imagine someone who &ves a game of Russian Rouiette.18 We are inched 

to say he is lu&y to be alive. But notice that, assuming the game is played with a 

gun with multiple clmnbers, say six, and only one b d e t  is placed in the gun, he 

is much more iike1y to survive the game than not The nature of the game thus 

makes it seem it is not an acadent that he survives. Survival usuaüy 

accompanies a pulling of the trigger. It might be thought that in saying this I am 

underestimating the 'most' in 'for the most part'. Perhaps a five in six chance of 

success is not good enough, so that this may still count as a case of lu& Thisf 

however, will not solve the problem. What if the gun has eight or ten 

chambers? At what point does the event becorne sdficiently like1y Uiat it carmot 

be considered lucky? This points to another problem with Ançtotle's account 

For us, anyway, lu& cornes in degrees. Some events are luckier than others. 

Ariside's account of luck does appear to have the resources to accommodate 

this fact We can appeal to the continuum of accidentalnes he mentions, but 

nothing is said about what causes an event to occupy one point on the 

continuum rather than another. W e  might appeal to something like the 

conditional probabiIity that Judson mentions, but even this leaves us lacking a 

18 Not having actuaUy played UUs game, I may have the rules wrung. 1 will describe the game I 
have in min& One b d e t  is Ioaded into a six thambered gun. The cyhder is spun so that no one 
knows when the diamber with the bdet  in it will corne-into nring position. Ëadi player holds the 
gun to his head, pulls the tngger and then (if he is able) p a s s  the gun to the next player. The 
game finishes after the gun is fired or after weryone has had a tum, whidiever cornes ntst To 
keep things spurüng 1 suppose the game shodd have five or fewer players (though if 1 ever have 
to play8 I'd prefer to be the seventh player). 



cut off point.19 Again, we must ask when an went bernes suffitiently lücely 

that it ceases to be ludcy? 

It is also worth noüng that Aristotle's account limits the scope of those 

who may be ludcy more than we do. While Aristotle daims that neither 

children nor animals can be lucky, we certainly do speak of children and animals 

as lucky, e.g., 'Your cat was ludcy my dog didn't see her'. While we might decide 

we are sirnply anthropomorphizing when we attribute lu& to animals, 1 doubt 

very much we would be w i l h g  to concede that children cannot be lu*. 

Aristotle draws the line between those things which can and those which cannot 

be lu* by reference to deliberation and choice. The fact that we disagree with 

where he hm drawn that line raises the question of how we draw i t  We do agree 

with Aristotle that, unless we are speaking very loosely, inanimate things cannot 

be said to be lucky. Perhaps then we are simply willing to count more creahires 

as capable of rationd deliberation than AristotIe was. After A, if Aristotle 

thought dogs could make choices (in his robust sense of the word), there would 

be no reason for him to say they could not be lu*. This, however, does not 

seem a partidarly promishg solution I presume we all agree that infants 

cannot be said to deliberate in any expliat way, but th& doesn't stop uç £rom 

thinking that an infant can be ludcy (say, to avoid some injury). It appears that 

we apply a different standard than Aristotle's. Later in this chapter, we shall 

explore the idea that what determines whether a given thing can be lu+ or not 

is whether anything can be said to matter for it, whether we are thinking of it as 

having interests. 

What is promising in Aristotle's account is its general direction A focus 

on the accidentalness of events and on coincidence seems right. Lt seems, for 

instance, right that what makes the market case an example of luck is the fact 

19 See note nine for lucison's position 



that the trip to the market was not designeci or chosen for the purpose of gettuig 

the money. It is also signincant that Aristotle has in mind here not just any 

choice, but carefully considered choices. This also seems right If you had 

undertaken the trip to the market for the purpose of finding your debtor despite 

there king no partidarly good reason to believe he would be there, you would 

be no less lu* to meet up with him than if you had gone to the market for an 

entirdy different reason. 

There is much to recommend Ançtotle's account of lu& We couid spend 

much more time ffeshing out the account in the ways 1 have mentioned, but we 

will not Our aim is to arrive at an account of lu&, not to uncover a l l  the details 

of Aristotle's account, so we will be better served by getting more accounts of luck 

on the table. When our suroey of these accounts is complete we s h d  decide 

which accaunt (or which aspects of the various accounts) to piusue. Towards 

that end, I turn next to Nicholas Rescher's views on luck. 

3. Rescher on Luck 

As with Aristotle, Nichdas Rescher's account of lu& is not entirdy 

dear.2Q Unfortunately, the confusion in Rescher's account cannot be laid at the 

feet of difficulties of translation or problems with the origin of the source 

materid. Rescher's account simply is obscure in places. Nonetheles, although 

Rescher's answers to questions about lu& ultimately are not very satisfymg, he 

does at Ieast ask the right sort of questions. In fad, once Rescher's various 

missteps are factored out, there is the beginning of a plausible account of lu& in 

20 Resdier has written on luck in a number of places. His iùst published work on this topic was a 
Presidential Ad- for the American Philosophicai Association entifleci simpiy "Luck" (1989) 
This papr was expandeci and retitled "Morai Lu&" for inclusion in Daniel Statman's 1993 
anthology Mural' Lu& These papers iogether with R&erts 1994 "Lu& and the Enigmas of Fate" 
were developed into his 1995 book Luck: n i e  Brillknf Uandamness of Emryhy LiF. (In this 
chapter, references to this book are given, unathibuted, in pareritheses in the text) 



what he says. 

What does Rescher say Iuck is? On the surface his account resembles the 

one we have just seen in Anstotie. He writes UÜit lu& is: 

good or bsd fornine arquired unwittingly, by accident or chance. (6) 

Lu& is at work when things that are of signiscance to us occur fortuitousiy, by 
chance, as it were. (19) 

Lu& as such is a matter of things going weU or ill for someone m a situation of 
unexpectedness and unforeseeabiiity. (24) 

W e  might worry that these 'definitions' of luck do not match one another well. 

It is not clear, for instance, that a chance event is the same as one that happens 

"in a situation of unexpectedness and udorseeability." We can, however, set 

this worry aside. These statements are made early in his discussion of lu& and 

are simply meant to capture our rough and ready intuitions about what Iuck is. 

As Rescher recognizes, these are very much like standard dictionary definitions 

of lu& The Oxford English Dictionnry, for example, defines lu& as: 

Fortune good or ül; the fortuitous happening of events favourable or mfàvourable to 
the interests of a person; a person's condition with regard to the favourable or 
unfavoutable character of some fortuitous event, or of the rnajority of fortuitous 
events in which he has an interest 

Like Resdier's dehitions, the above refers to a number of concepts 

' - that require further investigation: 'accident', 'chance', 'fortune', 

'forhitous', 'unforeseeable', etc Rescher next attempts that investiga tioa 

He explallis that when we say a "certain developmentw is lucky we are 

making two "pivotal" daims: 



1) "that, as far as the affectai person is concemed, the outcome came about 

'by accident' " 

2) "that the outcome at issue has a signi6.cantly evaluative status in 

representing a good or bad result" (32) 

Fur Rescher then, what makes something a matter of luck is a combination of its 

king accidentai and its king perceived as good or bad for çomething. W e  alço 

hnd in Rescherts daims about luck a suggestion as to what sort of thing the term 

lu& applies to. It applies somehow to 'certain developmentst, ie., events.21 

Rescher does, however, leave open the possibiüty that events cannot simply be 

d e d  lu* or unlucky. Condition t 2  makes reference to some sort of 

eduation, but evaiuations Vary with perspective. Thus, whether a given event 

is lucky will vary h m  perspective to perspective. 

In examining Aristotle's account, 1 pointed out that it could be developed 

into an account which dowed lu& to come in degrees. This is a definite m e  

since our ordinary taIk about lu& allows it to m e  in degrees. Rescher's 

acmunt shares this virtue, His two conditions tie lu& to accidentalness and 

value. Both come in degrees. This allows Rescher to explain çomething noted 

in the introduction to this chapter, nameIy the fact that how lu* we say a given 

event is seems to Vary both with the value placed upon the occurrence of the 

event in question and upon how 'againçt the odds' the occurrence of that event 

is. Indeed, Reseher goes so fat as to introduc-e a formula for measuring ludc 

Let E be an event 
Let A (E) be "the Merence that E makes for the interests at stake*" 
Let A (E) be the degree of luck irtvulved in the occurrence of E. 

21 Even if we condude ~hat-what lu& realiy appües to is events, thD stül leaves room for us to caii 
other thuigs ludry in a derivative sense. For iristance, perhaps whenever an event accurs which is 
lu* h m  a @en person's penpedive, we can describe that person as luW. 



A (E) = A(E) [l - pr(E)l= A(E) ' pr [not-E] (211-212)22 
- -- 

We might balk at the idea of bang able to attach numerical values to 

individual instances of lu&, perhaps preferring a ratio scale or something even 

les speci6c Still, we shodd not let this blind us to Rescher's basic point He is 

daiming that luck is proportiod to the value attachai to the event and 

inversely pmportional to the Mcelihood of the event. This seems plausible 

enougk Given the same odds and the same cost of entry, a person surely is 

luckier to win a real car in a ra€fle than a toy one. Likewise, the luck involved in 

a given event's occurraico does appear to be beverseIy proportional to the 

probability of the event occurring. If the prize is the same in both cases? the 

person who wins a lottery with oddç of 1,000,000 to 1 is 1uckier than the person 

who wins a lottery with 100 to 1 odds. 

Clearly, Rescher's account of luck needs a good deal of development. In 

pdcular, we need to cash out the notion of chanceC It is not clear that the sort of 

chance we might have in muid when thuiking about a lottery is broad enough to 

handle all the cases of lu& we wifl encourtter- When we thuik of lotteries we 

are likeIy to think in terms of there? as a matter of fact, being a very low 

probability of any given ticket being the Iottery winner. But while such cases of 

an event ocamhg despite a high objective chance that it wiU not are clear cases 

of lu&, an event can be lu* without there king a high objective probability 

22 Notice that : 

as pr (E) approaches 1, A (E) approaches O 
as pr (E) appmaches 0, A (E) approaches A(E) 



that it WU not oaw. Other, more subjective sorts of chance will do.2324 Rescher 

considqs the case of an unexpected gift from a rich unde that we discusçed in the 

introduction to this chapter. He agrees that perspective does make a difference in 

such cases. From the perspective of the person who receives the gift the event is 

lu*. From the unde's Perçpecave or from the God's eye perspective (the 

perspective h m  which we have al i  the information) there is nothing lucky 

about the receipt of the gift (54) Why is this? Because luck is a matter of 

perspecüve. It requins, for instance, a perspective h m  which the event in 

question is to be valued. This is suggested by the second of Rescher's two 

'pivotal' daims about lu& But Iuck is also perçpectival as Car as the chanciness 

of the event is concemed. Quantum physics aside (and perhaps even including 

it), there is no room for lu& h m  God's perspective, but for you and me, who 

la& plenty of information, there is still lots of room for Iuck Furthemore, since 

you rnay have more information than I do, an event which is highly subjdvely 

unlikely from my perspective may be highly subjectivdy likely h m  your 

perspective. This variance in chance leads to a variance in lu& 

These considerations rwed that there aie h o  sources of the chance 

mentioned in the h t  of R&errs two pivotal claims. The hrst is genuine 

randomness. If an event which is of some sort of value (either positive or 

negative) from çome perspective occurs for no reason at all, its occurrence is 

23 I do not in the end want to take a position on the dispute between mbpÎtivists and objectivists 
about chance* What I want to make use of is the intuitive distinction bekeen subiedive chance (for 
which what we h w  matters) and objective d w c e  (for which it does not). 1 say &ore about thk is 
in chapter four. 
24 Rescher reasonably suggests that even in a detenninisfic wodd, lu& wodd SU exkt "Even Ei a 
whoIly deterniiniçtic world, we are s a  Iacky when we diance to guers right by accident alonen 
(53) Curiously though, he nlso -tes at one point that "A dcterministic world is one in which 
chance pfays no part" (44, italics bis) Given his piciure of luck we might think that to eliminate 
d w c e  is to eiiminate lu& It may be that what R e s c k r  means to d e  out m a detemiinisac world 
is simply objective chance, so that Iuck may süii exkt in such a world We shodd note, however, 
lhat it is not particularly phusitbie that al l  sorts of objective chance wodd fail to exist in a 
detemhïstic world Frequency interpretations of obpdive chance, for instance, xem compahîle 
with detenninisa 



intuîtively a matter of lu& If the Bat tire which prevents you h m  boarding a 

doomed p h e  really occurs as a result some sort of randomness, then you are 

surely very IucIq. But, even in cases in which no genuirie mdomness is at 

work, ignorance may be a source of chance. Luck thus can arise both for 

epistemic reasons and because of the way the world adually is. Luck, Rescher 

daims, results from unpredictability2s (30) But what exactly is it for an event to 

be unpredictable? Rescher considers three possibilities: 

1) the event is in prinapie rationally unpredictable (by anyone) 

2) the event is, in fact, unexpected by the actual beneficiaries26 

3) the event is, in the actual circumstmces, rationally unpfedictable by the 

beneficiariesf although perhaps predictable by others (26) 

Rescher quite rightly the h t  possibdity as too strong. It does not 

allow ignorance to act as a source of luck. We have already seen, however, that - 
so long as the event in question is viewed h m  the appropriate perspective - 
luck can exist in cases in which the objective diance of the event oc&g is 

very high or even certain. The second possiiility is too weak. Lf it is correct then 

if 1 foolishly expect to win the lottery and I dof 1 am not lucky. This doesn't seem 

right either. Suf Rescher opts for the fhkd possibility. While this is more 

promising even this appmach is not without its problems. The primary one is 

that it is not dear what standard of rationality we are to hold people to. Suppose 

that, given the information 1 have, it is possible, although dïffïcult, to predid 

that a given event will occur. But suppose also that 1 do not predict the event, 

25 Actually, Rescher says that it results from 'impredictability'. At first, Rescher takes care to 
distinguish unpredictability from impdctabüity (see, in particular, endnote I l  on p. 216), but he 
quickly gives this up. In a paragraph bridging pp. 3536, for instance, he uses "impredidability," 
lack of predictabiIityU and "unptedictabiüty" interdwgeabiy. 1 will pay no hirther attention to 
this distinction. 
26 Or malefidaries in cases of bad lu& This can be assumed throughout 



even though I consider matters as carefully as I am able. Then, if the event does 

occur should we say I am ludcy or not (assuming that some sort of value is 

attacheci to the event)? If we say that doing your best is not enough and so that 

you are not lucky, we seern to be sliding towards the first way of understanding 

unpredictabiiity. For if so, what seems to matter is that the event is in principle 

predictable, not whether 1 can make such a prediction On the other hand, if we 

say that an event is unptedictable (for a given person) when he makes his best 

attempt at prediction and yet fails, we may fall into the second way of 

understanding unpredictability. Suppose a fool hies his best to predict who wiU 

win the lottery and concludes that he (the fooi) wiU. This may be absurd, but that 

will not prevent the fool from reaching this condusion. He is a fool after all. 

NOW, suppose he wins the lottery. Since his prediction is correct, we may 

condude the event was predictable and so that he is not lucky to win the lottery. 

This cannot be right. Foolish expectations do not make the fool any Iess lu* 

niere are two reasomble explanations of why not We could conclude that, 

because of the poor reasoning that leads the fool to exped he wiU win the lottery, 

that expedation does not really constitute a prediction Ntemately, we could 

condude that the fact that the occurrence of some event was predicted does not 

mean the event's occurrence was predictable (jwt as w e  may say çomething 

desired is nonetheles not desirab1e)P Either way, what &es the fool's 

expectation irrelevant to him being lucky or not is the incompetent reasonuig 

that leads hirn to form that expedation. When it cornes to determining whether 

or not an event is lu*, it is not enough that a person gives it his best shot in 

trying to make a prediction. He has to do a decent job of it How good a job is not 

cleat. Surely less than perfect, or else we are badc at alternative #1. Rescher 

never says anything about what standard we should apply, but the most likeïy 

27 i owe this point to Ronnie de Sousa. 



candidate seems to be somethïng like the legai standard of foreseeability: the 

reasonable person. An event is unpredidable if a reasonable person would not 

have predicteâ it. This rules out the fooi, but leaves in most of the rest of us 

with out imperfect intellects. We are, however, left with (at least) one other 

problen In his diçcuçsion of unpredictabrlity, Resdier seems to forget a position 

he has already taken. The discussion is in terms of predicting whether an event 

will occur, but this is an on/&, rightlwrong sort of business. Either your 

prediction is accurate or it is not, but remember that we are interested in 

unpredidability because it is a source of diance. Chance, however, cornes in 

degrees (as does lu&). This mismatch can be corrected if we focus on the degree 

to whïch an event would be thought likely to occur from the perspective of a 

Luck then is at work in cases in which an event is valued from a given 

perspective and either subjectively or objecfively unlikely £rom îhat perspecüve. 

What's more, the degree of luck increases with the value of the event and 

decreases as the e v e t  becornes more Iikely. It looks as though lu& has a broad 

range of application It appears that such thuigs as having partidar talents are 

matters of luck They matter to the individual possessing the talent and are 

surely the sort of things that are unpredictable. This does not bode well for the 

opponent of constitutive luck. Furthemre, when we consider Rescher's 

formula for measuring lu&, it seem that luck wists to a much greater degree 

than w e  might have thuught. That formula makes degree of lu& a function of 

the value of the event and the likelitiood of that event occurring (which we now 

understand, dependhg on the case in question, as either the objective or 

28 Notice that the appmach we are taking here distinguishes subjective chance From subjective 
probabüity. If a fool beiieves very strongiy that he d l  win a given lotteiy, the event of him 
winning that iottery has a subjective probabüity approaching one But, given that the subjective 
diance of the event is set by what a reasanable person would expect in the fool's situation, it wiil be 
much less thnn that. 



subjective chance of the event oailmng). Consider then the case of the person 

who does not win the lottery. This is presumably an eventof some (negative) 

value to the person and, dthough highiy lücely, by no means certain to occur. 

Rescherfs formula would then hun out some (very smd)  negative value, so 

there is some small d e p  of bad lu& involveci in not winning the lottery. 

Thus, Rescher's formula clearly seems to indicate that lu& is symmetrical and, 

more Uian that, nearly ubiquitous. Instances of lu& will occur whenever an 

event is unükely and valued to some degree, no matter how great the likelihood 

nor how littte the vaiue. This might seem an alarming condusion. Indeed, 

Rescher's next move seems designed to head off this conclusion Rescher 

distinguiçhes between luck, fate and fortune, intending to limit the scope of luck 

considerably. For reasom, w e  wiIl see below, his attempt 

is unsuccessful. It is, nonethdess, of interest for it points 

thinking about luck. While Rescher's inclination to deny 

almost everywhere is a natural one, it is very hard to h d  

support it. 

to draw this distinction 

to a tension in out 

that lu& is at work 

a principled way to 

Luck, Fate and Fortune 

The basic distinction between lu& fate and fortune c m  be g r q d  from 

the following passages: 

The endowment with which one is h m  - speciûcaiiy, one's talents, abilities, and 
capacities - is a matter of fate (69) 

- Fortune is a matter of acquwd advantages or disadvantages, be it due to effort or to 
extenial &amstances ... The cimrmstanœs and conditions that enable one to bring 
one's capaaties to fruitfui realization ... are matters of fortune. (69) 

Our condition on the world's stage is the product offa te (what we are), of firtune 
(the conditions and circumstances in which we are placed), and of 1 uck (what 
chances to happen to us). (39, italics his) 



Thus, it is not a matter of lu& that some people am born into rich families and 

others into poor ones. This is more properly a matter of hrhme. Nor is it a 

matter of lu& that some peopIe are bom with &tic talent and o h  are not 

This is a matter of fate. In fa& however, Rescher is somewhat sloppy about 

maintainhg the distindion behveen fortune and fate. He writes at one point 

that "Our innate SW and talents are matters of good fortune'' (28) despite the 

fact that he, in the first quotation above, CEeariy identifies these as the sort of 

thing that fall into the province of fate. S U ,  even if the boundary between fate 

and fortune is not clear, we need some support fur this distinction between fate 

and fortune on one hand and lu& on the other (partidarly because, as we will 

shortly see, this distinction is the key to Rescher's argument against the existence 

of moral luck). Rescher presents us with two arguments: one to distinguish luck 

from fate and one to distinguish lu& h m  forhuie.29 

With regard to distinguishing lu& fkom fate, Rescher's basic strategy is to 

argue that the notion of chance does not make sense when applied to matters of 

fate. His argument is nicely summed up in the following two passages: 

Luck and chance are two sides of the same coin. But fate is sornething else again, 
somethuig £rom which the element of chance is missuig. (29) 

One on be rneaningfully said to be lu&y not in regard to who one is, but on& with 
respect to what happens to one, Identity must precede lu& (157) 

That the problem Resdier is pointhg to hem involves chance should be 

clear. His account of lu& has two components: value and chance. If it is 

iuegitimate to tdk of a person being iucky with respect to who she is, the 

problem should lie in one of these two wmponents. There is no problem with 

29 Rescher's argument iigainst the posfibility of constitutive iudc appears bath in his article " M d  
Lu&" and his book Luck: The Brilliant Randmness of EmrydPy L i f i  The details of the m e n t  
do not diange hom one place to another, but the conception of lu& ai work does appear t a  In 
"Mord Luck", Rescher appears to endorse the account of luck that underlies most of the literature 
on mord luck, ~ameiy, of ludc as exisüng where there is a ladc of antrol over çorne event (and the 
event occurs and is of some value, etc). Thad mode1 of lu& fi be dkussed in the next section. 



the idea that we value (either positiveiy or negatively) certain aspects of 

ourselves. So, if there is a problem with bemg Iudq with respect to who one is, 

it must lie in the thought Uiat we cannot make sense of t h e  being a chance of a 

given person having different talents, capacities or attriiutes than she actually 

does. Rescher tells us that to t& this way (and so blur the line between lu& and 

fate) is to commit a "category mistake."30,31 (Rescher, 1993,157) H e  explains that: 

One can rneaningfdly be said to be lucky not in regard to who one is but ody with 
respect to what happens to one. (157) 

One has to be here to be lucky . (31) 

9, for instance, Rescher argues that it does not make seme to say of someone 

who happens to have a very even disposition that she is lu* she was not bom 

with an uncontroIlabIe temper. Had she been bom with such a temper, she 

would have been a different person. 

It is by separating lu& from fate Uiat Rescher hopes to solve the problem 

of moral lu& In effed, in denying that matters of fate can be matters of lu&, he 

is denying the possibility of constitutive luck and so hopes to head off any 

argument for the existence of moral luck. This position, however, suffers h m  

1 L 

is', but this 

two signifiant faults. The fust is that when taking about the sort of vroDerties 

which might be attributed to fate, R&er tends to tall<s of 'who one 

30 Rescher wri tes: 

Oniy if one takes too Litedy the idea of a lot in Life - by (quite absurdIy) 
thinking of human biographies in terms of a lottery of lifepktn applications to 
preexistingly identifiable individuais - can one conceptualize a person's overall 
fate or destiny in terms of lu& (30, italics his) 

31 Rexher isn't aione in holding this opinion, Daniel Statman writes îhat "the idea of one being 
lu* in the kind of pwon one is sounds incoherent," (Statman. 1993.12) In a Iater diapter, we will 
see Susan Hurley voice a similar opinion 



overstates his case. There is something to the idea that we m o t  talle about the 

diance of you haWig been a ciiffisent pefson than you are; - If we imagine 'you' 

with some one of the characteristics that makes you who you are altered, what 

we are redy dohg is imaginïng a different person who happens to be very 

similar to you.32 But recali that fate involves the "talents, abilities, and 

capaatiesn that a person pos~esses* It is just not plausible that aU these Uiings 

redy are essential parts of who w e  are. I may have a mdiscovered talent for the 

bagpipes, but that is hardly part of who 1 am, so it is mt M y  plausible to say 

that to imagine me without this talent is to imagine sorneone other than me. 

This &es it hard to see why w e  cannot t& about at lest some of the 

pperties Rescher descrhs as matters of fate as king possesçed by chance (and 

so of the event of a given person poçsessing that pmperty as king a matter of 

luck). 

Naturaiiyy the above objection only has force when we consider those 

talents, abilities and capaaties, whatwer they are, that are not essential to our 

identities. Perhaps Rescher's point stands when we consider essential properties. 

1 doubt this is so. Recall Rescher's daim that "One c m  meanhgfully be said tu be 

lu* not in regard to who one is but only with respect to what happais to one." 

(Rescher, 157) The problem here is that this neat distinction between 'who one 

is' and 'what happens to one' c a ~ o t  always be drawn Çometirnes, who one is is 

a function of what happens to une and it is not right to suggest that we commit a 

category mistake when we say that sometimes what happens to a person is a 

matter of lu& Worse still for Reschery the thuigs that happen to us c m  have a 

profound influence on who we are. They can shape our lives in ways whkh are 

arguably essential to our identities. To the extent thai that our environments 

shape out inclinations and capacities, there does seem to be a sense in whïch we 

32 This assuaus that we can 6 seme of the idca of an individual having 'essentiai' pmpertien 
Althou$ 1 wüi not do so, this is an assumption we might weU challenge. 



can be lucky to possess the rapatities that make us who we are. A person might, 

for instance, be lucky in being adopted by a famüy that brought hun up so that he 

developed a capacity for creative mathematical thought (or a gif t  for languages or 

for the violin, etc). Yet, this capaaty could form the c m  of his identity. In this 

sort of case, there seems to be no problem with saying that who one is is a matter 

of iuck. 

This still leaves ReScher with room to back up. He may insist that his - 

objection only holds in cases of essential properties in which there is no overlap 

between who one is and what happens to one. Alternately, he may suggest that 

no essential propertîes of a person oan arise as a result of what happem to that 

person. Perhaps what makes a person who he is is not so much the capaaties he 

develops as a result of what happens to him, but the capacity to develop such 

capaaties whïch he is hm with. Thus, Rescher might pursue a strategy of saying 

that e v q  pmperty which is a matter of fate iç one that a p n  is born with and 

that these properties remah unaltered by what happens to that person.33 1 am, 

however, prepared to argue that even this position wiU not succeed. I will 

develop this argument in detail in the next düipter, so, for now, 1 shall just hint 

at it, 

The heart of Rescher's challenge is the thought that if we want to hk 

about the chance of a pafti(ZU1a.r thing having a part ida  property, we must be 

able to conœive of that thing existing both with and without that property. 

Furthermore, we m u t  be able to talk in terrns of chance if we want to describe 

the ment of that thuig having the partidair property it does as a matter of lu& 

So, if we cannot conceive of the thing both with and without that pmperty, we 

33 This approach, however, looks houblesomeme [f we say tate is a matter of a persou's latent 
talents and capacities for capaaties at birth then what do we say about Uiings which happen to 
the fehis in the womb that might aftect such latent capaaties and talents (such as the mother 
drinkhg during pregnancy)? Does a person possess d his essential characteristics at the moment of 
conception (whenewer that is)? 



cannot talk of the thing having that property by lu& Rescher reasonably 

suggests that we m o t  conceive of a person both Mth and- without those - - - 

properties which are essentiai to h i . ,  for when we thulk of him without an 

essential property, we are redy thinking of a diflerent but sinular person. This 

leads hïm to charge that the only way we can suggest that the traits which make a 

person who she is arise. by luck is to thhk O£- that person asapropertyless - - 

Cartesian self, not a position many people want to hold. Notice though, that UUs 

argumentrs succesç rests on him king correct tht,  in order for a person to be 

lu* to possess a partidar property, we must be able to conceive of that person 

both with and without the pro- in question. There is reason to think he is 

not correct. In the next chapter, 1 will explore the idea that Rescher is wrong to 

think that being lu* to possess some pmperty requires us to compare you with 

the property to you without that property. 1 will argue that he is right that Iuck 

requires a cornparison, but Uiat he has the cornparison cIass wong. My 

suggestion is that what we have to consider is not the lücelihood of the 

individual in question pcwsesçing the property, but somethuig like the 
. * Iikelihood of any given person posessing that property. 

There is thus reason to be skeptical of Rescher's attempt to limit the scope 

of lu& by appealing to fate. Perhaps, however, his attempt to distuiguish lu& 

from forhme is more successfuI. Rescher h t  distinguishes fortune from luck as 

f~uows: 

You are fortunate if something good happem to or for you in the naturai course of 
thmgr But you are Iucky when such a benefit cornes to you despite its king diancy - 
and partidariy so if it occu~ against the odds and reasonable expedationr (28) 

This îs somewhat puzzling. it seems odd to of events king '&ancyr 

and of their king 'against the odds and reasonable expedations', as though these 

were two different things? Isn't that preQsely what 'chanqr means? Perhaps 



not, presumably Rescher means that an event is chancy just in case it is not 

certain that it will occur. This way of Uunking about chance, remember, is part of 

what Uueatws to make luck ubiquitous. It is very rare, if ever, that an event is 

certain to occur. But, if this is what Rescher has in mind, the domain of fortune 

is vanishingly small since whenever an event's occurrence is of value and 

chancy (Le., not certain), it is a matter of lu& not fortune. Suice certainty (and so, 

forhine) is rare, this makes fortune appear useless and should make us wond& 

why Rescher even bothers with it. Nonetheless, at Ieast part of the the,  this 

does seem to be what he has in mind. He writes, for instance: 

While good lu& is typically a matter of having things go right (or faii to go wrong) 
unforeseeabfy, 'by chancef' it need not necessanly be 'against the odds.' For 
sometimes people are lu* even when the odds are on their side, Samuel pIayed 
Russian roulette and iived to tell the tale. (2425) 

Ço, an event a n  be lucky (and also 'chancy') despite the odds king substantially 

in favou. of it occunlng (ptesumably amund five out of six in the case of 

Russian roulette with a six chambered gun). AU that seerns to be required then is 

that the event in question (i-e, surviving the game) is not certain to occur. 

Moreover, thiç kind of case calls into doubt Rescher's daim that an event is 

'partidarly' a matter of luck when the event is actually "against the odds and 

masonable expectatiom." (28) It would be perfectjy natural to say that someone 

who s h v e d  a game of Russian Roulette was very lucQ despite the fact that the 

event of surviving Russian Roulette is not against the odds. If we recall 

Rescher's formula for measuring luck this sounds 15- Remember that 

Rescher daims that degree ofluck is proportional to value and inversely 

proportional to the Iikeiihood of the event. Presumably, swiving a game of 

Russian Roulette is an event of great value, so it is no surprise that the 

occurrence of this event involves a high degree of Iuck even if the odds are 



substantially in favour of its occurrence. 

We might think thën that Rescher means to suggest that fortune and 

chance (and so fortune and lu&) are incompatible, but this is hard to square with 

other things he says. He Mites at one point, for instance, Uiat 'The M e  we come 

into is a matter of chance, but not of lu&" (15) But remember that Resdier 

identifies fortune with "the conditions and circumstances in which we are 

placed." (39) Taken together, these daims entail that our fortunes - the lives we 

come into - are matters of chance (but not of luck). Nor is this the only place in 

whidi he indicates that chance and fortune are compatible: 

when the odds are substantiaily favourable and the element of chance is minimaI, 
one would more accurately cali people fortmate ather than luW. (The winner of 
the lottery is lucky, the loser not so much unlucky as unfortunate.) (25) 

Çimüarly, he t& us we are merely fortunate, not l u e ,  when we s w i v e  an 

airline flight: 

It has been estimateci that one would have to take a scheduled airiine fiight daily 
for four thousand years before an accident wodd omir (and even then one has a 
better than even chance of sumival). So we are not lu* to complete our air joumey 
safely (2526) 

In this passages, it is clear that Rescher thinkç that small degrees of chance and 

forhine are compatible. So perhaps what distinguiçhes lu& h m  fortune is a 

certain threshold of probability. Below that threshold an event is a matter of 

fortune, above it it is a matter of luck. You are lu* to survive Russian roulette 

because the odds of doing so, although good, still are not dl that good. But you 

are not lu+ to lose the lottery or survive the plane Bight because the odds of 

those things happening are very, very good indeed. If the statistics he ates for 

plane crashes are accurate, the odds of king in a p h e  crash must be something 



like 1 in 365 (daily fiights per year) * 4000 (years) or 1 in 1,460,000, œrtainly very 

promishg odds. If this is-whatRescher means by 'fortune', this is somethhg of 

a reversal of his daim that where fortune concems "the conditions and 

ciraunstances in which we are phced," lu& concems "what chances to happen 

to us." (39) It se- instead that lu& and fortune are not so much different in 

kind, but in quantity. Still, this interpretation of Rescher does aiiow us to make 

sense of passagesessuch as the following: 

(T'he person who survives an operation whose fatality rate is only one in a thousand 
is stiii somewhaf lucky.) (85, iaics hiç) 

Hem, we seem to have a bordedine case of lu& The event is stiU chanq 

enough (and of great enough value) to q u w  as (somewhat) lu* but it is 

pushing the boundaries. In light of this, perhaps we shodd simply ignore the 

passages in whidi Rescher appears to suggest that fortune does not involve 

chance at aII and opt for a view of fortune as existuig in cases where the chance of 

a given event not occurring is so srnaIl as to be negligibie. Still, there is 

somethhg arbitrary about saying that at a certain Ievel of pmbability we will 

cease to cal1 things lucky. H e  ïs prepared to live with 1 in 1,000, so why not 1 in 

10, OOO? And if 1 m 10,000 why not 1 in 100,000 and so on? Any cut-off point is 

arbitrary, so why not just say that these are aU matters of lu&, but that the greater 

the odds of the event happening, the smder the degree of iuck involved? Why 

not say that your Iudc in s h v i n g  a Bight under normal conditions is 

negligible, but not zero? This is a good question, but one Rescher does not 

attempt to answer. h ides ,  Uiere is another problem luking in the wings, for 

Rescher also says: 

Suppose that we dirover that a large but heretofore undetecîed meteor is on a 
collision course with the earth - our extinction would (Mdy speakuig) be 
unfortunate rather than ducky. (29-30) 



This is baffhg. Hëre, we have the occurrence of something which is presumably 

highly unlikely, yet he says it is not a matter of lu& Now, why is this? Here, 

the appeal to odds only confuses us. In the meteor example, sometfung vay 

unlikely happens, yet he daims that this is not a matter of luck at d. The d y  

recourse for Rescher s-to be -an appeal to the "naturd course of things."34 
- 

But this is not plausible either. 1 am not sure exactly what 'natural' meam, but it 

does seem quite reasonable to suggest that whüe a meteorite striking earth is a 

naturd event, surgery is not This, however, does not seem at all  relevant to 

Iuck It does not seem plausible that, naturai or not, if a large rneteorite strikes 

earth during our Iifetime, we would not be extremdy unluclcy. This seems 

partidady bue when we contrast the impmbabrlity of large meteorite hitüng 

earth during our lifetime with the very large probability of surviving the surgery 

Resdier mentions. FIoods, famines and fires may (sometimes) be natural events, 

but that seems no reason to deny that those affected by them are unluky. 

In the endr it is hard to deny that Rescherrs position on lu& is full of 

inconsistencïes. There is, as I will show in the next chapter, the beginning of a 

plausiiIe account of luck in what Rescher tells us, but hding it requires digging 

through the various inconsistenaes and contradictions in what Rescher says. 

Sm, while it is unfortunate that these contradictions found their way into print, 

the temptation to contradict oneself on these rnatters is understandable. 

Rescherrs desire to limit the scope of lu& iç perfedy naturd. Few of us want 

luck to be as ubiquitous as the account of lu& in terms of chance and value 

d e s  it appear. The problem is that Rescher fds to provide us with a 

prinapIed way of satisfying that desire- This is not to say that t h e  are no 

solutions to the problems 1 have pointed out, m d y  that Rescher does not 

34 Recali his initial definition of fo- TOU are forhinate if something good happens to or 6 0 ~  
you in the nahual course of things." (28) 



provide them. W e  shali return to these bues once our survey of accounts of 

Iuck is complete. 

4. Skiil and Control 

In addition to full blown accounts of lu& such as those presented by 

Aristotle and Rescher, the concept of Iuck is sometimes investigated as part of 

explorations into other topics. In Uus section, we will consider two such 

investigations. First, we will consider what Daniel Dennett has to say about Iuck 

over the course of his discussion of free wiIl in EIbw Room. Then, we shall 

consider the picture of lu& which emerges in dkussions of the probiem of 

moral lu&. As should be expeded, the accounts of Iuck we s h d  examine here 

are much l es  complete than those of Rescher or AristotIe. Luck, a€tm a& is not 

the primaq focus of interest for these authors. Nonetheles, there are thùigs to 

be iearned from these brie.€ accounts. Dennett makes some instructive mistalces 

in his discussion of lu& and the picture of moral luck found in the moral Iuck 

literabe is, at first glance anyway, a very appealing one. 

The mode1 D e ~ e t t  presents in Elbow Room is one in which lu& is 

contrasteci with skiU Essentially, Iuck operates where skill does not Dennett 

begins by noüng that whatever luck is, it is "m ere lu&, not a genuine, projectible 

endowment." (Demett, 19&,92, italics his) H e  then gives us an example of lu&, 

asking us to imagine a coin-toss callïng contest35 Suppose we hold a twenty- 

eight round contest. We start with 228 pairs of contestants with the number 

35 For an intereshg d i s w s i a  this m p l e  see Dennett, 1995,5260. 



king halved in each successive round mtil a single winner is determined. Each 

round, a single coin is tossed and, in each pair of contestants, one guesses heads 

and the other tails. Each correct guesser goes on to the next round. Such a 

contest will produce one very lu* winner - the winner wïii have correctly 

guessed the outcome of a coin toss twenty-eight times in a row. Dennett cautions 

that the winner would be mistaken if he thought he deserved credit for his win 

While it is tme that he would have cawd hmwlf to win by guessing corredy 

ea& time, he should not get any aedit for doing so (although, of course, he 

might stiU get a prize) because his winning would be the resuit of mere luck.36 

Dennett wonders if we might make the same mistake as the contest winner 

when we take credit for our actions. Perhaps eveqtlhg we do is &O just a 

matter of luck. The r a t  of Dennett's discussion of lu& is desipd to suggest 

that this is not so. ]En the course of this discussion he outlines an account of luck. 

Dennett concedes there is a sense in which wery living perçon is ludcy to 

be here at all. The odds against any of us being here today were long and yet here 

we are - lu* us. S U f  Dennett suggests that even if w e are lu* to be here, our 

gens are not. Our genes are here because of "genuine prowess." (Dennett, 1984, 

94)37 This idea of 'prowess' (which becomes 'skiU' when we begin speaking of 

people rather than genes) is supposed to help us avoid problemç with lu& 

When I succeed due to skiU, I am not lu* (and, presumably, when I fail in spite 

of my skill, 1 am unludcy). 

It is worth noting that Dennett never considers the possibitity that some of 

36 Although as DeMett notes, we aren't tempted to say thst it is a matter of Iuck that a Hrinner is 
produced. What's Iucky is that th is parti& peMn wom 
37This tak of gens is a r d t  of M t t  buying into Richard D a w W  argument that the basic 
units of natural selection are genes not organimis (DawkÎns, 1976) 1 shouid note that this position 
is not universaiiy accepteci. Even if Dawkins is wrong, however, shifting to the daim that natural 
seldon appiies to types of organimir dws no damage to Dennett's cau against lu& DeMett codd 
then use his argument to suggest that it ir not even a matter of lu& that the types of organisms 
which happen to exkt do exist. It would stiii, however, be a matter of lu&, on his view, that 
particular tokens of that type such as you and 1 exist. 



aur genes nUght have made it to the present day by lu& after all. If we do not 

treat the slogan of 'survîval of the fittest' as a taut010gy (so that whatever 

survives is by defùiition fit), the mere fact that some gene has 'made it' to the 

present day does not guarantee that it has some speaal sort of prowess.38 Poçsily 

Dennett is making the mistake of assuming that, since the occurrence of some 

event would have been extremely unlikely if it had occtmed as a resdt of luck, it 

must therefore not be a matter of luck that it o m e d .  This is not so. Consider 

that, however unlikely we might think the occurrence of a given event would be 

if it occurred by lu& (say, the event of a partidar type of gene sUTViving and 

floufishing even though it makes its possessor less ükely to survive), we can 

easily imagine a parailel case in which an even more unlikely event occurs 

purely by luck.39 AU we need do is imagine a coin tossing contest of the type 

Dennett describes with enough rounds to it. Someone will guess the outcome of 

each toss conectiy, despite it behg highly unlikely that he or she wiU do so. Of 

course, perhaps al l  Dennett means is that it is preq d e  to as su rn e that those 

38 Remember thst king lucky cannot count as a sort of prowess since, whatever it is, it is "not a 
genuine, pmj&ible endowment" mnnett, 1984,92) 
39 For that matter, even if we leave out the remote possibility that some type of gene could, purely 
by lu& make it to the present, there is no guarantee that those gens that have S U M V ~  possess 
any sort of prowess. Godd and Lewontin (1994) argue Uiat the focus of Angio-American biologists on 
individual aspects of organisms, such as genes, as opposed to whole organisms has Ied them into 
error on this point They claim that Anglo-Amencan biologists have tended to ttùnk that the 
exphnation of why some type of organism p o s e s .  a certain trait must invotve that trait 
bestowing some sort of evolutionaxy advantage upon the organisa But this style of exphnation 
fàiis to consider the pomibüity that the trait in question may merely be a by-produd of some other 
usefd trait As an ewmpIe, Gouid and Lewontin discuss the spandrels of St. Mark's CathedraI in 
Ve~ce .  If we sought to exjhin why these beauonilly decorated spandrels - tnangular regions 
forrned by the intersdion of two arches at right angles to one another and the mounting of a dom 
on the arches - figure in the design of the the cathedrai and f<Kussed solely on the spandreis 
themselves (perhaps attributing some religious or aesthetic signifiace to their shape), we wodd 
entirely miss the r e m  for their presence. They are simply a by-pmduct of the intersection of a 
pair of arches Likewise, it may be that in assuming that, because we possess a certain sorf of gene, 
it must have =me sort of prowess, we are rnissing çome 0th expIanation for its presence. 

1 should add that Codd and Lewontins assessment of AngleArnerican biologists on this point 
has been contesteci. Dennett has nxentiy pointed out some real difficuities with Gould and 
Lewonan's argument (Derme& 1995,262-313) The rnost significant for our purposes is the d e ~ d  
that he (or anyone else) ever held that "every feature of every organism is to be explaineci as an 
adaption to be seledeci for," (Dennett, 1995,277) 



genes that have made it to the priesent day possess some sort of prowess.40 In 

Dennett (1995), there is some evidence that he is m d y  being careless in 

ignorhg the pœsibility of lu& He, at one point, seems to make the same 

mistake. H e  discusses a case of alleged industriai espionage in which the dÿuge 

is based upon the fact that the defendant's new product is very similar in 

interna1 design to a product made by the piaintiff. Dennett notes that in such a 

case the defendant must prove he developed his design independently. He tells 

us that in the absence of any proof of this nature, the defendant wouid be 

convicted even if there was no physical evidence of espionage adivities. What's 

more, the defendant "would desme to be [convicted]! Cosmic coincidencol on 

such a scale just don't h a p . "  Oennett, 1995,72, italics mine) This is too 

strong and seems to represent the same mistake about luck, but Dennett redeems 

himself shortly afterwards. In discussing a si* example, he notes that "it 

would not follow logicallyf' that this was not a coincidence, but that this is a 

p o s s i i t y  "that nobody would take serious1y" unless there was some evidence 

that it must be a coinadence- (Dennett, 1995,72, note 4f italics his) StilI, even if 

Dennett is not rnaking this mistake about luck, 0th- do. See, for instance, 

Brian Grant's 'sy "Knowledge, Luck and Chanty." In imagining himçeif in a 

situation in which he makes an extraordiwily long string of correct guesses 

about the outcorne of a coin tom, Grant writes: "my spectadar success over how 

a coin is going to land ... cannot be explained in terms of ludc" (Grant, 1980,170) 

This is just wrong. Certainlyf if such a string of successes were to occut, we 

would be wise to check if there wq some 'mechaniSm' at work which couid 

explain the string of successes, but cases of extraordinady good lu& can happen. 

It is perIectIy possiile for a person to correcüy guess which way a coin will land 

40 Though even this isn't obviously correct (for why, see the m o u s  footnote). What it is fairiy 
d e  to assume is that there is somr reason for ib &val, but this reason may have nothing to do 
with prowesç. 



1,000,000 times in a rav and to do so purely by Iuck It is just very, very unlikely. 

Whatever lu& is, it is the sort of thing that c m  accumulate without destroying 

itself. Just as brief strings of luck are possliIe, so too are very long mes. 

Dennett uses his opposition of ludc and skill to suggest that our situation 

is unlüce that of the winner of the coin toss contest. Using, as he often does, an 

example hom sportsrheWTites: . ""the better you are, the l e s  lu& you need, and 

the ïess your successes count as merely lucky." (kmet t ,  1984,94) The idea here 

is simple. That which is a result of skill is not the result of luck. Moreover, 

DeMett daims that which we do as the result of skill is our responsibility.41 

This dows  him to quite reasonably suggest that our situation is very &ff=t 

exercise of vanous skiUç, but there is not (or should not be anyway) any room for 

skiu in the contest Dennett is aware, however, of another sense in which 

everything might be said to be a matter of lu& If we want skill to do the job for 

us in dispatching the threat Iuck poses to the notion of responsiibility, we need to 

consider the thought that it is a matter of luck that we passes the skills we do. 

Dennett does not, as Rescher does, suggest that we cannot intelligiily talk of the 

skills and other attriites we possess as being matters of lu& for us. Rather, the 

question for him is about what I have calleci 'infection': does our lu& in having 

the skilIs we do rob us of credit (or discredit) for the use we make of those 

skiUsW Once more he tums to sports for an example, cornparhg womes about 

constitutive luck to womes about giving some contestants a head SM in a race. 

Is this unfair? Dqmett says it is in a 100 yard dash, but not in a marathon. In a 

4 1 s  at least, it is if we have made free use of our skills. 1 wül ignore womes about the notion of 
*ke use*. 
42 In facî, the worry here is a little more e~mplicated than one about infection. Even if it is m e  
that being ludry to possess a certain skiil &es it the case that you are lucky eadi t h e  you 
successfuy. use that skiil, it does not n e e s a d y  follow that you dodt deserve credit (or discredit) 
for what you do using that That ody follows if it is aiso the case that a perscm cannot receive 
credit for something she does by lu& DeMett wems to asaune this to be the case, but g i v s  no 
argument for this position 



marathon, "one a n  reliably ex* other forhitous breaks to have even greater 

effects ... After all, lu& averages out in the long m." (Dennett, 1984,95) In 

other words, in a marathon th= is plenty of m m  for luck to even things out by 

acting in other ways. Demiett reasonabty suggests that life is more like a 

marathon than a 1ûû yard dask So, just as a small head SM is not unfair in a 

marathon, he daims it is not unfair in Me. There is, however, something very 

m n g  with ~emet t ' s  thinkllig about luck here. He daims that luck averages 

out in the long run, but this is not necessariIy the case. Luck does not h n o e to 

average out in the long nui. nor, for that matter, should we even expect it to. It 

may be the case, as Dennett tells us, that seeded m e r s  are routinely given 

small head star& in marathons and that UUs practice is not met with cornplaint, 

but who wodd not take the head SM if it was offered? It is not as though you 

wodd be in any danger of using up your lu& too soon Lu& as Dennett noted 

at the beginning of his discussion, is not like that It is "not a genuine, pf01~ectibIe 

endowment-" @ennett, lm, 92) The pmblem is that Dennett has an overly 

optimistic pictw of how lu& works. He expects it to make up a slight in one 

area with a gift  in another. In defending his clairn that constitutive luck poses 

no threat to our ideas about credit and discredit, he writes: 

in sports we accept luck, and are content to plan and sirive while malang due 
aiiowance for luck - which is? after aii, the same for everyone, no one actuaiiy has 
more luck than anyone eIse (Jlennett, 1984,%? italio his) 

The suggestion is that we should take the same attitude to Me, but there is 

- something funny going on here. It is true in one sense that no one has more 

luck than anyone else. No one has a propençity to be luckier than anyone else. 

You cannot have a propensity to be lu* without making lu& into a pwecüile 

endowment. But, at the end of the day, some people redy are iuckier than 

others. Some people are extremely Iu&y all their lives, some are extremdy 



unlucky and most of us occupy the wide middle ground between these two. This 

is why it seems plausible to say that lu& averages out. If we consider a number 

of lives over an extended period of t h e ,  lu& does seem to average out. This 

will be partidarly true if ail cases of good lu& involve bad luck on somme 

else's part. (E.g., if my great good lu& at winnuig the Iottery is at the expense of a 

large number of cases of muior bad lu& on the part of those who have tickets but 

do not win). That being said, howwer, lu& does not have to even out over the 

course of a given person's lifetime. As a matter of fact, it does not have to do 

anything at all. Lu& remember, is not a projectible property. This is one of the 

harder lessons about Iudc to bear in muid (as can be seen by the kequenq with 

which people tend to commit the gamblerls fallacy). Other philosophers have 

also failed to keep this lesson in mind. Tony Honoré has presented an argument 

in favour of allowing luck to make a difference in what a person is respowible 

for that is very much like Dennett's. (Honoré, 1988) He argues that it is ail right 

if lu& sometimes makes one responsible for unwelcome outcomes, because lu& 

will even thuigs out in the long run In other cases, luck will see to it that you 

are not responsible for some unwelcome outcome or that you are responsible for 

some welcome outcome. Honoré's primary interest in making this argument is 

in legal responsibility and, in this regard, his position has some plausibiiity, but 

he also shows some interest in using this argument to defend mord luck with 

regard to responsibility. In this respect, the argument has much Iess promise 

since he makes the same mistake about lu& as Dennett He has an overly 

opamistic picture of lu& His case for the fairness of allowing lu& to affect 

responsibility is built on the assumption that luck will 'average out' in the case 

of a given individual, but this is not so. As a result, Honoréts argument, Iike 

Dennett's, fails to be convincing. 

Demett's mistakes about lu& lie in his seeming inability to be true to his 



own picture of luck, so, naturafly, none of the above criticisms give any reason to 

Uillik better or worse of his picture of Iuck as a iack of skia. Whether his account 

of lu& is any good remains an open question. 1 want to put off that question 

unM we have had a chance to consider the pichrre of luck that appears in the 

moral lu& literature. As 1 will show, the picture we find there is essentidy the 

same as Dennett's, su an assessrnent of the account of luck found in the moraI 

luck literature &O serves as an assessrnent of Dennett's account. 

The Moral Luck Literature 

Though there is a substantiai literature on the problem of morai lu& the 

portion of that material takm up with investigating what lu& is is surprisingly 

small. Oven that the question at the center of Mis fiterature is whether there is 

such a thing as moral luck, it is strange that aimost no effort is spent on 

considering the nature of the thing whose existence they are trying to prove or 

disprove. This may well be because, in his original paper, Nagd had a very 

definite commitment to a particuiar account of luck43 As we have seen, Nagel 

introduced the notion of moral lu& with the foilowing daim: 

Where a signincant aspect of what sorneone does depends on factors beyond his 
control, yet we continue to treat him in that respect as an object of moral judgment, it 
can be calleci moral lu& (Nagel, 1993,59) 

There and elsewhere in his artide, Nagel dearly identified luck with a lack of 

controL This picture of lu& has been Unraaectively taken up by those who have 

43 Wüliams, on the other hanci, appeaied to nothkg more than an intuitive conception of ludc 

I shall use the notion of lu& genemsty, undefinedly, but, I thhk, comprehensibly. 
(Williams, 1993a, 37) 



followed Nagel, as a s m d  sampling of the literature indicates:44 

To say that something occurs as a mstter of lu& is just to say that it is not under my 
controt. ( C m ,  1995,83) 

('As a matter of lu& here means: in a way that ipbeyond our control.) (Moore, 
1990,301) 

something which occurs as a matter of lu& with respect to someone P is something 
which occars beyond P's control (Zimmemn, 1993,231, note 8) 

By lu&' 1 mean factors, good or bsd, beyond the control of the affded agent: 
mattes of change and predictable resuits of soda1 practices (Card, 1990,198) 

Nagel's pidute of Iuck is a very plausible one, partidarIy in the 

sort of cases dealt with in the moral luck literature. Perhaps this explains 

the unquestionhg acceptance of it in that Literature. If it is impossible for 

you to control how your action tums out, we do tend to think of the 

consequences of that action as bang a matter of Iuck (as far as you are 

concerned). If, on the other hand, you were in complete control of your 

actions, we tend to Say that what you did was not a matter of lu& The 

palle1 tu Dennett's account of lu& as the absence of skiU should be clear. 

Preçumably the degree to which 1 am skïüed at caqing out some ta& is 

just the degree to which bringing about a certain sort of event is under my 

Although the control rnodel of Iuck looks promising, it suffers h m  

several defeds. The first of these is minor, stemming from the fad that no 

44The O* exceptions (not counüng those who have nothing whatsoever to say about w hat lu&-*) 
are R d e r ,  whose view we have already encountered, and Margaret Urban Coyne pater Walkerl 
who presents a picture very much like Rescher's: 

Fiw somethïng to appear as good or bad lu& to us Rqoires that it be unforeseen oc 
unpredicted (but it need not be of an unforeseeable or unpfedictable khd in 
prïnaple, or ultimately): and that there is some agent to whom it stands in a 
parti& way, in two respects. It must not be imputable to the agent as the agent's 
immediate issue, and it must bear favouably or unfavo~rabty on the pians, designs, 
intendeci outcornes and payoak, or p j & s  of that agent (Cuyne, 1985,321-322) 



one has attempted to develop UUs picture of lu& into a full bIown 

account. For this reason, it is not surprishg that no mention is made of 

some of the aspects of luck that we have considemi eIsewhere in this 

chapter (e.g., that luck is a matter of -ver that it attaches to pairs of 

people and events, etc). This can be easily remedied by drawing on these 

ob~e~at ions  to boister the control model of lu& This yields something 

like the foilowing: 

The occurrence of an event, Er is a matter of lu& for a particdar 

person if and only if: 

(1) E has some value (positive or negative) for that person 

(2) the occurrence of E was out of that person's control 

Such an account makeç no allowance for degrees of luck, but we c m  solve 

this problem by speafymg that the degree of Iuck varies as an as yet unspecified 

hction of degree of control and the value attached to Uie event This is vague, 

but not significaniiy more vague than was the case with Rescher or Aristotle. 

How does this expanded account fare? One problem whkh c o h n t s  this picture 

of lu& is that the main concept it appeals to to explain luck is perhaps no cleaw 

than luck is. What, after all, is it to be in control of something? Michael 

2immenna.n distinguishes between two types of control, restrided and 

unrestricted.4s A person is said to be in restricted control of an event if and only 

if she can bring it about or prevent its occurrence. A person js said to be in 

unrestricted control of an event just in case he has restricted conttol over ail 

those events on which the event in auestion is contingent. (Zimmeman, 1993, 

to by Nagel et al? Zimmerman 

A 

219) Which sort of control is king appealed 

45 For a different model of contml see Fischer (1994). 



indicates a preference for testricteci contrd and 1 would suggest we should too.46 

If we opt for unrestncted control the scope of Iudc will trividy be -much too 

large. V'ially everything will triviaiiy be a matter of lu& The testricteci 

version of control is more in keeping with our intuitionsf 7 Using it, we can 

explain, for instance, why we might say a woman is lucky to have such a gift for 

playing the piano, but we dont say that she was lucky she just played so 

beautifull.. Whüe she could not have brought about or prevented her being 

talented, she codd bring about or prevent a successful playing of the piece. 

Identwg lu& with the absence of restricted control affords us a way of stopping 

luck h m  becomuig overly infectious. A focus on restrided control thus looks 

promking, although Zimmeman's grounding of control in abilities might be 

thought no less murky than grounding luck in the absence of control. Much 

more would have to be said about what counts as an ability.48 There is, however, 

reason to be concemed about how welI the control model caphues the idea of 

luck. Not every case in which control is l a c h g  (and the event is valued, etc.) is 

a case of lu& Consider, for instance, that, in no way, shape or form can 1 

prevent the s u n  from rising tomorrow. This is something completely beyond 

my control. Ço, according to the control model, this must mean that 1 am very, 

very ludcy the sun will rise tomorrow. This doesn't seem plausible at A. It 

appears then that a focus on control fails to accurately cash out the sense in 

which lu* events are thought to be against the odds. Çometimes events, even 

though they are out of our control, are neither subjectively nor objecüvely 

46 Notice that Zimmerman's way of describing oontrbl does not aiiow for degrees of amtrol and so 
leaves no avenue for hiking of de- of lu& Stili, we surely muld arrive ai a bmulation of 
~stricted control that dowed for degrees of mtml (presumably through an account of abüities 
which aiiowed for degrees of ability). 
47Notiœ that even the restricted version of control is compatible with the possibüiîy that 
everything that OCCULS is a matter of lu& The restncted version of control depends on 'being able' 
to bring about or prevent events. It would be possible to maintain an a a ~ u n t  of abilities which was 
sufnoently demanding that no one couid ever be said to be able to do anything. 
48 ln facî, more has been said. See, for instance, Honod (1964). 



against the odds and, in those çases, a la& of control is insufficient to make an 

event lu*. Furthemore, while it is plausible that a la& of control is neceççary 

fur luck, there is also reason to thllik that something like Resdier's focus on 

chance makes degree of contrd superfluous as an element of lu& Consider that 

tWo events may be e q d y  out of a person's conhol, yet differ in the degree of 

luck attached to their occurrence. Suppose someone is selected at random frorn 
- .  --- -- - -- -- - - .. 

a.U residents of The Annex in Toronto to receive W. Such a person is lu* 

but surely not as Iucky as someone who is selected from a.U the residents of 

Ontano to receive the same gi f t  Yet, neither person has a greater skiII at 

acquiring that g i f t  than the other. Çomething else must be taken into account to 

explain the difference in lu& The best candidate appears to be the difference in 

the chance of each event occuning. The problem this poses for the control 

mode1 of lu& is that, once we bring chance into the equation, there seems to be 

no reason to continue speaking of control. For a person to have control of a 

certain type of event is for the chance of that event occurrïng to be very high 

when the person attempts to bring about an event of that sort. The higher the 

chance, the greater the degree of control. SimilarJy, for a person to lack contrd 

over a partïdar sort of event is for the chance to be low of an event of that sort 

occurring because of an attempt by that person to bring about an event of that 

sort. Thus, the idea of control can, at Ieast for our purposes, be cashed out in 

te= of chance and so seems superfiuous. 

5. Condusion 

There is some promise to each of the models of lu& we have seen, but 

also reason for dissatisfaction with each of them. I tum in the next chapter to 

constructing my own account of Iuck 



[4] What Luck 1s 

1. The Basic Account 

Over the last fifty pages or so, we have seen several accounts of lu& 
- - - -  - -  y - 

Everyone seems to agree that whether an event is a matter of Iudc or not (and if 

it is, whether it is lucky or unludcy) depends, in part, on the value of that event 

(although we have yet to consider in any detail how that value is to be fixeci). 

Where the accounts differ is in how to cash out the idea that an event which is a 

matter of lu& must be somehow 'against the odds'. We have seen three 

different ways of cashing this out. Aristotle did so by focussing on causes that 

were only able to function as such by coincidence. Rescher did so by focussing on 

the chance of the event in question occurring. Dennett and most of those 

writing about moral Iuck focussed on whether brutging about the occurrence of 

the event in question was under the control of the person to whom the Iuck is to 

be attributed. None of these accounts were entj.reIy satisfactory, but there was 

something right about each of them. The notions of control, coinadence and 

chance are a l l  bound up in the notion of lu& The the,  however, has corne to 

be more preüse. In this chapter, 1 wiU attempt to f o d a t e  an account of luck 

that avoids the problems we have encountered so far. 1 will begin by deQding 

which, iE any. of the three ways of cashing out the idea of being agauist the odds 

is the right one. Once we have done that, we WU be in a position to assemble the 

ou&e of an account of lu& The remahder of th& chapter wül be spent on 

fleshing out the account Once the acmunt is ffeshed out, it WU, in the onal 

chapter of thiç thesis be put to use. We will Euially complete the argument that 

moral lu& is inescapable and then consider what this condusion tells us about 

mordity. 



Our fht  task then is to asçess the various accounts of king against the 

odds. How shodd we do this? As always, we must hun to examples. In order to 

ddde  what the amed account is, we need to consider which of the three 

pictures we have encountered does the best job of explaining why the cases we 

think of as cases of luck are cases of lu& Some of my earlier marks, however, 

come back to haunt me hem. 1 have identifieci our task in constructing an 

account of lu& as one of explication. In doing so, I pointed out that the Eict that 

we might ordinariy cail a certain case an instance of luck does not guarantee that 

a tidied up, explicated atxiount of lu& would count that case as an instance of 

lu& W e  might decide that our ordinary way of talking was sloppy or confuseci. 

Ço how do we proceed? We begin with dear cases. There are certain apparent 

instances of Iuck which we are so certain are cases of Iuck that it is inconceivable 

we wodd ever reject them. To rejed them wodd Ieave us with no idea what 

luck could be at all. Any plausible acmunt of luck must thus be able to explain 

why these cases are cases of lu& These cases map out the core of the notion of 

lu&. With this core in place we can go on to consider more coniroversiai cases. 

It is these cases that are the true test of an account of Iudc, but here we m u t  be 

careful. In conside~g cases such as these, it is often difficult to know whether a 

given a s e  should be viewed as something against which we test the pidure of 

lu& w e  are developing or whether the legitimacy of the case as an example of 

luck is to be tested against the picture. The only hard and fast d e  to whkh we 

can appeal is that the account of luck we will construct must count as cases of 

luck a substantid number of the cases that we ordinarily count as cases of luck.1 

Though our account may overn.de our intuitions in certain cases, on the whole 

it must cohere wd with o w  intuitions about those cases. Othe&, we wiU. 

have no reason to think that what we have come up with is an account of lud< 

1 Thongh we need not decide that there is only one sort of lu& One thing we may uncover is that 
luck' has more than one sense. 



and not some other concept. 

The above thoughts reveal the way in which we must assess the various 

accounts of king against the odds. W e  must decide which picture of lu& takes 

our intuitions the most seriowiy, that is, which picture coheres best with our 

intuitions. Let us begin then by considering a dear case. W e  have retumed to 

one case t h e  and again as a paradigm of luck: the case of the iottery winner. 

Assuming a lottery is not ked, there does not seem to be any way we couid be 

persuaded it is not a matter of lu& who wins it. At the risk of unnecessary 

repetition, it WU be a useful starüng point to think about what it is that makes 

this a case of lu& The event of, say, Peter winning the lottery is of considerable 

value for hia It was &O very unlikely that Peter would win; entirely accidental 

that it was him that won; and bue that Peter had almoçt no control at aii over 

who would win.2 Thus, all the accounts of lu& we have considered so far have 

no difficulty counting this as a case of luck for Peter. This is not surprising. 

Since this is as dear a case of luck as one can imagine, any account of lu& that 

was not compahfble with it wodd be a nomstarter. 

It is easy to think of plenty of cases which have essentially the same 

structure as the case of the lottery wiruier - someone finds $100 on the street or 

an original Stradivarius in his grandrnother's attic - so, a l i  the accounts do quite 

well in handling a number of cases we ordinafily tdk of as lu*. The real test 

for these accounts cornes when we hun, as we will now do, to a more 

controversial case. Considering Uiiç case reve* that one of the pidws  of being 

against the odds captures our intuitions much better than any other. 

Bob, who was boni withouf anns, says to his frïend Frank, who hm 
two anns, "You're lucky to have anns." 

2 The onty sense in which Peter had any control over whether or not he won the lottery was in that 
he had control over whether or not he bought a ticket. 



What can Frank say but 'yes, 1 am lucky? But if this is a case of Iuck, it is 

one that bears some significant differences from that of the lottery. It raises an 

interesthg point about value. As someone who has always been fairiy healthy 

and who, more to the point, was born with two arms, I win concede that I am 

lucky to be UUs way. Yet, 1 do not feel l u w  It is a trite truth that most of us take 

for granted what we have dways had and 1 do. But someone who had always 

been without anns and regretted it would sure1y feei differmtly than 1 do. He 

would have a keen sense of my good fortune. This bruigs out well a point about 

value that 1 have hinted at before. 1 take my health for granted and therefore do 

not place much value on it. Bob, on the other hand, would place a high value 

on it. Which, if either, of these two values is the appropriate one with regard to 

figuring out how lu* I am? This is a worry that does not readüy present itself 

when we thhk about the lottery case, dthough even there it perhaps shodd. 

Although we may be tempted to think that everyone would value receiving 

$1,~,,000 to the same degree, this is not obviously the case. If you thought 

money was the root of all evil, you might not look positively on wiru\ing the 

lottery at all. Thus, even in the dearest case of lu& the question of what the 

perspective is from which an event is to be vdued &es. For now, however, 

this question may be set aside.3 Our concem right now is with the sense in 

which Frank having two mm may be said to be agauiçt the odds. In partidar, 

we need to consider that, alîhough Frank has been said to be ludsr, the event in 

question does not seem to be particularIy against the odds. WhiIe the odds of 

winning the lottery were very small, the odds of king bom with arms are quite 

high This threatens to cause problems if we are to count this as a case of lu& 

Being born with two arms is very likely and not particularIy accidental, so on at 

least two of our pictures of king against the odds, w e  do not seem to be able to 

3 We will retum to this question in the third section of this hslpter. 



say the event is lu* It is the case, however, that one of our pictures of lu& is 

- well equipped to say why this is a case of lu& It was entirely out of Frank's 

control whether he would be born with arms, just as being bom with no arms 

was out of Bob's control. It might therefore be thought that only an account of 

Iuck m t e m  of la& of control can expIain why this is a case of luck, but this 

appearance is misleading. With a little adjustment, a focus on chance or acadent 

can aIso accommodate this as a case of lu& R d  Rescher's formula for 

measuring lu& He did not require an event to be unlikely in order to qudïfy as 

lucS, merely that there be so m e  chance of the event not coming about. This 

leaves the door open for saying the person with both arms is lu*. Being born 

with two arms is valuable and not entirely certain to corne about, so Rescher's 

formula indiates that it is, to some degree, l u e  to have both one's arms. The 

same sort of move can be made with regard to 'acadentalness', dthough perhaps 

with less success.4 

W e can thus make sense of this being an instance of luck on any of the 

conceptions of luck we have encountered so far. The question remainsf 

however, sho u 1 d we count this as an instance of lu&? Here, our intuitions may 

weU point in more than one direction. The k t  thing we need to do then is 

consider exactly what our intuitions are. Having done that, 1 will argue that one 

of the three accuunts of king againçt the odds does a much better job of 

accommodating those intuitions that any other. This being so, 1 wiU suggest we 

should adopt that account. 

Our intuition that lu& is UIvoIved in the case in some way % strong. At 

the very least, it seems dear that Bob is unlucky. Bob's case seems as much a 

paradigm of bad lu& as the case of the lottery winner is of good. It might be 

4 ~ h a t  is, we could daim that it is, to some degree? an accident that Frank. in partidar has anm. 
Doing so, howwer, blurs the lines between Rerher's approach and Aristotle's. The only sense we 
can make of the daim that it is any sort of an accident that Frank has both his arms is by f o d g  
on the 4 diance thst Frank &@t have been born without thea 



thought Uiat this is aii that needs to be said about the case with regard to lu& 

Frank is neither Iucky nor ducky. Bob is unlucky and-that's that This way of 

Uiinking should bring to muid a question 1 have paed before: is lu& 

symmetrical? If it is, this way of thinking must be mistaken. If Bob is unludy, 

we have to say that Frank is lu* (to sume degree). If, however, luck is not 

symmetxicd, this way of thuiking may be comect. Sadly, however, we do not yet 

have an answer to the question about s+etry. Indeed, this is precisely the sort 

of case that WU determine whether luck is symrnetrical. We have to consider 

the case on its own merits. 

As Ive have noted, it might be ciaimed that Frank is neither Iucky nor 

unludçy. It is hue, however, that, in normal conversation, Frank wouid like1y 

c o d e  that he was lu*. There wouid be something very odd about Frank 

saying to Bob, "No, Sm not lucky at aU It is just that you're unlucQ." This, in 

confiict with our earlier considerations, points toward accepting this as a case of 

luck on Frank's part.5 Still, even if we do watt to say that bb's bad luck is 

mirrored by good lu& on Frank's part, we are like1y to insist that there is a 
. * .  

disçimiianty in their lu& aside h m  its quality. While Bob is very unluclqr he 

was born without arms, the degree of Frank's luck (if he is Iucky at all) seems 

considerably les. We thus have conaiding intuitions about the case. We are 

tom between denying Frank is lucky at aU and attributhg him a s m d  amount of 

luck ( d e r  than Bob's anyway and, of course, of a different quality). What I 

now want to show is that one of the three pictures we have been considering of 

king against the odds allows us to account for t&ese conflicüng intuitions better 

than any of the others. One of the pichws allows us to say that Frank is ludcy; 

expIains the difference in degree of lu& we are inclineci to say ais& between Bob 

and Frank; and reveals why we might be tempted to say that Frank is not lu*. 

s However, it is far from andusive avidence. There might be a pragmatic expianation Perhaps, 
answering that he is not lu+ wodd be insensitive somehow. 



That picture is Rescher's. Since it handles our intuitions better Uian any of the 

othm, 1 propose to incorporate it into our account of -- - - - - -  

Suppose we adopt Rescher's focus on chance. If we do, we cm., as we have 

seen, Say that Frank is IucQ since there was surely m e  chance Uiat he might 

have ken bom without anns. Since the chance was probably very Iow, 

however, we cm also say why hiç degree of Iuck is quite low. It is because the 

chance of the event in question happening was very good. What's more, we can 

expiain why we might be tempted to say Frank is not hcky. If the chance of him 

king born with arms was very hi& his degree of lu& wiii be very Iow.6 W e  

might even think it negligiile. Indeed, however we corne d o m  on the question 

of Frank's luck or lack of it, we can agree there is çomething to the thought that 

he is neither lu+ nor unlucky. If the chance of X not occurrÏng was only one in 

one triliion, why bother saying that anyone was lucky that X occurred? At a 

ce- point, the chance of an event not occuning seems too remote to bother 

considering whether the event was lu* or not O f  course, saying that at a 

certain point we will not bother cailing an event IucIcy is ambiguous. Do we 

mean that, although the event is lucky to some small degree, it iç such a small 

degree that it is not worth mentioning or do we mean that the event simply is 

neither lu* nor unludqr? Ln the end, thk may not be that important. No 

matter whidi way w e  go on thiç, the important point rem- that the 

interesthg core cases of lu& occur when the chance of the event in question not 

occurring is significant (though, as w e  have seen in thlliking about such things 

as Russian Roulette, the chance can be significant while king l e s  than one in 

two). Nonetheless, there is reason to conclude that, where the chance of a given 

event occurring is very Iow, we should say the event is Iucky to some very smaU 

degree. Remernber that we want to take all our intuitions as seriously as 

6 Exactly how low will depend on the value of the event in question. 



possible. To do this, we need an account that makes degree of luck decrease as 

the chance of the event occurrîng increases. But if our account huictions .in this 

way, we la& a non-artifiaal cut-off point for lu& as the d w c e  of the event 

occurring becornes considerable. What's more, whüe it is hue that to let lu& 

operate 'A the way dom' like this is to reject our inclination to say that Frank is 

neither lu* nor unlucky (and also to make lu& symmetnd), since we concede 
- --- - -- 

that in many cases (perhaps even in Frank's) the degree of lu& will be negiigible, 

this need not be of concern. Thus, even while Ietting lu& operate aU the way 

down, we arrive at a picture of lu& that takes all our intuitions seriously. It pays 

heed to the intuition that Iuck is at work in Frank's case, but also, in recognizing 

that this is a very s m d  degree of Iuck, takes seriously the intuition that Frank is 

not lu*. 

Ail this suggests we might do well to adopt Rescher's mode1 of lu&, but 

we have not yet considered whether the contrd and accident models can mesh 

e q d y  welI with our intuitions. There is good reason to doubt they can, not 

without themselves appealing to chance. The problem for the control account is 

partidarly acute. As we have noted, what happened to Bob was no more or l es  

in his conhol than what happened to Frank, so, in that respect, the control 

model cannot take our intuitions seriously. On the control modei, womes about 

value aside, Bob and Frank are held to be equaily lucky The case thus reveals 

that the control model does not dow us to make fine grained enough 

distinctions about lu& This, paireci with the womes raised in the previous 

chapter, should be enough to make us reject the control model. A focus on 

acadent or coincidence shows more promise with regard to capturing our 

intuitions, but seems ody able to do so by linking degree of actidentalness to 

degree of chance. For how elçe are we to make sense of the ciaim that what 

happened to Frank was any sort of accident? But if we are drïven to make this 



linkage we rnay as weU simply stick with Rescher's appmach.7 1 propose then to 

make Rescher's focus on chance a component of our account of lu& That 

leaves us with something like the foUowing as a mugh account of lu& 

An event E is a matter of luck for a petson P iff: 

1. E olcrurs 
2. E is somehow of positive or negative value for P (if positive, the lu& is 

good; if not, the luck is bad) 
3. E's ocmence was a matter of chance 

Furfhermore, the degree to which E is a matter of luck for P inaeases as 
the value of E increases and decreases as the likeiihood of E inmeases. 

It is a nice, simple account, but it raises a number of questions. With regard to 

the second condition, we might ask what sort of value is important for lu&? 

Should we be considering Uie value the pemn adually places on the event, the 

vdue the person should place on the event or somethuig else? When should 

we assess that value? The same sort of question arises when we tum to the thud 

condition. From what perspective is E supposed to be unlikely? We have 

aiready seen that perspective can make a Merence in whether an event is 

chancy or not, but this means that, in deüding whether E is a matter of lu& for P, 

w e  must decide not only on the perspective from which the value of the event is 

considered, but also the perspective £rom which the chanciness is determined. 

Can these be different perspectives? 

The above questions are familiar, having reared their heads s e v d  ümes 

over the last sixty pages or so. They will be ansvered in the thVd and fourth 

sections of this chapter, but, before we corne to that, we need to pay some 

7 This, perhaps, should not be thought of as a critickm of Aristotle's account of lu& R d  that 
Aristotle explaineci what 1 have been cabg  the 'agaiwt the odds' component of lu& in terms of 
events occuning 'neither always nor for the most part'. As we saw, it has been argueci that the way 
to understand what he means by this is to think in temis of conditional pmbabilities, so, in the end, 
Aristotle's account rnay a h  cash out the 'against the odds' condition in terms of chance anyway. 
(See chapter the, note nine for more on this.) 



attention to something 1 have thus far neglected, namely the first condition. 1 

have suggested that luck attaches to pairs-of events and individuals, but thus far 1 

have said little about what events are. While 1 do not intend to offer a full 

blavn account of events, a few words on the subject are called for. 

2. Events 

There are a number of theories of events (and partidarly of the 

individuation of events) in the air. I do not propose to asses the merits of those 

theories here. htead,  we will focus on what events must be if they are to be 

useful in modelling lu& The picture of eventç 1 present here will be compahile 

with a variety of theories of what events ultimatefy are. 

We should begin by nothg that there is some debate in the literahw on 

events over whether events even exist. We, for instance, find Terrence Horgan 

wrïting that "the most reasonable course is to invoke theoretical parsimony and 

deny the existence of events." (Horgan, 1978,47) Naturally, if there are reaily no 

such things as events this poses a problem for an account of luck thaï reiies on 

events, however, the daim that there are no events is not nearly as startling as it 

might sound. The debate about the existence of events is a dispute about their 

existence as basic ontological units. %me, lüce Donald Davidson (1980). think 

events are amongst the most basic of ontological units, others such as  Horgan 

(1978), Peter Strawson (1959) and Jonathan Bennett (1988) think they are not. 

This is a debate we can d e l y  avoid. It needn't matter to us whether events form 

a basic ontological category or whether they, as Bennett suggests, supervene on 

other sorts of things. None of those who argue that events are not basic 

ontological units would deny that sayings of 'heUo', eatings of meals and 

findings of lost change occur. They would simply deny that the occurrence of 



these apparent events must ultimate1y be explaineci by appeahg to m e  basic 

unit d e d  an event Perhaps they are right, but if so we needn't worry. These 

apparent events are just the sort of thing w e  have in rnind when we Say 

something is unlucky and if they can be explaineci away without positing some 

basic category of events, this need not conceni us. Whether they constitute basic 

ontological units or not, events happen and that is alI we ne& in order to make 

use of them.8 

Our notion of events will have to include what we might call 'negative 

events' if it is to be useful in analyzing lu& Uften when we speak of some 

event as lucky what we have in mind is not so much what did happen as what 

didn't happen: 

You're lu* you weren't killed. 
You're lu* you didn't get beaten up. 
You're lucky that car didn't hit you. 

Still, this does not require us to imagine some mysterious sort of event which 

somehow involves the occurrence of a non-ocmence. What's going on in 

these cases of negative events is just that what did happen is king descriied in 

relation to something whidi might have happened. There are many ways of 

describing an event Your luck in not being hit by a car can also be desaiid in 

terms of your lu& that the driver of the car you darted in front of had very fast 

raexes and well adjusteci breaks. Your luck that you didn't get beaten up on 

alço be descriid in t e m ~ ~  of your luck that the police happened to drive by just 

More the gang that was about to beat you up got down to business. This raises a 

possiblity we have not yet considered. I have suggested that an event's king 

8 It is also worth noüng that the notion of event appealed to in our account of lu& is that of 
parücular events, not the abstrad, proposition-like event types that Chisholm focusses on. 
(Chisholm, 1971) We are uiterested, br instanceI in whether this particrikr instance of you 
catdiing a baii was ludry, not in some property the more general ment of otchings of balls has In 
fauMng on particular events in this way, we are in tune with most of the current literature on 
events. Most w-riter~ focus on 'wents as particulad, to borrow Davidson's phrase, not Chishofm's 
abstract events. (Davidson, 1980) 



lu* depends upon the perspective h m  whidi it is viewed. We have also seen 

Uiat chance varies with perspective. Perhaps the fact that events may be 

described in a variety of ways indicates another way in which Iuck is perspectival. 

We shouId ask ovselves whether luck should be assigned to pairs of an event 

and a individual or triples of an event, a description of that event and a 

individual. In other words, is it possible for an event to be Iudcy under one 

description and unlue  (or neither ludcy nor unlucky) under another for the 

same person? I do not mean to pose an epistemic question here. NaturalIy, 

wheîher we, in practice, cal1 a given event lucky or unlucky wiil depend on how 

it is describeci, but that is not our concem here. The question is whether an 

event described m one way c m  actually be (not rnerely appear) lucky, whüe 

descri'bed in another way it is unlu*. We might be stnidc here by thoughts of 

'blessings in disguise,' events whidi initially appear unpleasant or harmfd, but 

hrm out in the Iong run to be beneficial. Perhaps such events are both Iucky and 

un lu^ depending on how they are described. çaul Smilansky (1994) discusses 

several cases of this sort. H e  considers Abraham, whose Mdhood çuffering due 

to extreme poverty makes of him an adult with a great ded of dnve and 

determination As a resdt, Abraham becornes a very successfd and happy adult. 

SmilansQ asks whether we should describe Abraham's childhood poverty as a 

miçforhuie (albeit a 'fortunate misfortune') or if, given the good result it Ieads 

to, his poverty cannot be descri'bed as a misfortme at ail. The parailel question 

for us is whether Abraham can be said both to be unlucky to have been poor 

(when his poverty is thought of as poverty) and lu* to have been poor (when 

his poverty is thought of as the cause of his later happiness). This is an 

important question, however, as it involves the idea of d u e ,  it is a question I 

will put off unaI the next section when the topic of value is taken up in detail 

Even if we set this worry about value aside, the above description of 



Smilansky's womes about fortunate misfortune points ta the possibility of a 

different objection to the idea that lu& attaches to pairs of events and 

hdividuals. In the above discussion, it might be thought that I assigneci lu& to 

pairs of individu* and something other than events, namely states. 1 wrote 

above about Abraham's lu& in being poor, but, it might be objected, being poor 

is a state not an event. Hem, we have happened upon another of the 

controversies regarding the nature of events. Are states of affairs events? Some 

philosophers have thought so while othen have denied thisP As was the case 

with the debate over whether events are basic ontological units, we needn't be 

concemed here with whether states and events are ulfimately different sorts of 

ontological units. We are operaüng here at a more rough and ready level, so the 

question for us is whether, at this rough and ready level, it is plausible to say that 

only events are lu* or unlucky for people. Regardles of whether states and 

events ultimately tum out to be the same sort of SM, it is worth inquiring 

whether luck realIy does apply to both these elements of fo& ontology.lo 

The presumption must surely be in favour of the position that lu& redy 

does apply to both You're lucky to be alive.' You're lucky you're so smart.' 

These certainly sound like asaiptions of luck (for a given person) to a state. Still, 

it is possible to mount an argument that these statements should not be taken at 

face value. It might be suggested that the above statements do not really refer to 

partidar states as lu*, but instead obliquely refer to events. Consider the 

statement 'You're lu* to be alive' uttered to John just &ter a car narrowly 

avoided hitting him. It is plausible that what is r e d y  b a g  called lu* here is 

9 For examples of those who are willing to count states as events see David Lewis, 1986,261 and 
Jonathan Bennett, 1988,7. Those who think that states are nut events indude P.M.S. Hacker, 1981, 
242-245; Frederick Schmitt, 1983,281 and Lawrence Lombard, 1986. 
loP.MS. Hacker has pointed out that we do, even at the mugh and ready level, have a critenon 
for distinguishuig states and events: whiie events occur, states exist (See Hacker, 19û2 For an 
interesting discussion of why this is the case see Cresweii, 1986.) We do not speak of the existence 
of a saying of 'helio', nor do we talk about the occurrence of the state of having no amrr 



not the state of John king aüve, but the unlücely event which made that state 

possible: the car swerving at the last second. It might be thought then that aU 

apparent references to lucky states are reaIIy hidden references to events. While I 

do not have a knockdown argument against this position, 1 don't think this is so. 

With suffident ingenuity it may hdeed be possible to name an event which is a 

somewhat plausible candidate for the reai referent of any apparent mention of a 

lu+ state. In some cases, however, the event we corne up with will be both 

hideously complex and somewhat suspect as the hidden referent of the 

ascription of lu& in question. Consider the other example 1 gave of an apparent 

asaiption of lu& to a state: 'You're lu* you're so smart'. What event could be 

obliquely refend to hem? To make this case as tough as possible, 1 I stipulate 

that this statement is not made in response to some recent or upcoming event in 

which the smartness gave or wiU give an advantage to the smart person. The 

person speaking is merely making a blanket daim about the person he is 

speaking to: he is lu* to be smart This removes the most obvious candidates 

for the hidden event. Nonetheless, we could pi& out an event for the speaker to 

refer to: something like, the event of being bom with a genetic predisposition to 

intelligence and living in ciraunstances which allowed that predisposition to 

flourish. Depending on the case, the event might also have to include the 

avoidance of things which presented a real threat to that smartness (e.g, the 

avoidance of sharp blows to the head and heroin addiction). T ~ U S ~  even in this 

case, we can find an event which is a candidate for the reai referent of the 

sentence. In addition, however, to the-supreme ugluiess of that event, the is 

the problem that desmihg this Frankenstein event as lu* for you seems a 

long way from what the speaker set out to say. This is not to deny that, if a 

person is lu* that some state obtains8 this lu& exists because of the occurrence 

of some string of events. It is just that in saying the state is lucky it is not always 



that string of events we are referring to as lu*. Çome times what we are 

refeming is what that string of events brought about. For example, while it is 

plausible that You're ludcy to be alive' in some cases means the same thing as 

'You're lu* the driver swewed in the', it does not seem that 'You're lu* to 

be so smart' means the same thing as 'You're lucky you were bom with a genetic 

predisposition to be intelligent and ...'. For this reason, we should adopt the 

position that lu& applies both to what you and 1 c d  'events' and to what we c d  

The above considerations reveal that we should modify our account of 

An event or state E is a matter of lu& for a person P iff: 

1. E occurs (or obtains, if E is a state) 
2. E is somehow of positive or negative value for P (if positive, the luck is 
g d ;  if not, the luck is bad) 
3. E's occurrence (or obtaining) was a matter of chance 

Furthermore, the degree to whîch E is a matter of lu& for P increases as 
the value of E increases and decreases as the likeiihood of E uiaeases. 

1 tum now to fleshing out the second condition.13 

1 have claimed that in order for an event or state to be lu+ for a 

particular person, it mut  be a matter of diance (in sorne sense we have yet to 

11 Another example thaï provides good evidence for the daim that states can be ludry for people is 
the statement You're lucky to have both your parents-' This statement may be made when there is 
no plausible (non-~anke&tein) event for the speaker to reler to. 
12 in sedion five of this chapter, we will s e  that certain sorts of states (Le., the possession of 
properties) nxpire a slightly different anaiysis of the chance component of lu& 
13 In what foiiows, 1 wiU often, for convenience, write of 'events' instead of 'events and states.' - 
Uniess 1 indimte othemrise it can be assumeci that, with regard to the account of Mc, what I say 
about events &O applies to states. 



investigate thoroughly) and have some sort of value attached to f 14 If the value 

is positive, the event is an instance of good lu&; if the value is negative it is art 

instance of bad Iuck Further, the greater (of either sort) the value, the pater  the 

degree of luck involved. Here, we will investigate what it is that detennines 

what that value is. Let me h t  add a note of caution What we wiii be 

investigaüng in this section are the conditions which determine what the value 

of an event is (as this relates to the luckiness of the event). 1 wül not be 

attempting to describe a method by whidi you and 1 can determine that value. 

The aiterion of value 1 defend in this section is a complicated one and wouid be 

very hard to employ in practice, but that difficulty goes no distance towards 

showing it is incorrect. 

The most obvious formulation of the criterion is that the value in 

question is the value the person under consideration attaches to that event 

1. The value which is relevant to determining whether event E is 
ludcy for person P is the value that P places on E. 

14 It is worth briefly considering an objection to this daia Consider the louowing case: 

I'm about to flip the top cmd of a stunndmd deck of cmds whzih f have just 
s h u ~ .  You offhandedly say "The top w d  is the ~ o e n  of dubs. ' 1 jlip the top 
cmd and it furns out fhaf you me right. 

Assimrllig that this situation is not rigged in any way, this seems a dear case of lu& You made a 
lu+ guess. But, while it ~ertainly seems quite unlikeiy that you would guess c o d y ,  it is not at 
ail dear that there is a positive or negative value attached to this event You dodt care whether 
you are right Nothing rides on it. Does this case represent a challenge to the idea that an event 
must be of sorne sort of value to be a matter of lu&? I don't think so. F i  of ail, it is not entirely 
dear that the event is of no value The event has been flagged with a sort of significance. It 
matters in the sense that it is vaguely of interest We might even want to say it rnattem because 
getting things right is always of some value. Furthemore, notice that even if the event really is of 
no value whatsoever, it wodd be m n g  to say that what happeneci to you was either good or bad 
lu& Without any sort of value, the event can be neither good nor bad lu& Thus, if the event is of 
no value bat stiU lu*, what we have uncovered is a new sort of lu& But wen if we think thir 
does constitute a third sort of lu& it wil i  not be at au widespread. Notiœ how contrîved my 
example is and even there, it is not obvions that the event is of no vaine. We just don7 talk-of 
events as lucky or uniudg. unless they matter somehow, so we can d e l y  mark this third sort of 
lu& if it exists, as peripheral and set it aside. 



So, for instance, you are lucky to h d  an issue of Defective Comics #27 

(which contains the fKst appearance of The Batman) in a second hand bookstore 

because it is highIy unlücely you will do sa and you are deiighted to fïnd it. 

There is, however, a clea. problem with this way of £king the event's value. 

Sometimes a person is very unludcy that some event occurs, but never gets a 

chance to place any sort of value on that event. Consider the foUowing case: 

Snmmy was killed in his sleep one night when a piecr of Skylab 
landed on his house. 

If anyone was ever unlu- Sammy surely was. Notice, however, that, 

although it was highly unlikely that a piece of Skylab would land on his house, 

Samrny did not disapprove of that event. H e  never had a diance. So, if we stick 

to the view that what matters is how Samrny adudiy readed to the event, we 

have to condude that Çammy was not unludq. This is unacceptable. It might be 

thought that this is just a minor tehicai  problem, one whidi will &se only in 

cases in which an event robs a person of the ability tu value anythuig at all (cases 

in which the event causes death or a permanent coma, for example). The 

problem, however, is more general than that. Consider another case: 

Simon applied Ior n job he was erninently suited for. His resume is 
very impressive and, if the hiring commitfee hnd seen it, he would 
certainly have been interoiewed for the job. Simon is likuble and 
oery cornfortable dunng intemTMews, wi he would haoe stood a wry  
good chance of getting the job i/ he had been inferoiawd. 
Unfortunately fir Simon, the hiring wmmittee nmer did see his 
resume. While the resume was on a secretary 's desk, a sudden p s t  
of wind blau it into a recycling cm. Simon nmer fiund out w h t  
ha ppened. 

The event of Simon's reçume king lost is surely unludsy for him, but 

notice that Simon never does get a chance to diçapprove of that event. He never 



places a value on it, so if we use his actual approval or disappmvai as the 

criterion of value, we are unable to say he is uniudcy. The problem here can be 

more generaily expressed by noting that there is nothing odd about saying a 

person is very lu+ dthough he does not reeaüe it. Çomething 1 seem to 

remember seeing in half a dozen movies captures Ulis niceiy. A person ben& 

d o m  to tie his shoe just as a shot is fired at him. The bullet, which would have 
--- - _ _ - - - -  . - - 

struck him if he was still standing, whizzes over hUn. Éven if the pefSOn 

remains blissfully unaware that a b d e t  was ever fired (and so never gets to 

value the event of the bullet misshg him), he is luW. W e  therefore need a 

different criterion of value. 

What makes Sammy's death by space station a case of bad lu&? Why is 

Simon unludçy that his resume was lost? The obvious answer with respect to 

the value of these events is that the two are d u d q  because, in either case, the 

event we are considering, while not an event that was achtally disapproved of, 

was one the petson involved me1y w ou ld have disappruved of given half a 

chance. Perhaps we should say that, for the purposes of lu& what deterniines 

the value that attaches to an event for a particdar person is the value that 

person would have placed on the event if she was aware of its occurrence. 

2. The value which is relevant to determining whether event E is 
lu* for perçon P is the value that P would have placed on E if he 
or she had been aware the event had ocmed.  

There are, however, problem with this formulation as well. 1 criticized 

our firçt formulation for king too narrow, for failing to yield a positive value in 

a case in which it shouid. It c m  be shown, however, that the fkst formulation 

was also too wide, yielding values where it should not Our new formulation 

shares thiç problea We can imagine cases in which a person does place a value 



on a given event (and so deatly would place a value on that event), the event is 

d e I y  and yet the person in question c d d  not be said to be iudcy. 

Coca-Cola is running one 4 those wntesk in whr'ch the Iims on 
the underside of bottk arps are mnrked and certain marks entitle 
the person who jïnds them to a pn*ze- Seymour checks the liner 
under one of thse bottle caps and dfinds w h t  he thinks is n liner 
that entities him to the contest's top p r i x  850, 000. S m o u r  is 
merioved. but mistaken. In hcf. thr rari Stymour has IÉ>und is a 
rnré&, but does not entiti; him to a 

The event of fincihg this paftidar cap liner is unlikely and, according to 

our current standard, highly positivdy valued, yet it does not seem to be a caçe of 

luck. Since there is no doubt the event is &dy, this calls for an amendment 

to out standard of value. A simple amendment may be made hem. When 

Seymour tries to daim his prize, someone will explain to him that he has not 

found a winning bottle cap after d. At that point Seymour will cease to value 

the event positively (and may even begin to value it negatively, if this causes 

hirn embarrassment). So, we could amend our formulation to something like: 

3. The value which is relevant to determining whether event E is 
lucky for pérSOn P is the value that P would have placed on the 
event (if he or she was aware the event had occurred) in the 
fullness of time. 

This is n e d y  somewhat vague. We cannot set a definite time limit on the 

fullness of time or the case can be ngged so that Seymour doesn't h d  out the 

tr~th until after that limit has been reached- The fuIfness of time thus should be 

understood as potentially inciuding the whole of a person's Me, however, even - - 

this will not always solve our problea 

Sally jïnds a Gef Out of lail Free Cmd from u Monopoly set while 
walking down the street one duy. k i n g  a lzttle dim and given to 
ekiborate wnspiracy theories, she doem't r d i z e  the cnrd is JIom a 



board game. Instend, sçhr t u k  it to be a çard gmPn out by the 
Illuminuti, a society she believes controls ail the mrld's 
guvernmenfs.- She concludes tire card will guarantee hm immunity 
fiom any sort of prosecuh, so sk fressures the rard and keeps if 
with hm jbr the resf of her long Iifé. Being a reasonably Ima abiding 
sort, she neoer has ocusion fo use it and so never fin& out her 
mis fake. 

M y  will surely consider herself Iucky, but it is doubtful that she is.15 

Again, the event in question (i.e., finding the card on the street) seems 

legitimately unlikely, so the problem must lie in our aiterion of value. The 

problem is that, as with Seymour's case, M y ' s  valuing of the event is somehow 

rnisguided. Unlüce Seymour's case, however, the fullness of time will not be 

enough to reved this to her. Fm, if the fuliness of thne is not what is required to 

fix up our criterion of value, what is? It is helpful to focus on exactly what has 

gone wrong in the cases just dex&ecL What has gone wmng is that, in each 

case, the person involved has a false belief about the instrumental value of the 

occurrence of the event in question. Finding that bottle cap is not really good for 

anything, nor is finding that Get Out of Jail Free card. Perhaps then what 

determines the value of an event for a particular person is the value that person 

would place on that event if she was aware both that the event had occurred and 

what the occurrence of that event was instrumentally good for. 

4. The value which is relevant to determining whether event E is 
lu* for person P is the value that P would have placed on the 
event if he or she was aware the event had occurred and what the 
occurrence of that event was good for. 

This wïlI cerhîdy solve the above two problems, presumably neither 

S a y  nor Seymour would continue to value the events we are concemed with if 

1s At le&, it is doubtfvl she is lucky as she thinkr she is. She may be l u c h  to find something 
that gives her rome peace of mind. 



they were aware that the ocamence of those events w d d  not serve the 

purposes lhey had in mind. It might be thought, however, that we are allowing 

too much weight to personal prekrence in determining the value of the event. 

What if the person's preferences are somehow saewed up or wrong? 

It is said that Wittgenstein had a real disme for money. Apparently, he 

thought it corrupted people. But Wittgenstein came from a wealthy family and 

so inherited a considerable fortune. Not wanüng to be comipted, we are told 

that he sought to get rid of that fortune, but, not wanting to compt anyone else, 

he gave it to the already comipt, his wealthy siihgs.16 Whether it is true or not, 

this is a terrïfic story. It also points to an interesting question. If this, perhaps 

fictional, Wittgenstein had won millions in a lottery, w d d  he have been lu+? 

Naturally, Wittgenstein was no more iike1y to win a lottery than anyone else. In 

fact, given his disapproval of riches, he would surely be highly unlikdy even to 

buy a Iottery ticket. Suppose, however, he received a ticket as a gift and that 

ticket turned out to be the wuuiing one. A very uniikely event wodd have 

happened, but not one that Wittgenstein would value positively. Indeed, if, for 

some reason, he could not avoid accepting the prize he would presumably value 

the event negativeiy. Thus, according to our present criterion of value, 

Wittgenstein would, at kt, have been neither ludcy nor unludcy to win the 

lotte7 and, at worst, he would have been unludq~ This might be thought 

unacceptable. IsnZ it always lu* to win a lottery? In fa&, it is not Imagine a 

lottery in whidi the 'prize' was death or a Iottery for ITLilitary service.17 This may 

seem a facetious answer. Not many people positiveiy value being drafted and 

even fewer dying. Unlike these perfectly naturd attitudes, however, wasn't 

Wittgenstein's attitude towards money just crazy? As sudi, shoddnZ it be 

16% Monk, 2990. 
17The punishment lonery David Lewis (19û9) desaibes or Borges' ail encompaçsing "Lottery in 
Babylon" (1964) also serve as examples hem. 



bamxi from deterniining the value of him winning the lottery (atleast, so far as 

lu& is concemed)? Though there is some plausibility to this suggestion, we 

must not lose sight of the role that persund plfeference often seems to play in 

deterrnining whether a given event is a matter of luck for someone. Several 

years ago, 1 was visiting an Aunt in Salisbury, England. On the last day 1 was 

there, I happened to read the local paper and see that JO& Holland, sometime 

member of the band Squeeze and a well known television personality in Great 

Britain, was performing in Salisbury with a big band that night, 1 went to the 

concert and very much enjoyed it. T3eing a fan of both Squeeze and big bands, I 

was lucky that he was performing in Salisbury while 1 was there. 1 have probably 

spent less than two weeks there in the 1 s t  ten years, so it wasn't terribly Likely 1 

would be there at the same üme Jools Holland was playing. But if it is dear that 1 

was lucky, it shodd also be dear that lots of other people wouldn't be lucky to 

find themselves ui the same situation. A good many, perhaps most, people find 

Jools Holiand smarmy and irritating. Put those people in my situation and they 

wouldn't be lucky. Why not? Because their preferences differ h m  mine. They 

don't like Joolç Holland and 1 do. Thus, it appears that luck does depend to some 

extent on persona1 preference. Furthemore, notice that (if it is tnie that most 

people don't like Jools Holland) my preference hem plays a role in whether 1 am 

lu*, despite the fact that it is çomewhat aberrant We rnight therefore be 

tempted to condude that Wittgenstein would not be ludcy to win the lottery, but 

we may sti l l  not be entitled to this conclusion In the example 1 have just given, 

it might be thought that what allows my personal preference to set the value of 

the event with regard to lu& iç that, although my preference for Jools Holland's 

music may not be one that most people share, it is not an irrationd or harmful 

preference.18 Wittgenstein's dislike of money, on the other hand, might be 

28 in fact, since it is an aesthetic preference, 1 am inclined ta 011 it arational. 



thought both harmful and kational. As it happeris, 1 am skeptical that this is an 

accurate description of Wittgenstein's situation. Since Wittgenstein diose to live 

a veq spartan Me, he had very iittle need for money; so it is hard tu argue he did 

IiimseIf any harm by avoiding money. Nonetheless, there may be something to 

Uiis suggestion. We can imagine other cases in which a pemn might, even with 

full awareness of everything that a given event is instmmentally good for, value 

that event even though the event is clearIy harmfui for hUn. In such cases, it is 

harder to accept that the person's preferences can be allowed to determine the 

value of the event. For example, 

Chris is a heroin nddict. One &y, he Fnds a very Iarge sack of 
heroin on the street. Chris is delighted But, the only thing which 
hs prmented Chris from merdosing in the past is n lack of rnoney. 
Anyone who knows him could tell you that his l qe  expectancy 
drops to a matter of hours aftPr he finds the smk. Chris merdoses 
and dies. 

It is unlikely that anyone would find a large a sack of heroin on the street. 

Further, airis, like anyone, is well aware that large quantities of heroin are 

instnunentally good for overdoçing (ammg other things), yet he still values the 

event of finding the sa& Accorduig to out present criterion of value, we must 

therefore say Chris is l u W .  This is hard to take, much harder than the thought 

that Wittgenstein is neither lucky nor unlucky. No matter what Chris thinks, 

how cm he be lucky to find something that wiü kilI him? There are a number of 

responses we might make here. We could eliminate the personal preference 

element-in our aiterion of value. But, while that would solve our problem in 

the curent case, we have already seen that there are reasons to retain personal 

preference as an element of lu& We could instead say there is no fact of the 

matter as to whether Chris reaüy is Iucky or not But this clashes with our desire 



to say that Chris was just wrong if he thought he was lucky. What we need is a 

way of taking seriously the idea that Chris really isn't lucky without eliminating 

personal preference hem the pichne. We need to fucus on why it is that we 

might be inclined to say Chris is unlucky in the case 1 have desaibed. We think 

he is unlu* because thuigs tum out so badly for him as a result of his finding 

the bag of heroin. One way of solving our curent problem would be to amend 

our criterion of value so that, for the purposes of lu&, vaiue is determined not 

just by the vaiue the person in question wodd place on the event and its uses, 

but also the value the person would place on the event's consequmces. It is 

reasonable to suggest that Chriç wodd not vdue the ment of hding the heroin 

if he knew the heroin would kilI hini. This gets us to: 

5. The value whîch is relevant to determining whether event E is 
lucky for person P is the value that P would have placed on the 
event if he was aware the event had occurred, what the event was 
good for and what the consequences of the event wodd be. 

This amendment, however, goes too far. 

Suppose I win a car and am very happy about it. Since I have the 
car, I decide fo driw to Prince Edward Island fw a vacation and am 
s h t  and killed Ihere. Had I not won the car, I would not h e  
made the t r ip  to Prince Edward Island. 

Winning the car is a fairly uncontroversial case of good lu& But notice 

that, since 1 would not have gone to Rince Edward Island if I had not won the 

car, my death is a consequence of my winning the car. If the actuai consequences 

of an event are part of what determines the value of that event, it is highly 

unlikely that I would value winning the car positively and, in fact, very likely 1 

would negatively value it. Thus, on the standard of value we are presently 

considering we seem driven to the conclusion that 1 was d u *  to win the car. 



That doesn't ring true W e  do want to say 1 was very unludcy that winning the 

car had such bad consequences. We also want to say 1 was unludcy tu. be Erilled 

whiie in Prince Edward Island (partidarfy since Prince Edward Island is a very 

safe place). Both these asaiptions of lu&, however, refer to different events than 

the event of me winning a car and, in fact, seem compatible with me being Iucky 

to win the car. The fact that such an unlikeiy evmt as me dying in Prime 

Edward IsIand might be a consequence of me winning the car in no way shows 

that I was unlucky to win the car. What it shows is that winning the car was a 

lucky event with unlu* consecpences. Mer a& my death in Prince Edward 

Island is an importantly different sort of went than Christ deah. Chris' death is 

al l  but inevitabIe once the event in question in his case ( ir,  the finding of the 

heroin) occurs, mine is not For this reason, Christ death seems relevant to 

assessing the lu& involved in his case, while mine does not It is not the actual 

consequences of the event that should play a mle in determining its value, it is 

the event's Iikely consequences. Our aiterion of value needs to be dtered 

according1y. In determining the value of an event, inçtead of simply considering 

the event and those thïngs for which it is instrumentally useful, we should also 

consider those consequences whkh the event is like1y to have. So, 

6. The value whidi is relevant to determining whether event E is 
lu* for pemn P is the value that P wodci have placed on the 
event if he or she was aware the event had ocmeci, what the event 
was good for and what the likely consequences of the event were. 

Consider how this would work in chris' case, If Chris really believed that 

Linding the heroin was likely to kill him, he would probably not be able to place a 

positive value on the event in question, so we would no longer be forced to say 

he was lu*. Notice, however, that 1 say 'probabiy', not 'certainy' or 

'definitely'. This new formulation continues to allow personal preferenee the 



final say. In fact, it can be thought of as Ietang a person's preferences be properiy 

expressed. considering the event's usefulness and its M y  consequences 

essentially provides us with a dearer view of the event, so that it rnay be assesmi 

according to our preferences. We can therefore imagine a case in which (3hris 

truly believes that f inhg the heroin is very likely tu lead to his death and yet 

still positively values hding  the hemin. In such cases, rare though they might 

be, our new formulation forces us to Say that Qiris is lucky. 

1s this a troubluig condllsion? It is hard to say. We have pushed talk of 

luck to an extent it does not often reach Normally, when we consider cases of 

Iuck, we are not considering cases in which the person to whom the lu& iç to be 

ascriid (or not) places what we consider an irratiohal value on things. Does it 

seem wrong to say 'Chris was Iudcy to find the sa&? Should we perhaps say 

'Although Quis ehinks otherwiçe, he has juçt ken very unlucky'? 1 do not 

thllik there is an answer to these questions. The Jools Holland case shows us 

that personal preference has an important roIe to play in determinhg the value 

which is relevant to luck (even when that preference is an musual one), but we 

have misgivings about dowing personal preference carte blanche to set the 

terms of value. SU,  to simply say that since Christ preferences are so screwed up 

they do not count and condude that the value that matters is set fkom the 

perspective of something like his 'best interests' is also boubling. This is where 

explication gets tridcy. W e  should be careful here not to çimpIy assume that we 

must select one of these alternatives. In the process of explication one 

sometimes reaches points where intuition does not dearly lead in any direction. 

In such cases, we could simply select a direction, but to do so would be arbiüary 

and so would lead, at Ieast in this respect, to a stipulative account of lu& Since 

this iç not ou. goal, what we should do is simpIy recognize the indeterminasr. 

Çometimes, when açcriptions of luck are made, a perspective other than that of 



the person to whom the lu& is king asaibed is used to set the value of the 

event For example, 

6'. The value which is relevant to determinllig whether event E is 
lucky for peson P is the value that a reaso~b1e person would have 
placed on the event if he or she was aware the event had occu~red, 
what the event was good for and what the likely consequemes of 
the event wax. 

There is no need for us to be overly territorial about the perspectives 

from which the value of an event rnay be determined. It is dear that the value 

relevant to an ascription of luck may be determined from the viewpoint of the 

individual whose luck is in question. We have seen countless examples of this. 

It is also dear that the value may be set in keeping with the point of view of that 

pemn's best interests or of a reasonable person. Here, we can take Christ case (at 

least, one way of thinking about it) as an example. W e  can also imagine the 

value king determined according to the preferences of the person m a h g  the 

asaiption Here, think of a case in which some hiend of mine who doesn't a r e  

much for Jools Houand wins tickets to one of his concerts. I could quite 

coherently say to him 'that was good luck', even though h e rnight place no value 

on the event There rnay be other perspectives kom w h .  value can be 

detennined (although none occur to me). The context should usuaîly make this 

dear.19 In generai, the aiterion is as follows: 

6". The value which is relevant to determining whether event E is 
lu* for perçon P is the value that x would have p l a d  on the 
event if x was aware the event had occurred, what the event waS- 
good for and what the likdy consequemes of the event were. 

19 Note that, even fmn these other perspectives, it stiü makes sense to keep the conditions about 
instrumental and Uely consequences. No matter which perspective we nibstitute we shouid still 
assign the event a value baseci on a dear view of the event, 



Here, possible values for x indude the person to whom the Iuck is bang 

asaibed, a reasonable person or the person making the d p t i o n .  Typidy, x 

will be P. 

One of the virtues of UUnking about value in this way is that it dows us 

to see how, at fast as far as d u e  is concemed, disagreements about whether a 

given event is ludcy or not (for a given person) can arise. On this pic- of 

value, disagreements may arise in two ways. A persun may simply fail to 

consider, from a given perspective, what an event is good for or its iikely 

consequences. In this way, the person may be mistaken about the value the 

event has from that perspective, even if the perspective in question is his own. 

H e  may, for instance, fail to appreciate that the occurrence of a given event is 

very lücely to help him realize his most dearly held goals. In this way, we can 

make sense of daims such as She doesn't realize how lucky she was'. 

Disagreements about lu& may, however, arise in another way. If we have 

Merent perspectives in mind f3om which the event iç to be valued then, even 

taking into account what the event iç good for and its likely cowquences, we 

rnay disagree about whether a given event is ludcy or not. In such a case, what 

will umally stop the &pute about whether or not the event is iucky hom being 

merely verbal WU be the suggestion on one of the disputant's behalf that the 

perspective from which the other disputant is viewuig the event is the wrong 

one. For example, it rnay be suggested that, in the case at hand, the person's 

preferences are not reasombIe and that they should be. 

Before we leave our consideration of value, eere is one more point we 

should m i d e r .  1 have been writing about the value that wodd be placed on 

the event in question (hm whatever perspective is at work in the asaiption of 

lu&), but this oversimplifies things somewhat This is brought out well if we 

hini our attention to a problem I promised to solve some time ago, narnely 



Smilansky's womies about fortunate misfortune. In the previous section, 1 used 

those womes to ask whether it is events or events under d d p t i o n s  that are 

best thought of as lu* and there I claimeci that our aiterion of value wouid 

give us a way to argue that it is evenk, not events under descriptions, that are 

lucky (or not). I WU now explain why. 

Smilansky's examples are of events that have both good and bad 

cunsequences. The question 1 have based on those examples is whether we can 

balance those consequences in deciding whether an event is lucky or not or if we 

shodd instead conclude that whether an event is lu* depends on which of its 

consequences we have in mind (i.e., how we are describing the event). Our 

criterion of value is helpfui in a n s w e ~ g  this question since it provides uç with 

a way of decÏding whichf among an event's consequences, are relevant to 

whether that event is lucky for someone. W e  have seen in this section that only 

a certain sort of consequence is relevant to whether an event is lu* or not for a 

given person. OnIy those consequences which were lücely results of the 

occurrence of the event are relevant. Straight away, that solves the problem in 

S d a ~ s k y ' s  cases. It is unlike1y. for instance, that poverty wül make a success of 

Abraham, so his later success is irrelevant to whether or not he is lu* to be 

poor. Abraham is both unlu* to have b e n  poor and ludcy that his poverty led 

to his later happiness. His poverty is a fortunate misfornine. This will not, 

however, solve the problem in all cases. An event may be Iikely to have 

consequertces which the person in question would consider gooù as welI aç likely 

to have cOTLSequences which the person in question would consider bad. For 

example, a promotion which is the result of chance (perhaps because the 

person's resume was placed in the wrong pile) may be likely to be good for a 

man's meer and bad for his personal lik. It may be likely that, as a result, he 

wiU be very succesçful in business, but also quickly divorced. What are we to say 



about this case? It may be the case that if the person in question was presented 

with the two likely outcornes, he would think that one outweighed the 0 t h ~  

e.g, that success in business was not worth the cost of a failed marriage (or vice 

versa). If this is the case, w e  have no pmblen We c m  place an overd value on 

the event in question and so say that the event in question is either lucky, 

unludcy or neither. Where we do face a problem is-in those cases, if there are 

any, in which the person in question cannot reconcile the value of the various 

consequences.2o Of these cases, 1 am uiclined to say that we cannot cal1 them 

lu* or uniudcy in the bill blown sense of those words. A real ambivalence 

towards an event is evidence that the event just is not lucky (or unluc@) 

sim pliciter, but something more cornpliateci than that. Stiu, we can speak of 

such events as lucky in a more restricted sense of the word. Just as Iudc is 

relative to the perspective from which the event in question is viewed, so we 

may speak of lu& relative to a particular value. In this more restricted sense of 

lu&, Iuck is ascribed to a triple of a person, event and vdue. The event is lu* 

for the p e m  with regard to a certain sort of value. It is in this sense that we 

may say a would-be murderer is both lu* that he did not succeed in killing his 

victim since, as a result, he is only convicted of a ttempted murder and unlucQ 

that he did not succeed in killing his victim since he very much wanted to kilI 

thaï person21 Suppose we view things from the would-be murderer's 

peF-'peaive and assume he was equally like1y to be caught whether he succeeded 

or not. If it is a h  the case that the would-be murderer is ambivalent between 

succeeding in killing his victim and receiving the extra punishment that gws 

with a conviction on a charge of actual (not attempted) murder, we c a ~ o t  

20 So long as we stick with the value that a given person would place on the event, it is plausible 
that such cases may a-. Other perspectives, however, may drag us into the conhoversy over 
whether aU sorts of vaiue may be dtirnateiy reduced to one. 
21 1 owe this example to Arthur Ripsteirt. Ço that it is plausible that this is a case of luck of some 
sort, asrume that it was unükely the attempt would not succeed. 



sinip1y say whether this is a case of good or bad lu& AU we c m  do is make 

daims about his luck relative to certain sorts of interests (and so relative to 

certain of the went's consequences). When we consider things with regard to 

the would-be murderer's desire to kili his victirn, we will say he was unluciry 

that his attempt failed. When we consider things with regard to his interest in 

receiving as iittle Puniçhment as possible, we will say he was ludcy his attempt 

failed. 

Our analysis of the value component of lu& is a very complex one, but 

d m  a good job of capturing our intuitions about lu& Our account of lu& is 

now:22 

An event E is a matter of lu& for a person P ifE 

(1) E CKcurs 
(2) P would place a (positive or negative) value on E if P was aware that E 
had occurred, what the occurrence of E was good for and what the likdy 
consequences of E were.23 
(3) It is a matter of chance that E occurred. 

The degree to which E is a matta of lu& for P hueases as the value of E 
increases and decreases as the chance of E occurring incteaçes.24 

We must now tum our attention to the third condition. 

Here, 1 give an account of lu& simpliciter. It should be noted, however, that when we consider 
cases of moral luck, we are dealing with luck a d  h m  the perspective of a certain sort of value 
(Le, moral value). See chapter five, section one for more on this. 

- 23 1 present the condition in this way for simpliaty, but bear in muid that alternate perspectives 
may be substihited for that of P. 
24*, if E is a sbte: 

A state E Û a matter of luck for a person P i f i  
(1) E obtains 
(î) P wouid place a (positive or negative) value on E if P was aware that E obtained, what 
E was good for and what the iikely corrsequences of E were. 
(3) It is a matter of chance that E obtains. 



4. Chance 

I have argued that an event's occurrence must be a matter of chance for 

that event to be luW. We must now hun our attention to exadly what thaï 

means. As always, dear exampIes of lu& provide us with a good sMing 

point.25 We wiU begin-with an example we saw in the previous section, the 

example of Skylab failhg on Sammy's house. As we noted before, this is a dear 

case of bad lu& We d i s d  in the last section how this event can be said to 

have a negative value for Sammy. While thk took a little bit of work, it shouid 

be fairly uncontroversial that what happened to Sammy was unlücely. Although 

there is considerable disagreement about what chance amounts to, this example 

can easily be thought of in t e m  of most of the analyses of chance that have been 

proposed. It was, we c m  assume, subjectively or personally uniikely for Sammy 

that a piece of SQIab would fall on his house. The case d d  also be understood 

in terms of objective chance. Skylab had, for instance, no propençity or tendency 

to fall on Sammy's house. SU, there are other cases which intuitively seem to 

be examples of luck that are not so easily understood in terms of both sorts of 

chance. Consider another case we have seen before: 

George has rarely had contact with his uncle S tan lq  but, what liffle 
wntact he hns hnd, has led him to believe that Stanley strongty 
dislikes him. One day, Stnnley enacts a long standing plan by 
showing up af George's door and, much to George's surprise, giving 
him a gift of $7,000,000. 

George is, barring Wittgensteinian consideratioris, very lucky. But, while 

there is no problem with saying why the event is of value to George, it is a little 

25 A note about the way 1 pmceed in this section: whüe, as we saw in the nrd section of this 
chapter, it is not always the case that an event must be unükely in order to be lu* for someone, 
unlikely events do provide the clearest examples of lu& (when paired with value, etc). For this 
reason, it is this sort d event that makes up the examples we wül consider in this section. 



more diffidt to say why the event is uniikeIy - more diffidt than in Çammy's 

case anyway. This is because, objectively speaking, the event is not unlikely. 

Stanley has been plamhg this for years and, asmming you have the financial 

resources to do so, it is not at al I  hard to give sorneone $1,000,000. Objecfively 

speaking, the event of Stanley giving George the money seems very likely to 

occur. Still, subjectively speakuig, it is not hard to see how the event is unükely. 

If, as 1 have stipuiated, Stanley has actively cultivated the impression that he 

dislikes George, it would be highly unreasonable for George to believe that 

Stanley will give him any money. It seems then that an event c m  be lu+ even 

though it is only subjectively unlikely (not objectively udike1y). Notice too that 

th& indicates that just as luck depends on perspective when it cornes to value, so 

it varies with perspective when it cornes to chance. From George's perspective it 

is highly unliicdy that Stanley will give George the money, but from Stanley's 

perspective it is exhemely likely that Stanley wiU give George the money. While 

Stanley may well place a very high value on the event of giving George the 

money, it is not a matter of lu& for Stanley that he gives George the money.26 

Before we proceed any M e r ,  a few words about the distinction between 

subjective and objective chance are calleci for. The distinction is roughly that 

between the degree to whidi it is reasonable for a paftidar person to think that 

some event will occur and some sort of fa& whîch holds (regard- of what 

26 W e  might wonder whether, as with vaiue, there muid be d o n s  when the subjective chance of 
an event occumng is evaiuated £rom a perspective other than that of the pemn to whom the lu& is 
king athibuted. There is reason to thk that such occasions do not arise. h i d e r  a case in which 
some event is subjectiveïy very unlikeiy h m  Paul's perspective and also of great positive value for 
hia Suppose that Quentin had information Paul did not which made the occurrence of the event 
seem certain Quentin might try to deny f ad's daim to be lu* the event occurred by pointing out 
that, given that information, it was certain to occur. If Paul responds that he didn't have that 
information, there seems no reason for Quentin to continue to deny that Paul was luW. Thus, it is 
the perspective of the person to whom the lu& is king attributed that detemines the chance. 
What if the situation is reversed so that Paul had the information and Quentin did not? In this 
case, if Quentin says Paul was lucky, Paul may respond by saying that, in faci, he was not lu*, 
since his information amired him îhe event would aw. Again, it is the perspective of the person 
to whom the Iudc is king attributed that determines the chance. 



anyone thinks about it) which dictates that a given event is ta such and such a 

degree Likely to occut.27 This fact may be something such as the number of 

events of a certain sort that occur in a given dass of events or a propensity 

possessed by a person or Uiing. It is a diffidt disandion to draw predsely. 

Çome doubt whether t h e  reaIly are such things as objective probabilities, 

insisting that what w e  cali objective probabilities can in the end be reduced to 

subjective probabiiities, but this controversy need not concem us. As David 

Lewis has noted, even if one is a subjectivist about probability, one needs to be 

able to talk of such things as the chance that a given atom which now exists has 

of decaying in the next year. (Lewis, 1980,263) This chance is just the sort of 

thing that we mean by objective chance and if it getç cash& out in terms of a 

measure of reasonable partial belief or some such thing at Mme deeper level, we 

needn't w o q .  Throughout this section, 1 will help myself to the distinction 

between subjective and objective chance and leave it to probability theorists to 

decide what thai distinction ultimately boils down to. So long as our study of 

lu& does not mate rare or new problems about probability, we can safely leave 

these questions to pmbability theorists. 

All that king said, it might be thought that the above two examples reveal 

that the sort of chance that matters with regard to luck is subjective chance. 

Sammy's case is one in which an event that is both objectively unlike1y and 

subjectively unlikely occurs. It is a case of luck for Sammy (bad lu& at that). 

George's case is one in which an event that is objectively likely, but subjectively 

unlikely occuç. George too is lucky. In both cases the event is a matter of - 

considerable lu& and in both cases the event is considerably subjebively 

unlikely. It rnight be thought this reveals that, for the purposes of deadhg 

whether an event is lucky or not for a parti& person, what determines the 

27 Recall h m  chapter t h ,  section three (pp. 85-87) the difference between subjective chance and 
subjective probability. More is said about this iater m this section. 



chance of the event ocairring is the subiedive chance (hm that person's 

perspective) of the event occurring. This will not do, however, for there are 

cases of luck in which the ludcy event is objectively uniikeiy, but subjecüvely 

likely. Cases of this sort ought to be very famüiar to anyone who has studied 

epistemology in the last thirty years or so, for Gettier cases are perfect examples of 

this. 

Mr Nogot tells you fhat he has just bought a Ford and says he'll t a k  
you for a ride in it. You go jor a ride in a Ford Nogot says he mum. 
In the car, you +en to see what Zooks like Nogot's registrntion 
f ir  the her. While Nogot has alzmays bem frustworthy in the past, in 
fhis case, he is out to play an odd joke on you. He doesn't m m  a car 
at alZ or so he thinks. ln fict, Nugot won a Ford thnt monting in a 
lottery. Furthemiore, just befire he came to see you, he signed the 
papen which gave him ownership of the car. (They were mntained 
in a large stmk of p a p e n  given to him to sign by his semetanj. Mr. 
Nogot signed them unread.) You finn the belief thaf Nogot owns a 
Ford and, smeral dnys Infer, bet Mr. Fakename $20 that MT. Nogot 
avns a Ford (Mr Fakenurne is a knozu-it-all about cars and insists 
that MT. Nogot was drining a Dodge.) Since if turns out thut Nugot 
does own a Ford, you win the bet.28 

In this case, you are clearly lu* to win the kt This is su despite the fact that, 

from your perspective, it is subjectively very likely that Mr. Nogot owns a car. It 

is reasonable for you to thuik that Mt. Nogot owns a Ford, but, despite your best 

efforts, it is highly objectively unlike1y that you wül be correct in that belief (and 

so that you will win the bet). Only the occurrence of the objectively unükely 

event of Mr. Nogot winning the Ford prevents you from king wrong. This 

creates something of a puzzle about what, with regard to an event king lucky or 

not, determines the chance of that event occuming. W e  h h e  seen cases in 

which an event is ludcy for a given person while king both objectively and 

subjectively unIikely for that person, while being subjectively likeiy and 

28 This example is adapted hi one proposed by Robert Shope (1983,68) which itseif was adapted 
h m  an example proposeci by Keith Lehrer (1965). 



objectively unlikely for that person and wMe king subjectively unIücely md 

objectively likely for that person. This leads me to make the foilowing . . - -  - 

suggestion. In a given casef the sort of chance that is relevant for the pinposes of 

d e t e m g  whether (and how much) an event is lu* is whichever sort of 

chance is least.29 Our actount of luck thus becomes: 

An event E is a matter of luck for a person P iff: 

(1) E ~~- 
(2) P would place a (positive or negative) value on E if P was aware that E 
had orrurred, what the occurrence of E was good for and what the likely 
consequences of E were.30 
(3) It is a matter of chance that E occurred.31 

The degree to which E is a matter of luck for P increases as the value of E 
increases and decreases with whidiever is the least of the objective or 
subjective thance of E occurrhg. 

This way of assessing the diance of an event nicely captures our intuitions 

about lu&, but a few more things need to be said about subjective chance. We 

need to consider a couple of points about the relationship between luck and 

intelligence that arose in chapter three when we considered Rescher's views 

about luck It might be thought, for inçbnce, that the way of thinking about 

chance 1 have just outlui.ed makes it too easy for a stupid person to be lu*. 

Stupid people m o t  predict things as well as the rest of us. W e  might think this 

- -  - 

29 This gives us r ë a G  to believe that an attempt to analyze knowtedge in ternis of iuck May be 
iiiuminating. The distinction between the objective and subjective sorts of chance is very simiiar to 
the distincti%n between extemai and intemal-fadors in epistemoiogy. One of the probierns bchg 
anyone ûying to reconcile (epistemologid) intemaiism and extenialism is that, in some of the 
probiem cases an account of knowledge must deal with, what's significant is that your reasonsbk 
belief was somehow not supposed to be true (as in - W r  oises, the standard sort of o m o n  to 
internalism), while in 0th cases what matters is that, though your beiief was supposed to be true, 
you were not in a position to apprecïate this (as in the standard objections to externalism). It is 
tough to handle one sort of case without falling v i d h  to the other. But s h c e  Iuck seems designeci to 
hutomatidyt pay attention to whichever sort of factor is more important, an anatysis of 
knowtedge in terms of it may d o w  us to get out of this trap. 
30 1 present the condition in this way for simpliaty, but bear in mind that altemate perspectives 
may be substituted for that of P. 
31 As before, we may give an amunt of luck for states by malcing the necessary changes (Le., 
substituting obtaining for existing). 



means that the subjective chance of a @en event occurring wiiI generally be less 

h m  thar perspective than from a 'normal' perspective and so that they will be 

luckier than us. This worry is, however, unfounded. Recall that in the section 

on Rescher, we dedded that, with regard to luck, subjective chan= shouid be set 

not by what the person in question does expect, but by what a reasonable person 

would expect. Subjective chance is not identical to subjective probability. The 

chance is based on what a seasonable person would think, regardless of whether 

the person who is lucky is reasonable or not Stupid people will Uius be brought 

up to a minimal standard of reason when it cornes to luck, though this is not to 

say they WU not t h  i n  k thernse1ves luckier than we wiii for they may often be 

wrong about what it is reasonable to exped. At the other end of the spectnim, 

however, intelligence may make a difference. If you are parthlar1y dever you 

may have les  luck than the rest of us on some occasions. The genius who is able 

to caldate where Skylab will land and builds his house on that spot anyway is 

not unlucky (as you and I would be). H e  is simply foolish.32 

5. Constitutive Luck 

The account of lu& worked out thus far captures our ordinary conception 

of lu& quite nicely. There is, however, one sort of lu& for which this analysis 

runs into trouble. It happens that this is &O the crucial sort of luck for 

considering the topic of moral lu& namely constitutive lu& Let me h t  

explain why the accougt nins into trouble when we come to constitutive lu& 

The problem lies in the chance condition. R e d 1  that constitutive Iuck is Nagel's 

32 In the section on Rescher, 1 asked what we should say about the luck of a les than perfectiy 
rea-ble person who, in a particuiar case, fails to predict that some bad event wiil corne about 
even though it would be reaçonable to predict this. 1s he more pnlucky when that event cornes about 
than a masonable person wouid bel W e  may answer here as we do in the case of the fook no, 
although he may think himçeif so. But if he cornes to see the error in his reasoning, he is likely not 
even to think that. 



term for the luck involved in determinhg aur indmations, capaaties and 

temperarnent. Several wrïters (induding, as we have seen, Nicholas Rescher) 

have argued that the notion of constitutive luck is inmherent since no sense can 

be made of the idea of there having been a d w c e  that you could have been 

constituted differently than you are. Yo u could not have been constituted any 

other way, they argue. But if this is so, it is hard to see how the chance condition 

wuid be fulfilled when it cornes to considering whether or not a person is lu* 

to possess a given trait. It appears th& in order for there to have been any sort of 

chance that you rnight not have possessed that property, it must have been 

possibIe for you to have existed without ever possessuig that property, but, as we 

have seen, this possibility has been called into doubt What 1 want to suggest 

here, however, is that the way we are thuikllig about chance is mistaken when it 

cornes to the question of whether or not a person is ludcy to possess a given trait 

n ie  thought seems to be that, to asses the chance of a perçon posesing a given 

trait, what we must do iç compare the likelihood of the m e n c e  of a case in 

which you possess the trait to the Iikelihood of the occurrence of a case in whidi 

you do not Since the second sort of case has b e n  claimed to be impossible, we 

cannot make the required cornparison, so we cannot talk about the chance of 

you possessuig that trait 1 want to suggest, however, that this way of thinkmg 

about chance is mistaken It is right in that d w c e  (at least, as it relates to 

whether or not an event is lu*) is a comparative notion, but wrong about the 

nature of the cornparison dass. In thinking about constitutive luck, we do not 

compare a case in which you have the trait in question to one in whkh you do 

not What we compare are cases in which a randomiy selected person has the 

trait in question to ones in which such a pemn does not That is, we consider 

how typical the trait in question iç. What is being daimed in attri'butions of 

constitutive Iudc is that it is unJikely that a person would possess the property he 



in fa& does and that this pmperty is somehow valuable. 

This will do as a h t  approximation anyway, but an important 

quaMication needs to be made. Suppose 1 say to my rich friend 'you're lu* to 

be rich'. It is certainly tnie that many fewer people are rich than not, so for any 

given person, it is unlike1y she is rich. S U ,  there are circumstances under 

whkh my friend may rightly object to my statement. If she started out with 

modest means and amassed her riches through hard work and ingenuity, she 

may rightly, although perhaps not hurnbly, cornplain that it is not properly 

speaking a matter of h~ck that she is rich. We can draw on û e ~ e t t ' s  discussion 

of lu& to see why this is. My fiiend may rightly say her being rich is not a matter 

of luck because her riches were acquired through skiU not, say, by king born into 

them. This is the other important aspect of constitutive luck. We cannot say a 

person is lu&y to posçeçç a certain property, even if most people do not poçsess 

that property, if the property was acquired through the exercise of a skill or abüity 

she possesses (although it may still be a matter of constitutive luck that the 

person possesses that skill) 53 

This restriction on constitutive lu& may seem a concession to an account 

of luck we have already rejeded, namely an account of lu& in terms of control. 

This is not, however, the correct way to Uiink about this restriction. To see why 

we need to consider again the relaüonship between lu& and controL Consider, 

k t  of all, the reason we dmded the control mode1 failed. It failed because the 

degree to which the o c m c e  of a given event is lucky for a parti& person is 

not proportional to the degree to which bringing about that event was in that 

person's control. For instance, the occurrence of an event rnay be entirely out of 

a person's conho1 without king significantly lucky (e.g, the rising of the s u n  

thh morning), while events that are to a minuscule degree under a person's 

33 In this way, it c m  be a matter of lu& that you are good at leaming languages, but this does not 
Iead us to say that it is a matter of luck that you speak French. 



mntrol may be extra ordjnariiy ludry (e*g*, winriing a lottay).34 The absence of 

controf and the presence of lu& are thus not connected in such a way that lu& 

may be explained in terms of lack of control. It is the case, however, that there is 

a very strong connection between the presence of control and the absence of lu& 

The greater the control a person exe* over the occurrence of some event, the 

smaller the degree of lu& involved for that persun when she brings that event 
- -- - - - - 

about This is so for the simple reason that as the control a person exerts over 

the occurrence of some event increases, so too does the dwce of that event 

occurring. This should make clear the relationship between contrd, chance and 

lu&. The presence of control is a defeater of lu& because it is an increaser of 

chance, 

The control mode1 of lu& fails because, while the presence of conW 

indicates a proportional absence of luck, lack of control is not a diable indicator 

of the presence of lu&. There are other ways of infiuenchg chance. This is why 

the first thing our account of constitutive luck takes uito account is how 

cornmon a given property is. But even with this is mind, we need to consider 

possible defeaters of the lu& that might be involved in possessing a given 

pruperty. As we have seen, one of the things that thinking about constitutive 

luck reveals is that if a given person had some sort of skill or abüity that embled 

him to acquire that property, then the degree to which that person is lucky to 

p s e s s  that property is reduced acmrding to the degree to which that person is so 

skilled or able. This should not, however, be thought of as revealing 

constitutive luck to be somehow discontuiuous with the rest of our account of 

luck. The account is SU ultïmately one in terms of chance. The reason that a 

person's skiU or abiüty matters is because possessing that skill or ability makes 

that person more likely to develop the property in question than a typical person 

34 Winning a lottery is under a person's mnbl ody in the sense that a person usuaiiy may dmide 
whether or not to buy a ticket. 



and so decreases that person's degree of luck 

The above considerations lead us to the following account of lu& with 

regard to the possession of properties: 

s is lu* to possess property P i f .  

(1) s possesses P* 
(2) S wodd place a (positive or negative) value on possessing property P if 
Ç was aware he possessed that property, what possessing Uüit pmperty was 
good for and what the likdy consequences of possessing that property 
were. 
(3) It is a matter of chance that S posseçses P. 

Here, the degree of lu& is related as before to vdue and chance. The 
degree of chance increases with the property's rarïty, but the rate of 
increase is slowed accordhg to the person's skill or ability at acquiring that 
property. The greater the ski11 or ab*, the more the rate of inaease is 
slowed. 

With this modiEication to our account of hck in hand, let us now reconsider the 

argument by Mch~Ias Rescher that supposedly shows there can be no such thing 

as constitutive luck. 

In the section on Rescher in chapter three, 1 argued that the best his 

argument against the possibfity of constitutive lu& could show was that the 

idea of a person possessing some one of his essential characteristics (assufning 

there are such things) by lu& is incoherenW An argument for exactly this point 

has been presented by Susan Hurley. Huley argues that if we are to take the 

notion of constitutive lu& literally we must think "in terms of each of us 

hawig an equal chance, from some relevant perspective, of having any 

paftidar constitution, hence of being any particular person." (HwIey, 1993,197) 

But such a literal reading is "hoopeless," says Hurlq, &ce "it requires us to make 

sense of the nonsensical idea of a constitutionless self." (HurIey, 1993,198) 

Hurley's point is simply that it is incoherent to say that someone is lucky that 

35 See pp. 88-93 of this thesis. 



she was not born with some one of her essential characteristics dtered. Alter an 

essential quality and you necessarily alter the person. Of course, Huriey is right 

about this last point To suggest that someone might exist without one of her 

essentid pmperties is to contradict y o w l f .  If site can continue to exist without 

that pmperty then it was not essential If we want to preserve the notion of 

moral lu& we rnight therefore be inciined to argue that there are no such things 
- 

as essential pmperties or that, if there are such properties, they do not affect a 

person's moral standing. No such drastic action, however, needs to be taken. 

Rescher and Hurley have misunderstood what is being claimed when 

attributions of constitutive luck are made. They interpret these athiiutions as 

invoking some propertyless self which can, in whie of this lack of properties, be 

viewed as being lucky to possess the properties it does. niey point out the 

foolishness of UUs way of conceiving of the self and by doing so suggest the idea 

of constitutive luck is an equally fooiish one. Consider, however, the structure 

of the argument It has three steps. 

1. For a person to p o s e s  a property by Iuck it must have k e n  possible for 
that person to exist without ever possessing that property. 
2 It is impossible for a petson to exist without ever possessing one of his 
essential pmperties. Therefore, 
3. None of a person's essential properties may be possessed by that person 
as a matter of lu& 

The condusion certainly follows from the premises and the second premise is 

unassailable. If there is any hope of defeaüng this argument it must lie in the 

£ïrst premise. As we have seen, however, there is lots of hop. 1s it r e d y  the 

case th&, in order for me to be able to tnithhilly say 'you're lucky to be smart', it 

must have been possible for you to exist without king smart? That is, when we 

say you are lu* to have the property of king smart, must we have some non- 



srnart version of you in mind? Of course not Indeed, there is nothing odd in 

sâying both that we think that being smart is an essentid element of your 

character and that you are lu* to be srnart. Ço what i s  going on in these 

attributions? Why do we thuik you are ludcy? Because most of us aren ' t  smart 

and because you didn't do anything to deserve to be srnafi You just are, Iucky 

you. Rescher's and Hurley's arguments thus fail. It is perfecüy pomile to make 
_ -- - - - - --- -- 

good sense of the idei ~ f ~ ~ ~ t i v ~ . d c  We s h d  consider in the next &;ter 

what this means for those who want to deny the possibility of mord lu& 

6. Condusion 

W e  have arriveci at an account of lu& that does a good job of capturing 

our intuitions about what it is to be lu*. It provides relatively dear conditions 

for behg lu- but enough flexibility to cover the range of cases in which we 

speak of lu& We couid certainly spend more time working out the fine details 

of the account, but for our present purposes the accouiit is detailed enough 

With an analysis of luck that encompasses constitutive ludc in band, we can 

now r e m  to a consideration of the problem of moral lu&. 



[5] What's So Bad About Moral Luck 

In chapter two, 1 made a preliminq case for the daim that mord luck is 

inescapable. We withheld nnal judgment on that condusion, however, until we 

could investigate the possibility that Rescher et al were right to think there waç 

no suc. thing as constitutive luck. If the- had been right, the regress of luck I 

d e m i  in chapter two could have been cut off and moral luck couid have been 

avoided. Having camed out that investigation and seen that the notion of 

constitutive luck is coherent, we must now consider what that means. We wiU 

reexamine the argument for the inescapability of moral luck to see how it fares 

now that we have an account of luck in hand. It fa= well. This means we must 

give up the attempt to deal with the problem of mord luck by showing that cases 

of moral lu& do not arise. Instead, we must think about what the existence of 

cases of moral luck means. 1 close the diapter and the thesis by arguing that the 

existence of moral luck leads to one of two conclusions about moraliv: either 

morality has a sort of unfaimess built into it or we must give up the idea of 

moral worth. Before we corne to all of that, however, we should briefly consider, 

in light of our account of luck, exactly what moral luck iç. 

1. Moral Lu& and Perspective 

Throughout this thesis, 1 have referred to cases of moral lu& as cases in 

which lu& rnakes a moral &ference. We are now in a position to see that thiç 

slogan, iike most, oversimplifies things. It misses an important detail. Lu* 

events mut, we have said, be to some extent both a matter of diance and valueci 

(either positively or negatively). In the last chapter, we spent a great deal of time 



considering what the perspective is £rom which the value of a given event is to 

be determined (with regard to whether it is lu* or not). We conduded that 

there is no singie sort of perspective from whkh events are to be valued. Much 

of the time it is the perspective of the person to whom the iuck is king 

attribut& that matters, but, in some casesf others sorts of perspective are 

relevant. The perspective from which an event is evduated is significant 

because whether and to what extent a given event is valued ran vary hom 

perspective to perspective. This means a shift in value can make a difference not 

only in degree of lu& but &O in whether an event is lu* at aU or, if it is, what 

sort of lu& the event repreçents. If we are not sure what perçpective an event 

should be evaluated fmm we may therefore be unsure as to whether that event 

is a matter of lu& or not, but, in some cases, even if we have settIed on a 

perspective, we may SU be UrtSure as to whether an event is or not This 

may happen in cases in which, fkom that perspective, we are ambivalent towards 

the event or its consequences. In the previous chapter, we considered a case in 

which a person was ambivalent towards the unlikeIy event of his receiving a 

promotion since, wtiile the promotion was a good thing as far as his career was 

concemeci, it was a bad thing as far as his marriage was concemecLi Our 

condusion about this case was that, if the person tnily was ambivalent towards 

the event in the way we have specified, he could not be said to be 1- or 

unlucky to receive the promotion. We noted, however, that, in a more reçtricted 

sense, something could be said about whether the event was a matter of lu& If 

we restrict our evaluation of the event not just to his perspective, but to certain 

of his interests from that perçpedive, we can say that the event was lucky when 

viewed with an eye to his professional interests and uniucky when viewed with 

an eye to his personal interests. 

1 See chapter four, pp. 138140. 



What we are now in a position to see is that morai lu& is a sort not of 

lu& sirnpl iciter, but of the more restricted sort we encounter in the above 

example. When we entertain the possibility that the occumnce of a given event 

is a case of moral luck for you, what is important with regard to the value of the 

event is not whether you or 1 value the event's occurrence all things considered. 

Indeed, an event may be morally unludcy for a perscm even if she is @ad that it 

occurred (just as, in the case of the promotion, an event may be &ky&nsidered 

with regard to one set of a person's interests and unlucky with regard to another 

set of interests). As far as moral lu& is concerned, what is important is not how 

anyone feels about the occurrence of a aven event What is important is 

whether the event is a good or bad thing for you with regard to your moral 

stutus. Does it better or worsen some aspect of your morai status? The word 

'moral' in 'moral lu& spedfies the sort of interests with regard to whidi the 

value of an event is determined.2 Thus, an event is m o d y  lu* or unludcy 

for a person if (and to the extent that) it is a matter of chance and is of value 

(either positive or negative) for that person firom the point of view of that 

person's moral status. 

2 The Epistemic Argument Again 

We must now reexamine the Epistemic Argument to see how it fares in 

the light of our account of lu&, but before we do ço, 1 want to weaken my case 

çomewhat to head off an objection 1 have argued that all that is required for an 

event to be to some degree lu+ is for it to be of value and for its occurrence to 

be a matter of diance to Mme degree. As we have noted, this &es lu& nearly 

ubiquitous. That seems to me to be as it should. We also noted, however, the 

2 The same, inadentally, can be said of the word 'epistemic' in 'episternic ludi. 



temptation to say that, where the chance of an event not occurring is very srnail, 

that event s h d d  not realiy be cddered  a matter of lu& With that 

temptation in mind, I ppose  to Mt the cases of luck we shail consider in this 

chapter to dear cases, that is, cases in which the d w c e  of the event in question 

m t  oc&g is significant. The examples we SM consider hem are aU of cases 

in which the event in question is, mordy speaking, of signincant value and the 

chance of the event not occurring is at least more or Iess even. 

Let us him then to the Epistemic Argument. Think again of the forninate 

and unfortunate drivers. Both drive home drunk from the same bar at the same 

time, dong similar roads through similar neighbo~~hoods. Both drive equally 

recklesçly, sometimes sweming onto Uie sidewalk But, a child is on the 

àdewdc at the wrong point on the unfortunate driver's route home. The 

unfortunate driver hits and killç the child. The fortunate driver rnakes it home 

without incident. What are we to say about this case? It seems dear that the 

unfortunate driver has done a bad thing, but more than th& it seems the 

unfortunate driver is to b h e  fot the death of the a d .  He is m o d y  

responsible for the d e a k  It iç a reason to think worse of him. Our practice 

upholds these observations. Dnink drivers are condemned for the deaths they 

cause. But, a defender of the existence of moral luck might point out, what of the 

fortunate driver? He will be subject to no such blame (or at least to les blame, 

should we discover that he drove home drunk). Furthermore, notice some facts 

about the case of the unfortunate driver. It is safe to assume that most cases of 

dnuik driving do not result in death or even injury. Eadi day plenty of people 

drive home drunk without causuig harrn (Although, it is also d e  to assume 

th& a greater percenbge of dnink drivers are involveci in addents than sober 

ones.) It seems then that an unlikely event has had an effect on the unfortunate 

driver's mord status. What's more, this is an effect that, from the standpoint of 



the unfortmate driver's moral status, has a negative value. The conditions of 

our account of moral, lu& are thus satisfied. The unfortunate driver is moraiiy 

ududty. To be more specinc, his is a case of resuitant moral lu& since it is an 

tlf\likely oonsequence that makes a moral difference here. Had the event in 

question not happened, the unfortunate driver would have been no more to 

blame than the fortunate driver. The defender of moral luck will thus point to 

UUs as a case of moral luck, however, the opponent of moral lu& is not left 

without a response here. He can accuse the defender of moral Iuck of mistaking 

how we corne to k n o w  the unfortunate driver's moral statuç for what 

determines what that moral stahis really is.3 The opponent of moral Iuck can 

suggest that in this case an unlikely event makes no difference to the person's 

moral status. The unfortunate driver is rnorally just as bad as the forhinate one. 

Ail the unlikely event does is make us aware of how bad he iç. The unfortunate 

driver is unludcy, but only in that we corne to be aware how bad he is. 

This is a very plausible response, but it leaves us with a new question. 

What is it that makes the two drivers mordy quivalent in this respect? The 

usual answer is that what makes the two moral equak is what they both did, ia., 

dnving drunk. This response, however, opens up a different in-road for moral 

lu& Suppose that the reason the fortunate and unfortunate drivers got dnink 

was that the owner of the bar they were having a beer at dedared at 10 pm. that 

drinkç were on the house for the rest of the night. (to celebrate the birth of his 

k t  grandson). Further, imagine that a third person was at that same bar and 

intended to stay until around 1 0 3  p.m. that night Imagine also that thiç third 

3 Recall that there are two versions of the problem of moral lu& one about moral worth and one 
about moral responsibility. Remember also that, in chapter two when we considered the 
Separation Strategy, we noted that, when it cornes to conside~g the problem of mord luck with 
regard to responsibiüty, it is achially quite nahuai to concede the existence of resultant mord lu& 
(in a sense anyway) at this point. The remainder of the above argument on behalf of the opponent 
of mord luck is most naturaiiy thought of as an attempt to show that morai lu& with regard to 
worth never acises. S U ,  someone might a h  be a staiwart opponent of moral lu& with regard to 
responsibüity. if so, the rest of the above argument could be applied to his position. 



person would have got d d  and driven home if he had been at the bar at 10 

pm. when the owner made the announcement. Finally, imagine that the only 

reason he was not present then (and so drove home quite sober) was that 

something went wrong with his digital watch causing it to be an hou fast. As a 

result, he left the bar at 9:3û p-m, one hour ear1ier than he intended. We have 

said the fortunate and unfortunate dnvers are equally morally blameworthy. Is 

this third driver also as bheworthy as they are? On the face of it, it is diffidt 

to conclude that he is, but the defender of moral luck will point out that if he is 

not, we have a case of moral lu& on our handç. It was unlikeIy that the third 

driver wodd feave before 10 pm. As 1 have set the caçe up, he had every 

intention of staying unlil a half hour later than that The event of his usually 

reliable watch malfunctioning (and malfunctioning in such a way that it stiU 

gave a plausible readout - I have had watches malfundion and read '88:88' but 1 

never believed them) was unükely. Yet, that event was what caused him to 

leave the bar before 10 p.m. If it had not occurred, the third driver would have 

behaved exadly as the other two did, reddessly driving home dnink. So, if the 

third driver redy is not as mordy blameworthy as the other two, an unlikely 

event is valuable to hhn as regards his moral status, so this is a case of moral 

good lu& for him (cimmstantid mord lu&, in this case).4 The opponent of 

moral luck must therefore either admit defeat or suggest that the thlri driver is 

in fact just as morally blameworthy as the 0 t h  two (again a fhg  epistemic 

considerations as o u  reason for not always appreciating this). If the opponent of 

moral lu& does refuse to admit defeat, he again faces the challenge of saying 

what it is that makes the three clrivers equally morally blameworthy. W e  can no 

longer say they are to blame for choosing to drive whüe intoxicated since one of 

4 W e  could mount a sin3ar argument in which we focussed on the moral bad luck of the other two 
driven ft's pretty are for bar owners to give away drinks üke that. mus, an &eh/ event seems 
to have done harm to the mord status of the two cirivers. If this appemce is correct, thrs is a 
case of cimimstdntiai bad lu& 



them did not make such a choie. The oniy thhg we seem to be able to blame 

them aII for is for king the sort of people who will choose to drive while drunk. 

We muçt ascend to the level of charader if we want to avoid moral luck, but 

here again, a new avenue for mord luck is opened. In our efforts to avoid 

circumstantial moral lu& we nui up against constitutive mord lu& 

When we =end to the Ievel of charadet, what we are trying to do is 

ensure that a person's m o d  staG depends upon the sort of person he really is. 

We dont want his moral status to be affected by the bad luck that may make his 

actions come out hombly wrong (or the good Iudc that makes hem come out 

surprisingly well). Neither do we want that statw to depend simply upon what 

he actually doeç. Instead, the thought is that we should let his mord status 

depend on his character, that is, upon what he would tend to do (or tend to 

attempt to do) in various situations. What we focus on then are the many traitç 

or dispositions that make up his character. 1 won't say much here about the 

speafic nature of those traits, that c m  be Ieft to individual moral theories. 1 an, 

however, make a few general comments. We should beware of thinking of the 

traits in very generai terms. It might be naturd to think of traits such as 

dishonesty, qui&-temperedness and so on, but, for the purposes of moral 

evaluation, these traits are probably too mudi like catchalls. Resumably, an 

account of moral worth should allow for quite fine graineci evaluations, so 

dishonesty is probably less usefui than something like the tendency to tell lies to 

save onesdf even a slight inconvenience. We should also beware, however, of 

going too far in the other direction and making the &ah too spedic Tends to 

Lie if he has eaten too much pasta and t ehg  the truth would cost him more 

than $25' is probably too w m w  to be useful. The sort of traits we are interested 

in are ones which are usefut in making predictions about how a person 

possessing that trait will behave, in other words, they are traits that 'tell us 



something' about the person posse~~ing then Such traits will be neither vague 

generalizations nor applicable in only a single conceivable situation. In what 

foilows, 1 wiiI continue with the example 1 have been using and focus on the 

tendency to drink and drive, but 1 wiil concede that this may be too wide or too 

narrow a trait to base an evaluation upon. If so, another trait may easüy be 

substihited into the argument. The important point is just that we focus upon a 

tait which expiains the way in which those under consideration are morally 

Consider the trait of king the sort of person who will drink and drive. 

AU three share this trait and the effort to avoid admitting the existence of mord 

lu& has forced us to say that it is this that makes them morally blameworthy. 

But, just as our earlier attempts to avoid moral lu& themeIves opened up new 

avenues for lu&, we must ask whether the same thing happens here. 1s it a 

matter of moral luck whether a person possesses this trait? We are dealing here 

with constitutive lu&, so w e  must be careful to apply the lessons we leanied 

about it in the previous chapter. There are two main considerations in 

deteminhg whether a person is lu+ to possess a given property: how 

common the property is and whether the person acquired-that property through 

some skiU or naturd tendenq. Let's consider first how common the trait in 

question is. There is no need for us to do any researdi. We can consider a l l  the 

interesting possibilities.s They are: 

1. Most people possess the Rait. 

2. Few people poses the trait 

5 1 don't cowider the posibüities that (i) everyone poseses the trait or (ü) no one possesses the 
trait. The second possibility is cleariy of no interest Neither, although l e s  obviousty, is the first 
possibüity. If everyone possesses the trait, it is irrelevant since, as concems that trait anyway, no 
one wiii be evaluated diffetently than anyone else. But if no one is evalriated ariy differently than 
anyone else, we aren't redy engaged in evaluation. (1 say more about this towards the end of this 
chapter.) 



3. The split between those who do and those who don't possess the trait is 

roughly even. 

If #1 is correct, it is UnXikeIy that a given person would not possess the 

trait Since not possessing this trait is goad £rom the point of view of that 

person's moral status, if #1 is corred we seem to be stuck with the existence of 

moral lu&  hos se who do not have the trait are moraiiy ludry. On the other 

band? if #2 is corred it is unlücely that a given person would possess the trait. 

Since possessing it is a bad thing from the point of view of the person's moral 

status? #2 seem to represent a case of bad mord luck for those who do have the 

trait. Finally, if #3 is correct, it seems that there is suffiCient chance involved in 

either possessing or not possessing the trait for a person in either dass to be 

considered morally ludcy - those who have the trait would be mordy unlucky; 

thoçe who do not would be morally luW. 

It looks bad for the opponent of moral lu& but we have yet to consider 

the possibility that the trait might have been acquired as the result of some skill 

or tendency. It is at this point that the regress facing the opponent of moral lu& 

becomes apparent. Suppose we concede that our three drive= became the kind 

of people who would choose to drink and drive as a result of çome tendency they 

a l l  possess. Perhaps then we could aiso concede that it is not a matter of luck that 

they are the sort of people who will drink and dnve.6 We codd then condude 

that they are al1 equdy blameworthy because, among other thgs, they possess 

this trait of king the sort of people who will drink and drive and because this 

trait was developed as a resdt of another trait they possess, namely, the tendency 

to become such people. In such a case? this tendency makes a moral difference 

6 We on imagine the same sort of move king made to avoid the suggestion that a person possesses 
some positive trait only as a matter of lu& For srample, someone might try to head off the 
suggestion that he is just lu* ta be dever by appealing to the fad that he became dever by 
'forcing himseif to study. 



for the three. They are mmdy biameworthy because they possess this tendency. 

Now we must ask whether it is a matter of luck (from the moral perspective) 

that they possess this trait (i-e, the trait of having a tendency to becorne the sort 

of person who WU drink and drive). As before there are three poesiiiiities: 

1. Most people posçess the trait 
- - -  

2. Few people possess the trait. 

3. The split between those who do and those who don't poses  the trait is 

roughly even. 

And, as before, dl three possiilities point to the existence of moral lu& 

unless the trait of posçesçing the tendency is itseIf possgsed as the result of some 

ski11 or tendency . But if it is posseçsed as the result of some tendency then the 

question whether it is a matter of lu& that the person possesses that tendency 

becomes important. Again, there are three possr-bilities ... 
The problem for the opponent of moral lu& is that he m o t  

manufacture tendencies forever, but wherever he stops, he will have to admit 

that it is either a matter of lu& that the p a o n  possesses the hait or that it is a 

matter of luck that others don't (or both). Wherever he stops, lu& rnakes a 

moral difference. 

3. So? 

What have we shown? We have shown that there is such a thing as 

moral lu& That is, that any way of morally evaluating people must aüow lu& 

to make a moral difference. But even if this is dear, what exady UUs shows 

isn't I have argued that the existence of moral lu& is inescapabIe on any 



evaîuative theory of moraiity, but, as we have seen, it has ben  suggested that 

any conception of evaluative morality that allow lu& to make a moral 

ciifference is an absurd, unworkable conception. Is this the case? We should be 

very carefd hem. In chapters one and two, I emphasized the point that the 

existence of mord luck poses a r d  difficdty for the way we think about 

morality. It contradicts a powefi  intuition. It is one thing, howwer, to say this 

and quite another to say Uiat any conception of morality that recognizes the 

existence of moral lu& is unworkable. Strictly speakîng a conception of moraüty 

could only be d e d  'unworkable' if it was incoherent, but it is not at all dear that 

admitting the existence of moral luck renders moraJity incoherent. It certainiy 

does seem to c d  for an amendment ta our thinking about moraiity. We have 

the intuition that there is no such thing as moral lu& and this intuition must be 

denied if we are to have a coherent conception of morality. ûümwise, the 

conception will deny that what we have shown m us t be the case can be the case 

(i.e, it will deny that there can be such a thing as moral luck even though it is 

inevitable that there be moral luck). The existence of moral lu& thus does show 

that a conception of m o r w  that was hue to a l l  our intuitions would be 

hcoherent. M a t  it doesn't show is that any acceptable conception of moraüty 

must be incoherent. The existence of moral lu& ody threatens the coherence of 

a conception of morality that denies there can be such a thing. While it wodd be 

a significant alteration to our thinking about moraüty to admit the existence of 

moral lu&, the alternative iç to give up on the idea of evaluative morality 

altogether (since if morality is anythuig at all, it should surely be coherent). 

What 1 propose to do hem is consider what the d t  of admithg the existence 

of moral lu& is. What is a morality that admits the existence of moral lu& like? 

The suggestion 1 will make is that a morality that dows for the existence of 

moral luck - w k h  is to Say, any evduative morality - is unfair. I take this to 



reveal a serious problem with morality. A feature evahiative morality is certain 

to have (i.e., dowing for moral&k and so bang unfair) is a troubling one. 

This chapter thus marks the end of an argument that the problem of moral lu& 

is both real a .  deep. In an important way, m d t y  m o t  be as we think it is.7 

Let me fùst head off an objection. Isn't faimes a moral notion itself? As 

such, isn't rnorality what tells us whether a certain situation is fair or unfair, so 
- 

that to daim morality itself is unfair is to commit a category mistake? There is 

something to this. 1 should be more carefd about how 1 h e  rny suggestion 

What I mean to suggest is that a moraüty which admits the existence of moral 

lu& is a morality that runs afoul of oui intuitions about fairness. It is a morality 

that seems, on reflection, to require that we treat people badly. We need to bear 

in mind that one of the things an evaluative morality does is p a s  judgment 

upon individu&. These judgments are not purely descriptive. They are, 

naturally, evaluations. This is what allows m m  for daims of fairness or 

unfairness to be made. Like any evaiuation of an individual, the evaluations 

that morality makes may be assessed for faimess. We c m  reflect upon whether 

the individu& evaluated are treated properly. This is the level at which I will 

try to establish my charge. My argument will thus be based on an intuition, 

although not, I hop, an unhitoreci intuition. I hope to persuade the reader that 

there is something koubling about how, in light of the existence of moral lu&, 

moral worth operates. Notice, however, that 1 say ody that there is so rn e th i ng 

troubling about rnoraliy, not that the idea of morality must be categorically 

rejected. What 1 wiU argue is that there is a respect in which any evaluative 

morality is inadequate, name1y in t e m  of fairness. If I am right, does that mean 

7 Given that moral lu& is often presented as s problem for Kantian ideas about morality, it may be 
tempting to see my argument as directecf at the Kantian daim that ody a good wiU cart be good 
without quaiifkation. 11 might be thought that that the presence of the unfaimes 1 point out 
shows that not men a good will on be g m d  without qualification As I show at the end of this 
chapter, however, this isn't the oniy conclusion we might draw. 



we must give up on the notion of morality? No, not necPssaiily. If my 

argument sqceeds, it shows only that there is n respect in which mmahty faUs 

short of our expectations. In many other respects, morality may satisfy our 

expectationa Fairness is only one value among many. My point is that while 

the c lah  that evaluative morality is d a i r  may be troubling, it may not be 

suffiaently troubling to make us give up on evaluative moraiity. I am not 

making an al l  or nothing argument here.8 What I am defhitely claiming is that 

the presence of moral luck makes evaluative morality unfair. What that means 

is another matter entirely, one on which we wiU mach a les  dennite condusion. 

M y  argument thus cornes in two parts. Fit, 1 try to show the unfairness is 

present. Then, 1 consider what the presence of that unfavness means, Let us 

him to the h t  part 

1 have said that a morality that allows luck to make a mord difference 

must be unfair, but that does not mean that every way of letting lu& make a 

moral difference is equally unfair. %me ways seem l e s  unfair than others. 

Indeed, one partidar way of allowing lu& to make a moral difference seems 

much less unfair than any other. 1 thLik, however, that 1 can show that even 

this least unfair way of letting luck make moral differences is stiU unfair. That 

will be my strategy here. 1 wiU hdicate why this way of allowing ludc in is l e s  

unfair than any other and then show that it is stil l  unfair. If I succeed in this, 1 

will have shown that letting lu& make moral ciifferences makes moraiity unfair. 

R e d  the discussion of the Sepration Strategy in diapter two. 1 argued 

that there is a perfectly good solution to the respcmsibilïty version of the problem 

of moral lu& but that its succes depends on finding a solution to the worth 

vmion of the problem. In that chapter, we focusseci on attempts to solve the 

worth version of the problem by showing that ases of moral lu& do not occur. 

8 This is another way in which the problem of moral Iuck (ai lest  as I think of it) differs from the 
freewiill determinisut pmblen 



It tumed out that we were unable to show this and so unable to solve the worth 

version of the prob1em of moral Iuck, but that doesn't mean the Separation 

Sbtategy is of no use to us. It reveals that if we d d  show that the existence of 

moral lu& with regard to worth need not be troubling, we would thus have 

shown that the existence of neither sort of moral luck need be tmubling. What's 

more, there is no reaeon to think that any argument showing that moral lu& 
- - 

with regard to responsibili@ is not troubh& can heip prevent moral luck with 

regard to worth from king troubfing. Thus, it makes sense to begin by 

considering moral worth If moral lu& with regard to worth is unfair, then 

morality is unfair in at least this respect. On the other hand, if moral lu& with 

regard to worth can be shown to be fair (and also not to be troubling for any other 

reason), we WU have solved both problems of moral luck. What 1 will do here is 

show that any way, even the least troubhg way, of aUowing for moral lu& with 

regard to worth is stiU unfair- 1 will argue below that oses of moral lu& (with 

regard to worth) other than constitutive moral luck are troubling just because, iE 

w e  dow them, we let a certain sort of unfaimess aeep into morality. If, 

however, the only sort of moral lu& (with regard to worth) we d o w  is 

constitutive lu&, that sort of unfairness is eliniinated. Indeed, if we restnct 

moral lu& in this way, it is tempting to think we have completely eliminated 

the threat of unfaimess posed by moral luck. This thought is mistaken 1 shall 

argue below that even this way of allowing moral luck in makes morality unfair* 

If I am right about all this, w e  must condude that the existence of mord lu& 

makes moraüty unfair* For, if I am right, 1 will have established the following 

claims* 

(i) Moral luck is inescapable both with regard to worth and 

responsib,ility. 



(ii) Any way of aliowing for moral lu& (with regard to worth) of a 

sort other than constitutive makes morality unfair m a dearly 

troubling way. 

(iii) So too does allowing constitutive moral luck with regard to 

worth, &il in a different, perhaps less obvious way. 

Claim (i) has already been established, so I tum now to claims (ii) and (iii). 

It seems dear that allowing a peson's moral worth to be affecteci by 

&tant mord lu& is unfair. Consider: you and 1 are equdy reckless in 

mmmitting some act, but it happens that your act harms no one, while mine 

results in an injury to someone. While there may be a plausible case that I must 

compensate that person while you must compensate no one or that I may be 

punished while you are not, it seems absurd to suggest that you and 1 are not of 

equal moral worth as regards our reddessness. It is certainly dear that a system 

which yielded the result that 1 was morally worçe than you on this bais  alone 

would be an unfaV system. It would be unfair because, in evaluating moral 

worth, we are out to evahate you, not how your actions turn out But if we 

d o w  resultant lu& to affect your moral worth we are letting how things tum 

out affect your moral worth. Though we may use how things tuni out as a 

shorthand for the kind of person you are, w e  must recognize that it is not always 

an accurate shorthand. Whüe resdtant lu& may affect our estima tes of a 

person's moral worth, it should not affect that person's a c h d  moral wortk As 1 

have mggesteci in diçcussing Honore and Demett, should we allow resultant 

iuck to make a difference to our moral worths in this case, there is no goad 

reason to think that my bad iuck in receiving more discredit than you in this case 

will be balanceci out by good luck in other cases9 I may be on the short end of the 

9 See diapter thtee, section four for the dixussion of Dennett and Honoré. 



stick in everg such case 1 am ever involveci in. Luck, as 1 argued in chapter three, 

doesn't have to average out But, if there is any reason to doubt that luck wilt 

average out in the long r u ,  then lethg resultant luck make a difference to 

moral worth may yield an inaccurate assessrnent of that worth. 

What makes it so dear that letting resultant lu& make a moral difference 

is unfair is thaï it is obvious that a person's moral worth should be a measure of 

the sort of person he or she is. But how things go for a person, though often a 

good indicator of the sort of pemn he or she is, is a far from infalliCbIe indicator. 

Resultant lu& cm obscure a person's character, so it should not be allowed to 

affect a peson's moral worth. If it does, the notion of moral worth is clearly 

unfair. Moral worth is supposed to be a measure of the çort of person you are, so 

it is unfair to let factors other than the sort of person you are affect your moral 

worth. If they do, moral worth is not an acwate measure of what it is supposed 

to measure. This king so, it should &O be dear that allowing any sort of luck 

other than constitutive to affect a person's moral worth is equdy unfair, since to 

do so is to let something other than the sort of person at kand affect that person's 

moral worth And if it is clear that dowing any sort of lu& other than 

constitutive to affect a person's moral worth is unfair, it should be dear that 

allowing constitutive lu& to affect a person's moral worth is not unfair in this 

way. If what detemines moral worth is supposed to be who that person really is, 

letting that person's character (whether fomed by lu& or not) determine his or 

h a  moral worth seems entirely appropriate. This king so, the sort of unfayness 

that is houbhg about mord luck of sorts other than constitutive, c m  hardly be 

thought to aise when we corne to constitutive lu& 

We might conclude then that there is nothing troubling at a l l  about 

constitutive moral lu& This is the position that Judith Jarvis Thomson seems 

to take. She concedes that resultant and circumstantial lu& should not make 



difference~ in a person's moal wmth, but finds nothing wrong with allowing 

constitutive moral lu& to make a diffaence. "Suppose David has the foUowhg 

features: he is arrogant, a bdy ,  a coward, devious, full of envy, and sa on d o m  

through the alphabet of vices." Thomson daims that, whether he possese 

these traits as a rnatter of Lu& or not, that he does possess them is "excellent 

reason" to say he is a very bad person, someone worthy of a great deal of moral 

discredit. (Thomson, 1993,208) 1 suspect many will be indined to agree. What 

could be m n g  with calling thirigs as they are? If you have bad traits, you 

d e ~ e ~ e  discredit for them, no mattet how they were acquired. What could be 

wrong with that? Plenty, as I WU try to show, but fint let me say a few thhgs in 

favour of constitutive mord luck. 1 wiIl not argue that allowing constitutive 

lu& to make a moral difference is unfair in the same way that dowing other 

sorts of luck to make a mord difference is. If we Iet constitutive luck make a 

mord difference, we cannot be accused of lethg something other than a 

perçon's character affect his or her moral worth. Furthemore, we have seen in 

considering the Epistemic Argument that it is possible to restrict moral lu& to 

only constitutive luck (the downfall of the Epiçtemic Argument being that we 

codd not then eliminate constitutive luck). Thus, the option of restricting 

moral luck to constitutive luck - and thereby eliminating the sort of unfaimes 

that plagues other sorts of moral luck - is open to us. Whatfs more, though, as 1 

WU show, allowing constitutive moral luck makes m o r w  unfair, the 

unfaimes is much more subtle than that involved in allowing any other sort of 

moral lu& It WU take considerable effort for us to put a finger on exady what 

the unfaimes is. For this reason, a morality that allows only for constitutive 

moral luck is l e s  unfair Uian any other. 1 will now explain how it falls short of 

king fair. 



4. Modity W~th Only Constitutive Luck 

I acpect some will find the suggestion that dowing luck to make moral 

differences makes rnoraüty unfair quite the oppsite of what they wodd have 

expected to hear. Mer a& sometimes leaving things to lu& is the only way of 

making things fair* A Iottq, for instance, is fair only if ludc determines who the 

-er is. What we should do then is consider the relationship between lu& 

and fairness. What 1 will show is that, while in some cases luck makes Wgs 

f&, in others it makes thuigs less fair. 1 will then show that a case in which 

constitutive luck &es a mord ciifference is one of those cases in which luck 

makes things less fair. 

Case 1: Consider the 18û4 English case of The Queen vs. Dudley 

and Stephens. In it, Thomas Dudley and Edwin Stephens were 

accused of m u r d e ~ g  a cabin boy with whom they were marooned 

at sea. Though they admitted to killing the cabin boy, the 

circu~llstances of the killing were very musuai. The three were lost 

at sea for some t h e  and eventually ran out of food and fresh water. 

Hunger and thirst took their toU on ail t h e ,  but seem to have 

partidarly affecteci the cabin boy. Dudley and Stephens decided to 

kill the cabin boy and drink hiç b l d  and eat his body. They did so, 

we are told, in the sincere beiief that the only way any of them 

would survive was by killing and consuming one of them. By a 

considerable stroke of lu& they were rescued four days after killing 

the cabin boy. On retuming to Engiand, they were tried and 

convided of murder. They were sentenceci to death, but because of 

the highly unusual Qrcumstances of the case their sentences were 



commuted by Queen Victoria to six months imprisonment each. 

(Fletcher, 1978,823824) 

The case is a disturbing one to think about. 1, anyway, la& a clear 

intuition as to whether the two should have been found guüty or excused 

because of the extraordinary circumstances of the case. Nonetheless, one 

Uiing does seem clearly wrong about what Dudley and Stephens did. They 

placed their lives above that of the cabin boy. They SinnpIy decideci to 

preserve their lives at his expense. This seems, at the very least, unfair. 

More importantly for our purposes, this unfairness could have been 

deviated if the person to be kilIed had been selected by lu& In writing 

about this case, George Fletcher notes: 'The boy was not consulted, nor 

were lots drawn or any other means of chance used to determine which of 

the sadors would be sa&ced," giving the distinct impression that he 

thinks the case would have been much less troubling if one of these 

conditions had been hilfiled. (Fletcher, 1978,823) This seems right. 

Consider a slightly different case, one in which Dudley, Stephens and the 

ab in  boy agree that they a l l  will die unless two of them kill and consume 

the other. There being no one wilüng to sacrifice himself for the others, 

they decide to draw lots from a hat to decide who will be killed. For 

simplicity let m e  also add that there is no reason to think that aU three are 

not equally deserving of continued Me (ir., all are the same age and in the 

same state of health, contncbute equally to society, have families of the 

same size and circumstances, etc). While this is soli a fairiy dire scenario, 

I expect most readers will share the intuition that what the killers do in 

this revised version is less disturbing than what went on in the actual 

case. The mers c m o t  be accuseci of king unfair to theîr victim and this 



is because of the way in which the victim is seiected. It is simply a matter 

of luck who tunis out tu be the victim and this means the killers are not 

being unfair in th& selection of a vidim (although there may well be 

other reasons for objecting to what happened).io In this case, luck makes 

things fair. What's more, it seems that, barhg  a case in which one petson 

heroically gives up his life for the others, letting lu& decide' is the only 

fair way of selecting the person to be killed- 

%me readers may be suffitiently uncoILlfOrtable at the thought of 

deciding by lot who dies that they can see no difference in favness between 

the case and my variation on it. If so, they might focus on a simüar, but 

less grisly, example- 

Case 2) An item that camot be divided nor shared (perhaps because 

it is too fragde to be moved more than once) is left to a personts six 

children for them to do with as they see f i t  

Suppose that no one of the six has any p a t e r  right to possess the 

item than any other (and that each of the six has a greater right to posçess 

it than anyone outside their àrde). If, after long discussion, no one is 

willing tu give up her daim, how might we decide in a fair way who gets 

it? The only fair way seems to be to let ludc dedde,' to have a lottery or 

çome such thing. If all consent to a lottery and the lottery is conduded 

10 Notice that not a l l  lu& has anything to do with fainiess. It was a matter of lu& that W e y  
and Stephem were cescued, but this seems to have nothing to do with fairness at alL It is also 
worth considering what we shodd say if it was simpiy very bad lu& that resulted in the three 
king m n e d  (Le, not incornpetence or fooihardiness). Does this teii us anything about the 
fairness of the situation? It might, dthough 1 won't press this point hem. iE it was only through a 
series of highfy improbable events that the three ended up rnarooned, we might be tempted to say 
that it was unfair that the three ended up in their predicament - particularly if less carefd and 
skilled sailors often made the same joumey successhrlly. If, however, we did want to daim that 
unfaîmess was at work in this case, we wodd be left with the interesting qyestion of who or what 



fairly, the item is handeci out fairly.11 In the absence of agreement 

amongst the six, however, any other way of hancüng the item out wiU be 

rinfair (e.g., one of the six overpowering the othm and taking it). As in 

case #1, not only does lu& makes things fait, onLy luck could make things 

fair. 

These cases might give the impression that when an 'item' is to be 

distributeci amongst a numk of equally deserving potential recipients, it 

is always fair to let lu& decide. Considering another case reveals that this 

is not so. 

Case 3) Suppose, in an atternpt to deal with budget cuts, it is decided 

that the police force of Toronto will only patrol certain zones of the 

aty. The zones to be patrolled are to be seledeci through a lottery. 

This wodd surely be unfair to those citizens of Toronto who live 

outside the favowd zones. Sure@ they should not be denied police 

protection merely because they are unlucky enough to live outside one of 

those zones. Contrast this with a case in which the police p a h l  the whole 

&y, spending resources on each zone. Assuming that the resources are 

diçtributed equitably, the unfaimes vanishes.12 Case #3 should r a d  

us of cases #1 and #2 with one parameter altered. Cases #1 and #2 involve 

the distribution of an indivisible 'item' amongst equdy deserving (or 

undeserving) people. The present case involves the distribution of an 

'item' (Le, police s e ~ c e s )  that c m  be divided and shared (although not so 

11 Natice, incidenîaiiy, that being fair does not requiR that everyone be happy with the outcorne. 
Those who don't get the item may be displeased even if they agree they have been treated Mrly. 
12 It is not obvious what an equitabie distribution would be. It probabty doesn't consist of expending 
the same amount of resources in aii parts of the aty. Çome parts may requlle more resources than 



that weryone always has a SuffiCient supply of it). In cases #1 and #2, the 

oniy fair way of diskiiuting the thing in question is by luck. But in this 

case, leaving the distribution of the item to lu& wili not be fair. The fact 

that the item can be shared makes a huge difference hem. Since the item 

am be shared, we must see to it that everyone gets an quai share if w e  are 

to be fair.l3# 14 

Unlüce cases #1 and # 2  leaving things to luck makes thuigs l e s  fair 

in case #3. Luck has a similar sort of effect in the foIIowing case. 

Case 4) One often hears of people who are bom with a b n o d  

metabolisms that cause them to be extremely overweight no matter 

how careful they are about their diets. Imagine such a person. This 

person is surely unlucky to possess this sort of metabolism - think 

of the health risks. 

It is no secret that extremely overweight people are generally looked down 

upon in Canada and face certain disadvanbges others don't.15 Our 

bdduigs and vehideç are not deçigned for them. Various kinds of 

13 What should we say if resources are sa scarce that sharing them eguitably gives no one any reai 
protection? The case is somewhat contrived, but let's take it seriousiy for a moment. Suppose we 
have a city with ten zones and o d y  enough resources ta give ' r d  protection' (whatever that is) to 
four of those zones at a thne. To spread the tesources axcy more thhiy would mean no one received 
any pmtecüom What shouid we do? One posnbility & another sort of sharing, simpiy varyuig 
which four zones receive resourtes on any given day, but ûying to keep the overail amount of 
protection that each zone receives equaI. If even this failed to provide real protection, we wodd 
appear to have a case ülie cases #1 and ü2 on our han& and perhaps shodd consida randomiy 
assigning permanent protection to four zones (assuming there aré no masons for favouring one zone 
over another). This, however, bnngs out the contrived na- of the case. It is hard to imagine that 
in a situation as dire as this, we wouldn't just increase the availabIe resourcw. 
14 Notice that lu& operates at a couple of leveb in this case. Even if we equaUy share the 
resources among zones, it will siïli be a matter of lu& in some oses, whether a person in a given 
zone receives protection. It will. for instance, be lu+ for me if a police officer is nearby at the 
moment someone tries to steal my wailet 
15 Canada is hardly unique in thk respect. but it wïil be convenient to restrict the example to a 
single country. 



empioyment - think of jobs that require contact with the public - will 

tvpically not be offered to them. Our attitude towards such people softens, 

however, when we hear that the reason this partidar petson is fat is not 

that he is lay or a glutton, but that he suffem h m  a rare medical 

condition The usual readion is Uiat, because it is just bad luck Uiat he has 

Uiis conditiori, if our Society is organized so that, because of his condition, 

he &ers more Uian you or 1 do, our sodety is unfair. Again, lu& seems 

to make things l e s  fair.16 

In light of these cases, consider a moral system which assigns a certain 

moral worth to a certain sort of charader (allowùig nothhg else to affect that 

moral worth) - a system, in other words, that allows for constitutive moral luck 

but no other s o r t  What we need to do is consider whether the operation of luck 

here makes things more or l e s  fair (or if it is entirely irrelevant). The firs t thing 

we should note is that case #3 is not very much help at all in figtuing th% out 

The moral of case #3 seems to be that where something can be shared and no one 

desemes more of that thing than anyone else, qua1 shares are appropriate. But 

to simply dedare that everyone is of identical moral worlli is to destroy the 

notion of moral evaluation entirely or at least to render the notion useless and 

uninteresting. If everyone m u t  have the same moral worth, then that worth 

does not t d y  represent any sort of evaluation since the idea of evaluation 

presupposes the possibility that different candidates for evaluation may receive 

different evaluations. 

16 Focussing on obesity that resultr h m  an ununial m e d i d  oondition sharpens our intuitions about 
aùness Whüe we may disagree about whether anything and, if so, how much should be done to 
aid those with this condition, 1 expect the intuition that it is unfair if a person is dixriminateci 
against because of this condition t6 be widely shared. This is enough foime to make the point 1 
n d ,  so 1 have Iefi to one side the less clear case in which the obesity d i s  hm, say, iaziness. 
But thuik for a second about such a case. Hem, we are much Iess iikeiy to thinic it is unfair if this 
person is discriminau against because of her size. At least, we are un lk  someone convinces us 
that it is just a matter of lu& that this person is l a y .  The moment we begin to consider th& 
possibility, the thought that this might be an unfair way to treat people begins to take hold again 
Tkre, but for the grace of God, go I, we think 



We might be struck by the thought that the operation of Iuck in the mord 

system we are imagining parallek the operation of Iudc in case #2 and the 

revised version of case #1, but there is an important difference. What dows 

cases #1 and #2 to be fait is that the thing to be handed out is handed out 

completely randomiy. Whüe it might be thought this ~ c e l y  paralleis the 

situation in our imagined moral system, this is not W. In cases #1 and #2, we are 

coneemed with how to fairiy hand out something which is of value to those 

candidates for receipt of that thing. But in thinking about constitutive moral 

luck, we know preâsely how to hand out the thing of value with which we are 

concmed. The moral systern we are imagining assigns a certain moral worth to 

a certain sort of character. What we are wondering is whether the fact that the 

sort of character a person has is a matter of luck makes it unfair to assign moral 

worth in this way. Luck thus enters into things at a different level than in cases 

#1 and #2 in cases #1 and #2, it is a matter of lu& who gets something of value. 

In the case of moral lu& it is a matter of luck whether a person possesses a given 

property and based upon the possession of that property, the moral system 

detemünes something of value to the person in question (Le, his moral worth). 

To make the case analogous to cases #1 and # 2  we would ne& to imagine moral 

worth (rather than character) being handed out by lu& But while this would 

avoid the sort of unfaimess 1 will shortly point to, there is another reason to be 

wary of this way of assigning moral worth To d o w  lu& to enter diredly at the 

level of the assignment of mord worth is to again d o w  in the sort of unfaimes 

that resultant -md circumstantial moral luck create. To assign moral worth in 

this way is to make moral worth not truly a measure of what it purports to 

measure. 

If the above considerations show cases #1 and #2 to be poor d o g u e s  for 

the case of ailowing constitutive moral lu&, they alço point to what a good 



analogue case #4 is to the case of allowing constitutive mord Lu& In both cases, 

what we are concerned with is whether it is fair that a given system (in one case, 

a society; in the other, a morality) assigns something of negaüve value to that 

person bas& on a p a r f i d a -  property of that perscm regardless of whether the 

person poseses that property by lu& This suggests that just as a society that 

treats the obese person who is that way ody by lu& much worse than its 

'normal' atizens is unfair, so a morality that allows for constitutive luck is 

unfair. Before we get to that conclusion, however, we need to consider case #4 a 

liffle more deeply, since I doubt that everyone will £ïnd it obvious that it 

represents a case of unfaimess. There are four IikeIy responses to the charge of 

unfaimes in case #4: 

(i) Ço what? Life can be unfair. 

(ii) M e t y  need not be d a i r  in this way. W e  rnight see to it that 

lu& does not make a difference. We might work to change people's 

attitudes, introduce legisla tion forbidding disarimina tion against 

people because of their size and so forth. 

(i) Society can discriminate against the obese person 1 have 

descriid in the ways 1 have d e s c n i  without king unfair, so long 

as the person diSQlzninated against is compensated for that 

discrimination E.g, if a person's bad luck in having this problem 

makes him unemployable, then we might see to it that he is 

finanaaily compensated. 

(iv) Society discriminates against everyone in çome way, but this 

does not make society unfair. Michael Jordan is too tall to ever be 

hired as a jockey, but so what? 1 cal1 this the Swings and 

Roundabouts' argument. Its form should be familiar from our 



earîier discussion of Dennett and Hono&. It goes something me: 
'Granted, obese people of the sort you have desai'bed are in that 

respect at an unearned disadvantage in our society. But this would 

oniy show that it is unfair for these people to have those 

disadvantages, if it were aLso the case that, in every other respect, 

everyone in our society was operathg on an equal playing field. 

They are not Everyone has advantages in some respects and 

disadvantages in others. What you lose on the swings you gain on 

the roundaboub. So, when we look af the big pichw, we see there 

is no unfallness at work here after 4.' 

We might debate the success of these various responses with regard to case 

#4, but there is no need for that. What's important is whether any of these 

responses provide a reason for UUnking that dowhg constihitive moral luck is 

not unfair, for they seem to cover the whole territory of responses. We either 

deny there is a problem (as in i, iv and possibly iii) or give a solution (as in ii and 

possibly üi). Obviously, response (i) wiU not go any distance towards showing 

that dowing constitutive mord ludc is not unfair. Though I suspect that for 

some it is an appeaIing response, to make it in the case of constitutive moral luck 

is simply to concede my point SiniilarIy, respnse (ii) doesn't look promising. It 

rnay be that our society need not be such that overweight people are 

discriminateci ag;tinçtr so that we cm eliminate the sort of unhirness described in 

the case- But w e  have seen at length that, on pain of allowing a different sort of 

unfairness, a person's character must be what detennines his or her moral 

woak As  for response (üi), while it has some promise with regard to case #4, it 

too appears doomed when we consider morality. The problem here is the one 

W0iIliamç raised when he first discussed mord lu& Williams descnbed 



morality as the "supreme" source of value and so not something we can be 

compensated for a loss in. (WilliamsI 1993a, 36) Even if we think such talk is 

overblown, the point remains that if a pemm's moral worth is Muenced by 

lu& we have no way of making that up. We can put a progtam ui place to 

restore the incorne that the ohse person loses through diçcriminatiort, but we 

cannot replace the person's mord worth from an alternate source. There is no 

such source and, anyway, if there was, the whole idea of evaluation wodd corne 

undone. As we have seen, to let something other than a person's charader affect 

his moral worth is to be unfair. As for response (iv), we have already seen (in 

chapter three) the flaws in that argument. It only holds water on a too optimistic 

picture of luck in which a person's bad Iuck in psesçing a character trait that is 

worthy of discredit wilI be balanced out by his possessing a character trait that 

eams him credit. But, there is no good reason to UUnk that what you lose on the 

swings you wiU gain on the romdabouts. That is, there is no good reason to 

think bad lu& wiU be balanced out by good. 

None of the possible reçponses to case #4 are of any help in showing that 

allowing constitutive moral lu& is not unfair. In both case #4 and the case of 

allowing constitutive moral lu&, we are dealing with situations in which 

something of value is to be handed out based upon some property or properties 



the possession of which is a matter of lu& In both cases, this seems unfaj.r.17 

The difference between the two cases is Wt, whüe in response to case #4 there 

are ways of altering t h g s  to -ove the unfaUnes (Uiink of the responses we 

considered to case #4), this cannot be done when it cornes to constitutive moral 

lu& As we have seen, we cannot share out the evaluations e q d y  without 

destroying the notion of evaluation Nor does it make sense to simpiy hand out 

the evaiuations at random. But to, as it seems we must, hand out the 

evaluations on the basis of character is to tteat those we evaluate in the same 

unfair way that we treat the obese person in case #4.18 This is why aiiowing for 

constitutive moral Iuck is unfair. 

Remember, however, that constitutive moral lu& was the only sort of 

moral ludc with regard to worth that we had not showed created unfaimes 

Since we have now shown it does and since some form of moral iuck with 

regard to worth must exist, we must condude that morai worth is an unfair 

notion. 

17One more objection to my c l a h  of unfaimes is worth brief consideration It rnight be thought 
that the daim could be headed off by an appeal to desert Suppose Simon possesses trait X and in 
virtue of this our imaginai moral system assigns him a certain amount of disaPdit Suppose too 
lhat he possesses trait X as a rnatter of constitutive lu& It might be thought that my worry about 
unhimess could be headed off if Simon deserveci to be! b h e d  for possessing trait X Whiie this is 
probably true, the daim that Simon deserves to be blamed for p s e s h g  trait X X highty suspect 
He does possess the M t  as a matter of lu& after ail. The problem is that appeals to desert seem 
out of place in this case* There is nowhere for desert to take hoid. Typicaiiy desert is thought to 
arise h m  the things people do (e.g., you deserve to be punished because you took the cmkie wen 
though you knew it was wrong) or because of a person's mord status (e.g., you deserve to be shunned 
because you're an evü man). But nothing üke that can be appealed to in this case. We axhidy 
cannot appeal to the peson's moral status since that is preciseIy what is in question. About the 
ody thing that we an appeal to to support the daim that Simon dese~es  to be blamed for 
posseMng hait X is the fact that he does possess hait X But, in üght of the fad that it is a matter 
of Luck that he possesses the trait, this certainly doesn't seem much help in deflecting my daim of 
Uncairness. Behg blamed for possessing some trait simply because you do possess it doesn't & 
particularly fair. 
1s What 1 have said here should not be taken as an argument that djfferential treatment is never 
fair. The problem i've pointed to is one that arises only when differential treatmed is based upon 
a property which is possessed by lu& But consider a case in which, say, doctors receîve m e  
benefit others do not Udess it can be argued that it is just a matter of lu& that a given person is a 
doctor (and 1 have a hard time imgining such an argument since people befome doctors through 
ansiderable effort), there is no reason to suspect that the sort of unfaiTness I have been discussing 
attaches to this case (although of course other çoe of unfaimes may). 



5. Conclusions 

Let's take stock I have argueci that cases of moral lu& with regard to 

responsibility and with regard to worth are inescapable. 1 have a(ço argued that a 

moral systern which allows for moral lu& is unfak. Where does that leave us? 

One conclusion we might reach is that w e  must give up on the notions that 

cause the trouble. That is, that we should declare moral worth and moral 

responsibility hopeiess notions and give up on them altogether. I trust it is 

uncontroversial that this would be a fair1y extreme modification to our thinking 

about morality, but it is, nonetheless, a modification we might consider. What 1 

propose to do in this section is consider two other possible condusions Though 

1 think that either of them ïs more plausible than the response of giving up both 

respomicbility and worth, 1 wilI not, in the end, be able to decide between the two 

remaining conclusions. 1 won't, therefore, be able to Say exitctly what condusion 

about morality the problem of moral luck leads us to. This should not be too 

disappointin& however, for both the possibrlities require intereshg 

modifications to some naturd intuitions about moraüty. So, while I carmot say 

exady which modification a consideration of the problem of moral luck leads us 

to, 1 can say that it Leads us to some one of two interesting modifications. 

Before we corne to the two possible condusiors, however, 1 want to 

consida one 1st attempt to evade the problem of moral lu& 1 have argued that 

the way in which mord worth operates is unfair. How serious a problern this is 

wiU depend upon how important fairness is. %me moral thedes, 

utilitarianism for example, place no independent value on faimess. Is the 

unfaîrness I have been discusçuig simpiy Mevant for these theories? No. If 

utilitaTiaRism is to be taken seriously as an explication of out  concept of morality 



(as opposecl to being seen as a replacement for it), it must take our intuitions 

about morality seriously.19 As 1 will show, this makes the charge that mmality is 

unfair just as much of a problem for utditarianiSm (or, for that matter, any other 

moral theory which assigns no independent value to fairness) as it is for a moral 

Uieory that does assign independent value to faimes. To see why, we must f m t  

Uiink about how it is that a moral theory can be a plausible explication of 

moraüty without assigning independent value to everything that intuitively 

seem to be of value. Once we see how this may be done, we will be in a position 

to see why my argument that morality is unfair poses a pioblem even for a 

morality that assigns no independent value to faimesç. 

The charge that utilitarianism does not take our intuitions miously is 

frequently made. men, one of the bases of thiç charge is the daim that 

utilitarianiçm fails to pay any attention to faîmess. It might, for instance, be 

daimed that utilitarianîism does not give us any reason to prefer a situation in 

which one person has ten uni& of utiüty and another has none to one in which 

both have five units. Since we do (with some qualifications) have the intuition 

that the second situation is preferable to the first, this presents a serious 

challenge to the daim that utilitarianism provides the proper explication of 

moraliv. This is, however, far from being a knock down argument against 

utilitarianism. While any plausible theory of morality must take our intuitions 

seriously, this does not rnean that, because we think fairness is important and 

because utilitarianism places no independent value on fairness, utilitarianism is 

incorrect. The utfitarian c m  argue that while her theory does not expliatly 

19 My target here is thus someone who wishes to present utilitariaWm as art explication of our 
everyday views about morality. LE utilitarianism is instead presented as a replacement br 
moality, it can simpiy be assertixi that it does not matter if this replacement mates unfaimes 
and üttle cari be said by way of objection Such a move Mght, however, make the appeal of th9 
replacement theory l e s  appeaüng. (Aithough, as we wiii see towards the end of this diapter, 
foiiowing explication out to the bitter end may also iead us to a grudging acceptana of UnfaiTnéss. 
It may be that the sort of utilitarian we have just imagineci is h p l y  ahead of the game.) 



acknowledge the importance of fayness, fairness is an excellent source of uülity. 

She can argue, for instance, that a world of mark& unfainiess would be a world 

of great dissatisfaction, hence unstable, dangaous and a world of low utility. She 

may add that a fair world will gmedy be a world of stabiüty and satisfaction 

The utilitarian may thus argue Ut, although her theory assigns no independent 

value to faimess, since fairness is an exdent s o ~  of what she does hold to be 

important, faimes is of derivative importance. This response can be 

strengthened even further. The daim we have just imagineci the utilitarian 

making is that a fair world iç generally a world of high utility. If w e  could 

instead daim that a world of high utility wiU generally be a fair world, we would 

have gone a long way towards showing that utilitarianism does take our 

intuitions about f a i m s  serious1y. 1 take it this shows that a moral theory need 

not asçign independent value to a l l  the things we think are morally signiscant 

in order to be a plausible moral theory. It also lets us see why someone who 

endorses a moral theory that asçigns no independent value to fairnes shodd 

nonetheless be concerned with my diarge that morality is unfair. Even on such 

a theory, we must still accommodate the intuition that fairness is important 

That is, there musi still be a link between a world run according to the theory's 

principles and fairness. My charge that morality is unfair threatem to break that 

link by showing morality to be a source of unfaimes. Considering an argument 

by Peter Railton will help make this point clear. 

Railton addresses the charge that accepting utilitarianism, in some cases, 

requires us to becorne 'alienated' from our everyday intuitions about what is 

right (in other words, against the charge that utilitarianism does not provide a 

good explication of morality). He provides a quite convincing argument to 

suggest that the degree to which such alienation will arise is greatly exaggerated 

and thus, that accepting utrlitarianism does not require a large scale rejection of 



our intuitions about what it is to a d  mmaIly-20 Railton endorses objective 

utilitarianjisrn: the view that the criterion of rightness of an a d  is whether it in 

fact would, of the ack available to the agent, best promote utility. (Radton, 1984, 

152) This is contrasteci with subjective utilitananism, a view that requVes a 

person, M r e  acting to deiiberate about which of the actions open to her WU 

produce the most utility. The important contrast between the two versions of 

utfitarianiSm is that, from the viewpoint of objective utüitarianism, it does not 

matter at ail why a person aded a certain way. AU that matters is how much 

utility that act will pduce.  This view is not only compatible with acting h m  

motivations other than a desire to maximize utility, it seems, in certain casesf to 

require this. If 1 see s o m m e  in desperate need of assistance, the action available 

to me that will produce the most utility will often be to spring (without 

delkation) to the peson's aid, rather than stand around d d a t i n g  which of 

my options will produce the most utility. So too, in acting towards lovers and 

friends, what wilI produce the most utility is often to act out of concern or 

affection for them rather than to perform a dadation of utility. Thus, it is 

posibIe for an objective utilitarian to maintain that accepting utilitarianism is 

not incompatible with continuhg to act in the sorts of way that intuitively seem 

20 What Railton is out to defend is adualty consequentialism, not utilitarianism. I conhne rny 
discussion to utilitarianiçm here since the example I require at this point is of a mord theory that 
k g n s  no independent value to himess, but ultimately Railton may not hold such a theory. 
Railton rightly notes that a consequentiaiist does not have to maintain that ody subjective states 
have intruisic value He cas& his net much wider. recognising at ieast "happinen, knowledge, 
purposehil activity, autonomy, soiidarity, respect and beauty" as intrinsic goods. (Railton, 1984, 
149) He outlines a rnethod of deciding what is of intrinsic value that 1 think shows faunes to be of 
intnnsic value: 

we imagine two üves, or two wodds, alü;e in ail but one respect, and then attempt 
to determine whether rationai, weii-informed, widely-experienced individuals 
would (when vividiy aware of both alternatives) be uidifferent between the two or 
have a settied preference for one over the other. (Railton, 1984,149, note 21) 

in the end, however, whether this will yield the result that faimes is of independent value is not 
that important If it does not, the argument 1 give above concerning utiiitananism may applied to 
reveal that my charge of unfavness poses trouble for Railton's version of consequenaalisrn (or any 
other). 



nght to us. Dra* on this appmach, we might try to estabiish the sort of link 

between utilitarianism and fairness that we ne& if utilitarianism is to be 

acceptable as an explication of moality. We can suggest, for instance, that, in 

most or many mses, trying to do what is fair will in fact produce more utility 

than straightforwardly hying to calculate what will produce the most utility. In 

this way, a link between fairness and utility can be established. Acting fairly is a 

source of uality and, in many cases, doing what is fair will, of the actions 

available to an agent, produce the most utility. This goes a considerable distance 

towards making utditarianiSm acceptable. That acceptability, however, is 

threatened by my charge that moral lu& makes morality unfair. 

Nothing Raüton says gives us any reason to think 1 am wrong to argue 

that the influence of lu& when it cornes to moral worth is unfair. This means 

that nothùig Railton says goes any distance towards showing that evduative 

morality (whether uüütarian or otherwise) is not h source of unfaitness. The 

problem this poses for the phusibility of utilitarianism is that we don't just want 

morality to require us to act fairly, we also want morality to operate fairly. lbat 

is, we don't just want a link between morality and fainiess, we want there not to 

be a link between morality and unfainiess. This last poçsibility, however, is the 

one that my argument for the unfairness of mord worth faces us with.21 This 

possibility thus threatens utilitarianism just as it does a moral theory that asçigns 

independent value to faimess. Even if a mord theory assigns no independent 

value to faimess, it needs to accommodate the intuition that faimes is 

important. We have seen how this accommodation might be attempted, but the 

attempt's success is threatened by my charge that moTality is a source of 

unfairness. Hence, my charge poses a problem both for theories that assign 

21 Let me stress that this is not to say that a mord theory must grant dependent value to faimess. 
The sort of accommodation of our intuitions Lhat Railton tries to make does have some promise- It 
would have a dwce of sucaess were it not for the fact that moraiïty achrally -tes unlairriess, but 
the fact is, as we have seen, that it does mate unfairness. 



independent value to fairness and those that do not.22 

1 now tum to the two possible conclusions that my argument for the 

unfairness of moral worth might lead us to. The &st of the two possible 

conclusions wilX be developed by considering two ways of trying to head off the 

charge of unfaimes. They are naturally, though not necessarüy, made together. 

The two rnoves are: (i) suggesthg that moraüty is *political not metaphpical' 

and (ii) jettisonhg the idea of moral worth, but hanging on to the idea of moral 

responsibility. 

The first move is suggested by John Rawls' daim that his conception of 

justice is to be understood as a political not metaphysid one. By this he means 

that he does not take his theory of justice as fairness to conçtitute the one, 

etenrally frue account of what justice is, but instead as a theory of justice that af 

this time can h d  wide acceptance (even wMe allowing sigruficant 

disagreements about philosophical and theological matters to persiçt). (Rawis, 

1985) Along this same line, Tim Scanlon has presented a picture of morality as 

both contractarian and political. (%don, 1988)23 Just as Rawls seeks to anchor 

justice in broad agreement, so W o n  se& the same thing for morality. He 

tells us that "moral judgments apply to people considered as possible participants 

in a system of cdeliberation" (çcanlon, 1988,167) Morality consists of 

prinQples that we expect one another to employ when deciding what to do (and 

that may serve as a b i s  for CTiticism when we fail to employ them). Consider, 

22 A point about utüitarianim in partidar as a moal theory is worth making. At its heart, 
utilitarianism is a theory about what is g d  (i.e., something Iike ma>rimizing utility). B a d  upon 
that it provides us with a criterion of rightness for actions. What it doesn't tell us is what 
detednes how good or bad a person & nor what it is that makes a peson morany responsible for 
something. UtiIifarianism an be extendeci to tell us things, of couse0 but if it isn't it is not what I 
have caüed an *evaluative* moraiity, so there is no probiem of moral Iuck to begin with (Se 
chapter two# pp. 36-37 for ththe idea of an evaluative morality.) 
23 Scanion's primary aim in this work is to show that, even if what he calls the "causal thesis" (a 
variation on determinism) is correct, choice çtill retauis a distinctive morai significane and we can 
SU make sense of the notion of responsbility. Nothhg I say here goes any distance towards 
showing that he is wrong on either point 



for instance, the principle that we are m d y  respo~l~~ile for our appetites. 

(Sadon, 1988,199) On his view. this principle can be defended simply by 

showing that it is a principle we would a.U accept as a basis for moral cciticism. 

Our aaeptance is based upon a sort of trade off. We accept such responsibility 

because doing so pmtects us £rom daims that might be made by others whose 

prefemces are pafticularly diffidt to satisfy- Accepting responsibitity for our 

own preferences protects us from "the possibly burdensome demands of other 

people's preferences." (Scanlon, 1988,201) Our acceptance of moral responsibility 

fim our appetites is thus a pradical matter, not a matter of recogniPng some 

fixed, metaphysical fact of Me. I will not comment on Scanlon's positive view of 

morality hem, the relevant question for us is what significance this political 

approach to morality has for my charge that morality is unfair. 1 will begin 

considering this question by thinking about a view that retains both the notions 

of worth and responsibility, but daims these are political not metaphysical 

notions24 So, suppose that morality is political, not metaphysical. Does my 

w o q  about unfaimes go away? 

The worry about unfairness was generated by first cofisidering whether 

moral Iuck wfth regard to responsibility or worth codd be avoided. Having 

argued that it could not, 1 then generated the worry about unfairness by 

considering, for reasonç given earlier in this chapter, moral Iuck with regard to 

worth. The question then, is whether the claim that morality is political not 

metaphysical casts any doubt on either part of the argument. 1 fail to see how it 

on interfere with the first part, in which the inescapability of moral lu& is 

established. We have seen at length how attempts to eliminate luck create new 

room for it and this would surely hold on some more practical standard of 

worth The remaining question is whether the move from metaphysical to 

241 am not saying, however, that this is Scanlon's position His focus is on the notion of moral 
~sponsibility, so he has room to rnake the additional move of n j d n g  tht notion of mord worth 



politicai shows any promise of causing tmuble for the second part of the 

argument (in which it is argued that the notion of moral lu& with regard to 

worth is an unfair one). 1 suspect some might think it does. That is, I suspect 

some might entertain the possibility that if morality is a pradical matter and not 

some set of absolute standards laid down h m  above, the charge of unfaimes 1 

have made can be more easily tolerated. But, on doser examination, it seems 

highly doubtful that the move h m  metaphysical to political by itself does any 

g d -  

Suppose moral worth is determined accordhg to some widely agreed 

upon standards. Either these standards determine moral worth in a way that 

only aiiows for lu& of a sort or sorts other than constitutive; or in a way that 

ody allows for constitutive lu&; or in a way that allows for both constitutive 

and other sorts. If it allows for sorts 0th- than constitutive Uien, as we have 

seen, moral worth is unfair because it dows something other than the nature of 

the person king evaluated to affect the evaluation. The only hope then is if the 

political move allows us to *ect my argument that constitutive moral luck is 

unfair. Let us consider why it might be thought the political move does allow 

this. I suspect that, if this position is appealing, its appeal lies in the thought that, 

if we are concemed with practical matters like getang people to act in certain 

ways (and not in others), faimess ceases to be important It is from this 

viewpoint that Thomson's remarks about what we should make of David's 

unpleasant traits (regardes of whether they are possessed by lu& or not) make 

the most sense.25 If we don't approve of how you act, w e  de- you are of Iow 

moral worth in order to change your behaviour. (This is perhaps more name 

calling than moral evaluation.) Faimess doesn't enter into it The problem with 

this view is that, whüe the MuenOng of behaviour may be part of what is 

25 See pp. 168-169 of this thesis. 



involved in assesslllents of moral worth, it is not the whde story.26 It is in the 

rest of the story that the pmblem with faimess aises. Part of what is going on in 

the assessirtg of mord worth is simply the moral evaluation of an individual 

with no thought for the use that evaluation might be put to. It is in this kind of 

'pure' evaluation that the pmbIem with unfairness arises. The trouble is not 

that character traits are never the appropriate sort of thing upon which to base 

asçessments of moral worth. Indeed, 1 take it 1 have given good reason to think 

that if we want, as we seem to, to avoid sorts of moral luck other than 

constitutive, assessments of moral worth must be based on character traits. It is 

just that, under certain conditions, it is unfair to base an evahation on those 

traits. As we have seen, one of those conditions (there may be others) is when it 

is just a matter of lu& that the pason possesses those traits. The relatiomhip 

between luck and dowing character traits to determuie a person's moral worth 

is Iüce the relationship between steroids and allowing the fastest tirne to 

determine the winner of a hundred yard dash.27 It is not that it is always unfair 

to d o w  the fastest time to determine the winner of a race, ïndeed, it is hard to 

see what else d d  fauly determine it. It is just thai, under certain conditions, it 

does becorne unfair to allow the fastest time to determine the winner. Those 

conditions indude the winner having trained usuig steroids. Why is this 

unfair? The answer lies in what w e  are doing in holding the race and giving 

prizes. It is diffidt to say precisely what that is, but our goal is roughly to find 

out who the nahirally fastest m e r  is. The word 'naturaUy* signals limits on 

the ways of improving one's ability to run that are legitimate. Training and 

26 1 should remind the reader that fhis view is not necessarüy Seadon's, As 1 have already 
pointed out, M o n  is interested not in assesments of moral worth, but in assessments of 
responsibility, thaî is, he is interesteci in aiticisms of deeds, not people. 
27 nie example was suggested to me by Arthur Ripsteh 



even specially designeci gold d g  shoes are okay, but steroids are not.28 To 

see why the workhg of luck makes mord worth an d a i r  notion, we need to 

ask the same sort of question. What do we want out of moral worth? As 1 have 

suggested, one of the things we want out of moral worth is a sort of 'pure' 

evaluation of individu&. Since it seerns to us that such an evaluation should 

not be based on those traits that were simp1y thnist upon a person - that is, on 

those traits that are possessed by luck - alIowing lu& to interfere in the 

evaluation makes moral worth unfair. The important difference, for o u  

purposes, between a race and moral worth lies in the fact that, while we can take 

steps to eliminate the conditions that make the race unfair, we c a ~ o t  eliminate 

the lud< that rnakes moral worth unfair. We c m  carry out drug testsf but, as we 

have seen at le- we cannot stop lu& from i . u e n d g  moral worth. This 

means that, politid or not, we m o t  stop moral worth kom king imfair. 

Let me be clear about the point 1 am making here. The article from which 

I have d r m  Scanlon's political picture of morality is, in large part, intended as 

answer to those who think that if determinism is bue, morality collapses. This 

is a familiar framework and 1 want to take care that this does not distort anyone's 

impression of the position 1 am arguing for. Debates about whether we can make 

any sense out of moraüty if determinism is tme typicaUy take place within a 

fkamework in which one side is out to defend morality and the other to destroy 

it. My aim is not nearly so grand. I do not take myself to be pointing out that we 

can make no sense of morality. Indeed, I think çcanlon's picture has a lot to 

recommend it. But while @is is so, what I want to point out is that if a m o d  

theory, even a political not metaphysical moral theofy, uidudes the idea of 

moral worth, all  the elements of my argument for unfairness are still available. 

28 If, instead of wanting to ûnd the naturaUy ktest m e r ,  we iust wanted to know how fast a 
hurnan carmin, steroid use wouid seem to pose no pmblem There wodd stiU, howwer, be 
interesting questions about what was permîssibk The questions wodd now hun on what m t s  as 
hurnan, not on what is n a t d  Wodd Steve Austin be dowed to compte in the 100 me- 



Thus, even if such a moral theory has a p s t  deal to recommend it, t h e  is s u  

a way in which it is deficient. While 1 do not take this to be a reduc t io of the idea 

of moraiity, 1 do take it to be troubling. Fairness is a mmally signüicant value 

and even a political not metaphysical moral theory is unfair when it cornes to 

mord worth. 

What this suggests is that if you want to get rid of the unfairness 1 have 

pointed out, the move £rom political to metaphysical will not do it. What we 

need to do is get rid of the source of the unfâitness, m e l y ,  moral wortk This 

gets us halfway to the bleak conclusion 1 mentioned at the start of this section. 

The question we must now consider is whether we need to go all the way. Doeç 

a solution to the problem of moral iuck require us to give up responsibiIity dong 

with worth? We have seen some reaçon to think it does. 1 have çuggested that if 

we cannot solve the worth version of the problem of moral lu& we cannot 

solve the responsibility version Recall that, in chapter two, when we considered 

the Separation Strategy, we found a partial solution to the problem of moral iuck 

with regard to responsibility. We dismvered a sense in which, even allowing for 

the lu& that determines how actions t u .  out, we c m  hold the unfortunate and 

fortunate drives responsible for the same M g .  We hold them responsibIe for 

those adual consequaes of their actions that fall within the risk of harm 

created by the* actions. Thus, although we end up holding them responsible for 

very different adual events, in another sense we hold them responsible for 

exactly the same thing. But this is only a partial solution to the problem of moral 

luck with-regard to respomibility. Whüe it handes womes about resultant lu& 

it does not do anything to deal with the tmubling idea that other sorts of lu& 

affect what we do and so what we are responçible for. What I suggested at that 

t h e  was that if we could solve the worth version of the problem, we could then 

finish off the respoflsibility version If we could show that moral woNi was hree 



of luck or, failing that, that the luck involved in moral worth did not matter, we 

could respond to the remalliing problem of moral lu& with regard to 

respomibility by claiming that, although lu& does affect what we are responsible 

for it doesn't tell us anything morally deep about people. That is, we could 

respond that, although lu& makes moral differences, it doesn't make deep 

moral differences. Given the sort of lu& that remained to be dealt with after our 

partial solution was applied, this seemed enough to solve the problem. It has 

turned out, however, that we were neither able to show that cases of moral lu& 

with regard to worth do not arise nor that there is nothing troubling about the 

moral luck with regard to worth that dws arise. That might seem to cut us off 

from a solution to the responsibility version of the problem, but this is not the 

case. Rejecting the idea of moral worth dows us to make the same response as 

if we had solved the worth version of the problem. In a sense, it is a solution to 

the problem of mord worth. We may claim that although luck does have 

çomethuig to do with what we are responsibIe for, Iuck has no Say when it cornes 

to out ultimate moral s tatus. The only difference is that we must now add that 

ludc has no Say because there is nothing to say.29 

This means we can solve the problem of moral luck without having to 

give up both worth and responsibility. Giving up moral worth not only solves 

the problem of moral luck with regard to worth, it gives us a way to at last 

complete the solution to the responsibility version of the problem that we began 

in chapter hYo. We should note, however, that this solution does place çome 

restrictions on the notion of reqmnsibility. In paftidar, if we give up moral 

worth, we clearly must give up any ties between responsibility and worth. On 

this pichire, moral responçibiiity does not tell us anything about a person's 

29This move fits partimlarîy nicely into a political approach to moality. It dlow us to retain 
what is probably the more whif of the notions of worth and responsibility. While it is usefd to be 
able to taUc about whose moral responsibility sorne event is, it iç not at all clear the notion of mord 
worth has any practical application. 



moral worth. Even if a person is moraliy responsible for some homlle event, 

the answer to the question 'And what does this tell us about that person's mord 

worth?' is Nothing.' This may strike some as a strange picture of responsi'bility. 

Judith Jarvis Thomson, for instance, at one point endomed the idea that a person 

cannot be blamed for some act without it at the same time bang the case that that 

person's doing of the act is some sort of a reasan to Uunk that person is bad.30 

(Thomson, 1993,202) Hem, we see responsibifity for some bad act king 

n e c e d y  tied to an evaluation of that perwn's character. But if we abandon 

the notion of moral wo& we will dearly have to abandon that connection. 

What's more, we shall have to abandon a much weaker cornedion. Far fKmi 

alwoys reflecüng on worth, it is dear that if we give up the notion of worth, 

responsibility can neo e r refiect on worth. W e  can never, for instance, think l e s  

of a person morally for faüuig to try to make up for some bad event for whkh he 

is morally responsible. W e  can assess his actions, but never in such a way that 

his actions teil us anything about h i rn morally.31 

We have findy arrived at a solution to the problem of moral luck If we 

give up the notion of moral wor-th and properly constrain moral responsibility, 

we can avoid the unfaimess whose existence I have argued for and stiU solve the 

responçibility version of the problem of moral luck. While this requires us to 

give up something signi6cant, it is certainly a l e s  wholesale revision than 

30 This prinaple is by no meaw intuitively obvious. tE you break into my cottage seeking shelter 
fkom a storrn in which you otheNYiSe would have died, we may say that you are to blame for the 
damage even if what you did counts as no reason to lower our o p d n  of you. (The uample is h m  
Feinberg, 1978,102) Thomson may, however, wish to distinguish behveen blame and resportsibiüty 
for some bad outcoute. If so, she could argue this case does not constitute a counter-example to her - - 

principle. 
It is also worth noting that the principle might be unobjedionabIe if an assessrnent of someone as 

bad in some respect c d d  be taken as an assesment of something other than m o d  worth (eg., if an 
assessment of someone as bad was oniy a ptediction about how the peison would act in œrtain 
cimxmstances), but Thomson deady does seem to be thinking of m o d  worth 
31 Which im't to say that they don't teil us anything about him in a non-moral sense. They may 
teil us (or at le& very strongfy suggest) that he is dishonest or rude or considerate. That is, thq 
may tell us tacts about his charader, but not moral fads about his character- 



gîving up both responsibility and worh For that reason, it is surely preferable. 

There is, however, an obstacle to th& solution. It may be that we are not in a 

position to give up the idea of mord worth. Peter Strawson, for instance, has 

argued that we cannot do without i t  (Strawson, 1974) Like Scanlon, Strawson's 

argument is made in considering the threat that is sometimes thought to be 

posed to morality by the possibility that determinism is true. Strawson argues 

that, whether determinism is true or not, we c m o t  do without morality and, as 

1 will show, the conception of moraüty he has in mind is dearly one that 

indudes the idea of moral wortk If he is right, the unfainim 1 have suggested 

the existence of moral luck with regard to worth creates is not something that 

can be avoided. Strawson's position thus leads us to the second of the two 

possible conclUS1ons 1 mentioned at the start of this section. It may be that we are 

simply stuck with the unfaimes. 

Strawson identines moral judgments as a type of 'reactive attitude'. Here, 

a readive attitude is an attitude taken towards the quality of will revealed by a 

pafficular action. In short, it is an attitude towards another's attitude. Sb, my 

resentxnent of you for deliberately treading on my foot just to cause me pain is a 

reactive attitude. It is the attitude I take towards your d o u s  or hosale attitude 

towards me. This is what Strawson calls a 'personal' reactive attitude: m y 

reaction to a perçon's attitude towards m e. Strawson locates moral judgments in 

a different sort of reactive attitude. They Lie in what he calls 'vicarious' reactive 

attitudes, attitudes we take towards the quality of a person's will towards 

others.32 (Strawson, 1974,14) Strawson describes reactive attitudes as 

"participant" attitudes and contrasts them with "objectivew attitudes. Objective 

3 2 ~ 0  be mom precise, Stawson adds: 

It is not that these [Le., moral J attitudes are essentially vicarious - one can feel 
indignation on one's own account - but that they are essenîiaUy capable of king 
vicarious. (Strawson, 1974,14) 



attitudes are not to be thought of as attitudes devoid of feeling (which is perhaps 

an oxymoron), but attitudes devoid of engagement with others as people. When 

we take an objective stance towards somme, we may dislüce, pity or fear him, 

but out feelings may not indude "resentment, gratitude, forgiveness, anger, or 

the sort of love which two ad& can sometimes be said to feel recipmally, for 

each other." (Strawson, 1974,9) Strawson concedts thaL we do sometimes take an 

objective attitude towards others, but adds that when we do so, we siiificandy 

constrain our relationship to those othas. To adopt an objective attitude 

towards someone is to stop treating him or her as a person. 

A rebat to an objective attitude is often based on a view of the individual 

concemed as somehow incapacitated (for instance, as insane). We see him or her 

as incapable, either in general or just in the sort of case at hand, of normal 

interpersonal relatiomhips and so suspend (or attempt to suspend) our m a l  

reactive attitudes.33 But, although we may sometimes resort to objective 

attitudes when deahg with others, Strawçon daims that, no matter whether 

determinism is true or not, it is inconceivable that we would ever entirely 

abandon readive attitudes in favou of objective ones. This king so, he claims it 

is inconceivable that we would ever abandon mordity. To think we would or 

could is to ignore "our natural human cornmitment to ordùiary inter-personal 

attitudes." (Strawson, 1974, 13) While it might be possible to imagine a life 

without reactive attitudes, he adds that this would not be a h u ma n M e  and so 

33 He notes that we may also retreat to objective attitudes when dealing with a 'normal' 
individual. W e  rnay do so, for instance, for reasom of poücy when we are mnœming ourselves mth 
why people do what they do. 



not a life we could consider adopting.34 Ts he nght about this? H e  is certauiy 

right that a life without any reactive attitudes would be a very shange one. As to 

whether life without reactive attitudes of any sort would be human life, 1 would 

prefer not to aRSWer. The question of what exactly should count as human is not 

one I feel capable of answering. Suffice it to say that, whether it wodd be human 

or not it would certainly seem very strange to you and me. Let us consider 

instead what Strawson's position, if it is correct, t a  us about what the existence 

of moral Luck means. F i t  of df his v i d o u s  reactive attitudes dearly include 

assessments of moral worth. They indude, for instance, the feeling of moral 

disapproval towards another (not just towards another's action). (Strawson, 

1974,14) T'us, if Strawn is right that w e  cannot do without these vicarious 

reactive attitudes, it is the case that we m o t  give up the notion of moral worth. 

If so, given my earlier argument for the unfallriess of the notion of moral worth, 

it would seem we are stuck with the unfairness. 1 want, however, to briefly 

consider a response on Strawson's behalf. 

It might be daimed that in levelling the charge of unfaitness, 1 am taking 

an objective attitude where 1 should not. M y  argument that constitutive moral 

lu& is unfaV requires thinking about people in terms of the traits that make up 

their charaders (or that d e  them up, if you prefer). Perhaps Strawson would 

reply that this is the wrong way to think about the readive attitudes. H e  might 

charge that when we think about how the reactive attitudes operate we must 

think about how they deal with people not how they deal with bundles of traits. 

This is not a convincing response. It misrepresents what is going on in m y  

34 It might be thooght tbt, wMe we carmot imagine a worid without any sort of reactive attitude, 
we can imagine a wortd without uicarious (Le., moral) reacüve attitudes. Strawson disagrees: 

the change in our social world which wodd Ieave us exposed to the personal 
reactive attitudes but not at aii to their v i d o u s  anaIogues .., is perhaps even 
harder for us to envisage as a real possibility than the decay of both kinds of 
attitude together. (Strawson, 197418) 



argument for unfairness. My argument does not require us to stop b a t h g  

people as people. It merely tequires reflection on what is going on when we 

rnake the mord judgments about a person's worth that we do. Strawson cannot 

suggest that we can never refiect on what is going on when we form the reactive 

attitudes we dof since much of his artide c~nsists of preaSe1y that sort of analysis. 

Moremer, it surely c a ~ o t  be the case that those readive attitudes we do foim 

are immune to criticism. Surely, we can think about the attitudes we have and 

the way in which w e  form hem, sometimes concluding that we were wrong to 

fom the attitude we did in a partidar case. Noticef however, that doing so does 

not q W r e  us to stop thinking of the person to whom we readed as a pefs01-1. 

M a t  it requires us to think about is whether we have treated this persun poorly. 

Why then can we not consider the ways in which we form our attitudes towards 

other people and conclude that they have a sort of unfainiess built into them? 

In fact, what 1 want to suggest is that both sorts of Cnticism just mentioned fit 

very nicely into Strawson's model. The crîücisms are not made from the 

objective standpoint at d. In the case in which we decide we are wrong to form 

our attitudes as we dof what we are doing is coming to hold a certain sort of 

reactive attitude towards our own attitudes. W e  are reffeding on what we are 

doing when we make the judgments about people that we do. The seifuiticism 

we are engaged in can enter into the realm of the moral when we vicario~~~ly 

extend it to cover aU who think in this way. Similady, we may Cnticize the way 

in whkh we form judgments about others as at root involving a sort of 

unfaimes. That judgment of unfairnese may ais0 be vicariously extended. If so, 

while Shwscm may be correct that we m o t  do without the vicarious reactive 

attitudes (and so without moral worth), this does not mean the way in which we 

form those attitudes may not be criticized, as 1 have done, as unfair. 

Where does this leave us? A desire for neatness makes it tempting to 



cook up an argwnent against Strawson to the effect thaï we can get along without 

moral worth or that what we m o t  do without is beside the point. Sadly, I 

how of no such arguments and, anyway, neither is the sort of argument that 

s h d d  be tossed off Iightly. kides, as interesthg as investigating these 

questions might be, answering them would not give us a haî answer to the 

question of what conclusion a consideration of moral ludc should lead us to. 

Even if we could show that Strawson is wrong and that we can do without moral 

worth, we wodd not have shown that moral worth mus  t be discarded. It may be 

that, even though we can imagine human life without mord worth, that life 

recpires giving up too much- Someone might conclude that it wodd be better 

just to accept the unfairness that moral worth creates.35 This is, in effect, the 

same conclusion we reached when considering the problem of epistemic lu&, 

we might simply accept the lu& and the tlflfaimess it bnngs with it On this 

approach, we don't so much arrive at a solution to the problem of moral lu& as 

accept the problem. So, where does that leave us? It Ieaves us with one definite 

conclusion and a dilemma that that conclusion faces us witk The definite 

condusion is that if we do not give up on both responsibility and worth, we 

cannot eliminate mord lu& Luck penetrates deep into even morality. As to 

what this te& us about moraiity, it leaves us facing a dilemma. Either we must 

give up the notion of moral worth or we must recognize an unfaimes that is an 

3s Notice that if we are willing to make this move, we are cut off from a tamiüar objection to 
utilitarianism. Utilitarianism is, as we have already noted, often aiticireci as condoning 
unfaimes, but if we deâde it is necessary for any theory of morality to üve with the unfailness, we 
certainly cannot M t  utiiitarianism for doing just that. 

Furthermore, notice that even if it is the case that moraiity is unfair and so that the intuition that 
morality is tair is mistaken, the utiütarian may sa argue that we should not hy to CO- our 
misperception of moality. If mord worth is a notion worth keeping alive, it may be that it is also 
worth keeping the geneal impression that moral worth is fair aiive (perhaps because people are 
more likeiy to care about morai worth if they don7 realize it is an notion). Thus, the 
utditarian may daim that, although rnorality is quite different than we thought it was, it is okay 
if we don't reake this because not reaüzmg this has desirable consequemes b m  the point of view 
of moraiity as it realiy is, Le, h m  the point of view of ualitarianiçm. (I owe this compiicated, 
but i n t e m t a  obsewation to Arthur Epstein.) 



integrai part of moality. Either condusion is, to me anyway, startiing. This 

ultimately is why the problem of moral lu& matters. Though it is not dear 

exactly which revision of our thinking about morality the pmblem of morai luck 

points towards, it is, 1 hope, clear that it points towards a sisnificant revision. 
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